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ABSTRACT
The effect of interruptions from ICT systems on assembly workers in manu-
facturing is examined in this thesis, as is how the risks of errors, increases
in assembly time, increased cognitive load and resultant stress can be mitig-
ated, as well as ensuring that important new information is acted upon. To
these ends, a literature study was conducted, followed by two studies using
an experimental approach in an environment that simulated a manufacturing
assembly situation, and used tasks designed to be representative of manufac-
turing assembly tasks. The results of the literature study and the two studies
are presented in four appended papers. The body of the thesis itself introduces
similar material, and takes a step towards the creation of a theoretical frame-
work that supports analysing the tasks and environments in question from a
embodied and situated (DEEDS or 4E) viewpoint on cognition. This theoretical
framework uses graphical representations similar to storyboards to support the
analyst in maintaining an embodied and situated viewpoint during analyses of
active tasks that require an examination of the interplay between brain, body,
and environment. Supporting an embodied viewpoint during analysis has the
purpose of facilitating the design of interruption coordination systems that take
into account the embodied and situated nature of the tasks faced in manual
tasks such as assembly in manufacturing.
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SAMMANFATTNINGPÅSVENSKA
Denna avhandling undersöker hur olika former av avbrott från datorbaserade
informationssystem påverkar monteringspersonal inom tillverkningsindustrin
samtpresenterar olika strategier för att reducera denegativa effekterna av avbrot-
ten. Datorbaserade informationssystem (IT-system) används i allt större om-
fattning inom industrin för att effektivisera produktionen och undvika arbet-
skrävande manuell uppdatering av information. Notifieringar från IT-system
motiveras av att användaren i flertalet fall behöver informeras omatt ny inform-
ation är tillgänglig eller att hen direkt måste ändra sina arbetsuppgifter baserat
på den nya informationen. Detta kräver olika former av avbrott och existerande
forskning visar att om man blir avbruten kan det leda till ökat antal utförda
fel, längre tid för att utföra den huvudsakliga uppgiften och ökad upplevelse av
stress.
Det finns forskning som har studerat avbrott närmare för att testa när det är
lämpligt att avbryta någon och hur. Dock har den tidigare forskningen främst
genomförts i situationer som inte liknar vanliga arbetsuppgifter. I vissa fall har
forskare observerat sjukvårdspersonal men även detta ger inte möjligheten att
undersöka om existerande teorier för koordinering av avbrott fungerar i den
valda tillämpningsdomänen i industrin.
En existerande och etablerad taxonomi för koordinering av avbrott identifi-
erades av stor relevansför detta arbete, men eftersom taxonomin enbart hade
använts på uppgifter av mer artificiell karaktär behövdes den testas under mer
verklighetsliknande förhållanden inom tillverkningsindustrin. Denna avhand-
ling innehåller resultat från två experiment som utfördes för att undersöka om
taxonomin även fungerar vid manuellt monteringsarbete inom tillverkningsin-
dustrin. Eftersom att experimenten innebar en stor risk för ett ökat antal fel
under monteringsarbetet valdes istället att simulera en monteringslina. Res-
ultaten visar att det finns skillnader mellan att använda uppgifter av artifici-
ell karaktär i en labbmiljö än att använda mer autentiska uppgifter som efter-
liknar faktiskt monteringsarbete. En viktig skillnad identifierades vilken fick
benämningen negotiation element. Det första experimentet visade också att
identifieringen av lämpliga avbrottstillfällen verkade svårare än vad som kunde
antas på förhand. Dettamedförde att det andra experimentet behövde göras för
attmer ingående studera ochmäta effekten av olika avbrottstillfällen. Detta up-
pföljande experiment visade att en utav de förvalda avbrottstillfällena inte alls
fungerade lika bra som förväntat. Resultaten av de två experimenter utgjorde
också grunden för att bygga ihop olika teorier för att kunna skapa de första ste-
gen till ett teoretiskt ramverk som introduceras i avhandlingen. Detta ramverk
är nyskapande eftersom det använder grafiska metoder för att analysera och
mer intuitivt kunna förstå hur avbrott inverkar på manuella monteringsupp-
gifter inom tillverkningsindustrin.
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PREFACE: PERSONALCONTEXT
My own background is that I have a B.Sc in Cognitive Science, and a M.Sc. in
Informatics, both from the University of Skövde. Throughoutmy studies I have
focused on the usability, user experience, and human factors side of the field,
which comes naturally as my interest in cognitive science was awakened during
my prior education when I studied to be a commercial pilot. The practical
experience gained fromworking in the aviation field for a number of years, both
as a pilot and as a flight operations officer, has been crucial tomy understanding
of the value of cognitive science when applied to real world work scenarios.
This practical experience coupled with the theoretical insights gained from my
education also highlights the importance of firmly grounding real world tools
and methods in theory as well as the importance of making theories, methods,
and tools usable by practitioners who must design information systems, integ-
rate new systemswith existing systems, or fix existing systemswhile adhering to
tight time limits and financial constraints. This has given a focus to my studies,
and I hope that this thesis will highlight the connection between the theoretical
and the practical.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing is focused on the production of goods, with mass production
commonly focusing on the efficient production of goods while maintaining a
predefined balance between cost and quality. The requirements of today’sman-
ufacturingmean that supporting communications betweenmanagers, team lead-
ers, and assembly workers has become extremely important (e.g. Bäckstrand,
2009; Hermann, Pentek, & Otto, 2015), andmodern factories have been adopt-
ing information and communications technology (ICT) systems to these ends.
Muchmanufacturing is still heavily reliant onmanual assembly of components,
with assembly line manufacturing typically work consisting of short and relat-
ively simple tasks being performed repeatedly and under pressure to perform
to a high quality level with tight time constraints, with each workstation being
made to focus on a minimum rational work element (Groover, 2010) as well
as having a set time (takt time) in which the tasks on that workstation should
be completed (e.g. Womack & Jones, 2003). Workers typically receive all com-
ponents for assembly without having to leave their assembly stations and follow
detailed instructions for the assembly, which should be performed at a pre-
defined rate and quality level. Manufacturing using an assembly line results
in a near continuous process for the assembly workers, with each completed
assembly operation being closely followed by the next.
Althoughmassmanufacturing of this sort has traditionally meant that identical
products are being produced in large volumes, modern manufacturing now in-
creasingly offers customised products or requires a single manufacturing line
to change products quite frequently. This requires flexibility, in addition to the
existing requirements of manufacturing for efficiency and quality. Changing
the product line or customising products also requires that relevant information
reaches the assembly workers, which means getting information to the worker,
notifying the worker that new information is available, and then the worker
must examine the updated information. The assembly work may seem relat-
ively simple when examined, both physically and cognitively, but the rapid pace
of the work adds to the cognitive load being experienced. This means that small
problems or changes can cause larger problems by elevating the cognitive load
beyond manageable levels, resulting in the assembly worker either having to
slow down or causing errors (Lindblom & Thorvald, 2014). Updated assembly
information or a request for assistance at another assembly station, coupled
with a notification to examine the updated information, is an example of such
a change in the current task that can cause an increase in cognitive load.
Information such as assembly instructions for assembly workers in manufac-
turing facilities has traditionally been paper based. Some manufacturing facil-
ities have updated this to use computer displays either fixed information or dis-
play whatever information the worker selectsmanually, i.e. the systemdoes not
sense what information is required, is not context aware. Changing products on
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

the assembly line or assembling product variants requires having the correct
assembly instructions and part lists available. This has required workers to
maintain awareness of the current situation, know when new information is
required, and the workers have beeen required to update information them-
selves orwith the help of linemanagers. This is the problemwith static informa-
tion; it requires manual updating throughout the manufacturing facility, which
makes it hard to take into account unanticipated changes in the manufacturing
schedule, as well as making frequent scheduled changes work intensive. These
are among the reasons for manufacturing facilities currently adopting ICT sys-
tems that can disseminate information throughout the facilities, including to
the assembly workers (Sense&React, 2015). Using ICT systems in manufactur-
ing has the goal of supporting the core functions of manufacturing; increasing
productivity, maintaining quality, reducing costs, while increasing flexibility
(Bäckstrand, 2009).
This is taken into account by new industrial frameworks and strategies such as
Industrie 4.0 (e.g. Hermann et al., 2015), which focus on the use of advanced
sensing technologies and ICT systems throughout manufacturing facilities to
create the smart factories of the future (Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und
Energie, 2016). Smart factories inherently include extensive amounts of in-
formation flowing to and from users to support the rapid variations in pro-
duction lines common today, and one key component for successful utilisation
of this information flow is the ability to know when and where information
is needed as well as when and where additional information is not desirable.
Delivering the right information to the right person at the right time is thus a
critical component ofmodern production facilities (Hermann et al., 2015). This
may require assessing the current state of work, which is a key challenge for
smart manufacturing environments, as well as ensuring that workers become
aware of the updated information being available. Making a worker aware of
updated information or changes in priorities requires interrupting the worker
in some way, which brings with it risks of causing the worker to make errors
on the assembly, slows down assembly, and can be stressful for the worker if
interruptions are frequent (Monk, 2004). Interruptions then ideally take into
account the tasks of the user, what are appropriate moments in the user’s tasks
for interruption, and how to interrupt the user so that theminimum distraction
is caused while ensuring that the updated information receives attention and
is acted upon. Examples of such updated information include new assembly
instructions, special tool accessibility or status, part availability or location,
assembly line status changes, or something as simple as requests for assistance
from supervisors or other assembly workers. It is important to bear in mind
that many of the interruptions being discussed convey important or critical in-
formation, so the interruptions themselves are not merely a source of nuisance
but an important part of the factory of the future.
Interruptions have been studied by researchers for a long time now, with formal
research dating at least back to the late 1920s, when it was found that the details
of an interrupted task were rememberedmore precisely than a non-interrupted
task (Zeigarnik, 1927). Research on interruptions has intensified in the last few
decades as the importance of knowledge workers has risen, and the effects of
interruptions on critical work has become more apparent (Spiekermann & Ro-
manow, 2008), with human factors research built on cognitive psychology lead-

2



1.1. MOTIVATIONS 3

ing the way. This started in the 1970s, and focused on control room operations,
aviation, and other safety critical areas (Spiekermann & Romanow, 2008), and
then expanded to include other domains, in particular those where computers
and information are central to thework such as office environments and health-
care (e.g. Coraggio, 1990; Wickens, 1992; Rubinstein, Meyer, & Evans, 2001;
McFarlane, 2002; Iqbal & Horvitz, 2007; Iqbal & Bailey, 2008; Spiekermann
& Romanow, 2008; Warnock, McGee-Lennon, & Brewster, 2011; Sanderson
& Grundgeiger, 2015). Much of the research on interruptions has used tightly
controlled experiments that isolate psychological factors well (e.g. McFarlane,
1999, 2002; Altmann & Trafton, 2002; Adamczyk & Bailey, 2004), but the arti-
ficial nature of the tasks and environments coupled with the tight experimental
control means that such research may not fully reflect what happens in more
authentic tasks and environments, i.e. the ecological validity of that kind of
experiment may be low (e.g. Brixey et al., 2007; Shaughnessy, Zechmeister, &
Zechmeister, 2009; Walter, Dunsmuir, & Westbrook, 2015). Iqbal and Bailey
(2008) also point out that even using authentic tasks may not give results that
can be generalised between domains. Some of the reasons why research is not
simply performed in the target domain is that that may be too expensive, may
cause unacceptable risks, or may be too complex for researchers to manage.
The use of mobile devices is a relatively new research topic in the field of in-
terruptions, and little research can be found on the effects of mobile devices
on people in specialist domains such as manufacturing (Thorvald, Högberg,
& Case, 2014, 2). These mobile devices, including most commonly available
consumer devices, mostly fail to take into account the cost of interruptions, with
the exception of modes that completely silence the notification system while
allowing favourite contacts to trigger the notification signal. Mobile devices
have already become ubiquitous in modern personal life, but are also making
inroads into manufacturing environments, with modern ICT systems making
use of these devices, while the development of notification systems have not
kept pace with the increasing rate of system deployment. That has led to the
current research, which seeks to adapt existing research on interruptions to the
manufacturing domain, and identify theories that can be useful for investigating
and analysing thework environment facedbymanufacturing assemblyworkers.

1.1 MOTIVATIONS
Getting the right information to the right person at the right time has been high-
lighted as important for manufacturing (Hermann et al., 2015), and mitigating
negative effects of interruptions from updated information in ICT systems is
clearly important formanufacturing facilities. This includes clear benefits from
combating increases in cognitive load, managing increases in the risk of errors
that can lead to quality problems, mitigating slower assembly times, and even
reducing the likelihood of accidents due to interruptions. An examination of
current literature (Kolbeinsson, Thorvald, & Lindblom, 2014) suggested that
a gap exists in research where interruptions in manufacturing assembly due
to updated information transmitted through ICT systems are concerned, while
interruptions of this type are becomingmore common due to the deployment of
ICT systems in manufacturing facilities. This knowledge gap results from the
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

lack of domain specific applied research, and a lack of integration of existing
research on interruptions into manufacturing focused ICT systems.
Industrie 4.0 highlights the importance of flexibility in production, with this
focus coming from the requirement to customise products for customers or
change rapidly between production batches while maintaining efficiency. This
requires getting information updates to all parts of the organisation that need
it, at the correct time, and this can require interrupting people to let them know
that updated information is available and/or should be acted upon. Under-
standing that interruptions are unavoidable when information must change
rapidly (unless checking for new information is made a part of the workflow,
thereby adding time to each assembly operation and increasing cognitive load)
is then important to supporting the manufacturing facility of tomorrow.
As has been shortly explained, large portion of the existing research that has
been identified is either heavily domain specific (e.g. observations in a specific
domain such as healthcare), or consists of basic experimental research that
aims to isolate psychological factors rather than applying to authentic tasks,
i.e. maintaining ecological validity (e.g. Coraggio, 1990; Wickens, 1992; Ru-
binstein et al., 2001; McFarlane, 2002; Iqbal & Horvitz, 2007; Iqbal & Bailey,
2008; Spiekermann & Romanow, 2008; Warnock et al., 2011; Sanderson &
Grundgeiger, 2015). This highly controlled research is fundamental to isolating
and identifying psychological effects, but creating domain specific applications
containing interruption coordination requires that research be validated and
possibly adapted for each specific domain. An example of this type of research
on interruptions can be seen in McFarlane (1999, 2002) as well as McFarlane
and Latorella (2002), where a taxonomy of interruption coordination meth-
ods was developed, with four types of interruption coordination methods being
identified and evaluated in an experiment that placed participants in front of
a single computer screen, had participants play a game in which they rescued
people jumping out of a window, and replaced that task with a modified Stroop
(matching colours or shapes where either the colour or the shape are correct)
task when the interruption required interaction (McFarlane, 1999, 2002). A
Stroop task is where colours are described with a word but the word itself is in
another colour, and the participant must match either the colour of the text or
the colour described by the word to a control. McFarlane (1999) used shapes
and colours instead, where either the shape or the colour should bematched to a
control. Other work identified includes an experimental approach to interrup-
tions during document editing tasks (Iqbal & Bailey, 2008) as well as the obser-
vation of hospital personnel during their workday (Sanderson & Grundgeiger,
2015). Observational studies such as that by Sanderson andGrundgeiger (2015)
have a high ecological validity, but serve as a reminder to why experiments
are difficult to perform in active environments. These are all clearly relevant
approaches that contribute to the understanding of the effects of interruptions,
but each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages, which will be in-
troduced shortly. The experimental approach used by McFarlane (1999, 2002)
has a high level of control and low risk of confounding factors, but low ecological
validity (Oates, 2006; Shaughnessy et al., 2009; Creswell, 2014), while Iqbal
and Bailey (2008) had somewhat higher ecological validity due to the more
authentic tasks used, although Iqbal and Bailey were unsure that the tasks used
had been authentic enough to actually result in high ecological validity. McFar-
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lane (1999, 2002) isolated the effects of interruptions onperformance, but these
effects are hard to verify in more authentic settings due to the difficulties sur-
rounding conducting experiments in such settings. Sanderson andGrundgeiger
(2015), Westbrook, Duffield, Li, and Creswick (2011), as well as Rivera (2014)
all studied nurses in their work environment, and thus their findings applied
well to the settings they used but cannot be expected to apply to other domains
or even to other institutions or departments within healthcare. Sanderson and
Grundgeiger (2015) highlight these different approaches to evaluating the effect
of interruptions within their focus domain, healthcare, as well as their benefits
and disadvantages. This resulted in Sanderson and Grundgeiger (2015) putting
a focus on the use of simulations, i.e. simulated environments and tasks, to
allow for studies requiring interventions in contexts that traditionally do not al-
low formanipulation of variables. Looking back at the identified knowledge gap
regarding the lack of research on interruptions within manufacturing on the ef-
fect of interruptions from ICT systems, and taking into account the research that
does exist on interruptions, the requirement starts becoming clearer. Research
with a focus on interruptions from ICT systems in manufacturing is needed,
but research exists into the basic effects of interruptions on people, as well as
domain specific research existing in other domains.
This suggests both what is required as well as a path to achieve that require-
ment. What is required is understanding how existing theories and interrup-
tion coordination strategies may apply to the manufacturing domain and how
those can be adapted for integration within ICT systems. This can be achieved
through identifying existing research on interruptions that isolate factors of
interruptions (i.e. are not domain specific, but may not have taken into account
authentic tasks or environments) and can be adapted for use within the manu-
facturing domain, adapting that for use within manufacturing, and evaluating
the efficacy of the resulting adaptation. Such an adaptation requires exploring
both the theoretical and practical aspects of interruptions in themanufacturing
domain, as analyses must be performed throughout. This means that inter-
ruption coordination methods identified in literature (McFarlane, 1999, 2002;
McFarlane&Latorella, 2002) need to be adapted to themanufacturing domain,
empirically tested in a manufacturing setting, and analysed using theories suit-
able for understanding activities and interruptions typical of the target domain
of manufacturing assembly.

1.1.1 AIM AND OBJECTIVES
The aim of this thesis is to empirically and theoretically characterise the ap-
propriate use of interruption coordinationmethods inmanufacturing assembly
work and to provide an empirically backed theoretical framework to support the
creation of context aware interruption management systems for use in manu-
facturing with the purpose of mitigating the negative effects of interruptions.
This aim is expected to narrow the identified knowledge gap so that ICT systems
formanufacturing facilities can be better optimised tominimise negative effects
of interruptions on errors in assembly, assembly time, increases in cognitive
load, and stress. The aim will be achieved through the following objectives:
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

• Identify relevant existing research applicable to interruption manage-
ment to manufacturing assembly operations using ICT systems.

• Empirically assess the applicability of existing research on interruption
management when applied to manufacturing assembly operations using
ICT systems.

• Begin synthesising state of the art research from relevant fields with
results from the empirical assessment into a theoretical framework of
interruption coordination management in manufacturing.

• Based on obtained results create recommendations and guidelines for
integrating interruption coordination methods in ICT systems for use in
manufacturing assembly operations.

1.1.2 RESEARCH APPROACH
The requirements of the multiple fields and domains involved suggest the use
of an interdisciplinary approach where the decades of research already per-
formed within Human Factors and Ergonomics (HF/E) using traditional cog-
nitive psychology as a foundation are combined with theories from fields that
examine similar problems from other perspectives, such as cognitive science
and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Each of these fields provides tools
that have been created to examine, analyse, and solve the problems tradition-
ally faced within that field, and each field has unique strengths that can apply
to other domains. The dynamic and time-pressured nature of the tasks and
environment further suggests the applicability of a group of theories on cog-
nition that have been found useful for dynamic and time-pressured tasks and
contexts. These theories are collectively referred to as DEEDS (Dynamical, Em-
bodied, Extended, Distributed, and Situated) approaches of cognition (Marsh,
2006). Theories fromwithin this umbrella termwill therefore be examined and
used as appropriate. Such an interdisciplinary approach is expected to result
in contributions to the theoretical understanding of how interruptions affect
performance on manufacturing assembly task, as well as highlighting theories
that apply to the analyses of tasks and contexts in the manufacturing domain.
Theories found to be useful during the analysis will then be synthesised into a
theoretical framework for further use on similar problems, with further future
possibilities of validation or adaptation for use in other domains, as well as
offering the possibility of creatingmethods based on the theoretical framework.
Practical contributions are also expected in the form of recommendations and
guidelines for ICT system creators and human factors and ergonomics (HF/E)
practitioners working in the manufacturing assembly domain. Fulfilling the
aim of the thesis requires fulfilling the objectives introduced earlier, and there-
fore the work presented here consists of three main stages:

• a literature study, adapting research identified as promising to the man-
ufacturing domain as well as

• evaluating its effectiveness, and
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• synthesising a theoretical framework based on the obtained results.

The first two stages are presented in the attached papers, while the third stage
is a part of the thesis itself.
The first objective consists of a literature study that should examine work from
research fields that can provide empirical work on interruptions or theories that
offer insights. Work identified as being central includes the seminal work of
McFarlane (1999, 2002) as well as further analyses byMcFarlane and Latorella
(2002) in which a taxonomy of interruption coordination methods is intro-
duced, experiments performed to test the interruption coordination methods
included in the taxonomy, and the requirements of different primary tasks and
interruption tasks are explored. Some other work identified as central on in-
terruptions includes Iqbal and Bailey’s (2008) paper on breakpoint selection
for smart interruption systems that attempt to interrupt at appropriate times.
Looking at the theoretical side, Monk, Boehm-Davis, and Trafton (2002) intro-
duced a basicmodel of the anatomy of an interruption, i.e. how the interruption
requires a shift to an interruption task and then back to the primary task, and
howboth of these task switches incur a cost in terms of a delay. Finally, Rooksby
(2013) suggests simulating the context to be tested when it is impossible or im-
practical to perform studies in the target context, and Sanderson andGrundgei-
ger (2015) supply suggestions as to how such a simulation can be created so
as to support the goal of eliciting similar responses as would be elicited in the
authentic target domain.
The second objective requires an empirical assessment of the applicability of
work identified in the literature study, which requires an adaptation of the work
of McFarlane (1999, 2002) and McFarlane and Latorella (2002). McFarlane’s
workused an experimental approach, so the adaptation required a similar setup,
with some changes required to fit the manufacturing domain. Themanufactur-
ing domain has been briefly explained, but what may not be clear from that is
that while performing experiments in running manufacturing facilities would
be ideal for maintaining a high ecological validity, manipulating variables to
assess whether the costs of interruptions such as increases in cognitive load, in-
creases in assembly times, increases in assembly errors, and increases inworker
stress can bemeasured is difficult, impractical, expensive, and possibly danger-
ous. Sanderson and Grundgeiger (2015) argued that in their domain, health-
care, intervention studies face logistical andorganisational difficulties thatmake
them impractical, that make the manipulation of variables operationally diffi-
cult and in many cases unethical. This is also the case in manufacturing, with
fewmanufacturing facilities willing to allow suchwork due to the risks and costs
involved. That experiments cannot be conducted in active manufacturing facil-
ities means that another approach is required, with Rooksby (2013) suggesting
the use of simulations, and Sanderson and Grundgeiger (2015) examining the
use of simulations within healthcare and arguing for increased use of simula-
tions in sensitive domains. The simulations used in the studies detailed in the
appended papers used one workstation of a manufacturing assembly facility
where pedal cars are built for training purposes. The tasks used in the sim-
ulation were created to be representative of tasks observed in manufacturing
assembly tasks, and the ICT systems used in the simulations were also mod-
elled on user interfaces observed inmanufacturing facilities in various facilities
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around Sweden and Europe. These observations included problem areas, such
as user interfaces commonly not taking into account basic rules of usability, and
the ICT systems created for the experiments took into account these observed
usability problems. The experiments used these simulations to assess the ef-
fects of adapting the identified research byMcFarlane (1999, 2002) andMcFar-
lane and Latorella (2002) to interruptions in amanufacturing assembly setting.
An unexpected observation was made in the experiment, wherein participants
missed interruptions sent at times that had previously been identified using
Iqbal and Bailey’s (2008) work as being appropriate for interruption. The first
experimentwas not set up tomeasure this, and details could not be extrapolated
from the sampled data, requiring a second experiment to further explore this
effect. Guidelines and recommendations for creating interruption coordination
systems for use in ICT systems in manufacturing were made based on results
and conclusions from the studies using these simulation based experiments.
The third objective involves a synthesis of the literature study detailed in paper
1, and the empirical work detailed in papers 2, 3, and 4. This work is in progress
and will be subject to further research. The work on envisioning a theoret-
ical framework for interruption coordination management in manufacturing
is included in this thesis, and uses a novel approach to synthesise concepts
in a visual way that is aimed to be intuitive both for understanding and for
use. The theoretical framework uses storyboards to synthesise the empirical
results with the theories that were used for analyses, which include theories
and concepts fromDEEDS (e.g.M.Wilson, 2002;Marsh, 2006), activity theory
(e.g. Kaptelinin & Nardi, 1997), Distributed Cognition (e.g. Hutchins, 1995) as
well as more traditional interruption research (e.g. McFarlane, 2002; Altmann
& Trafton, 2002; Trafton & Monk, 2007; Iqbal & Bailey, 2008). Contribution
made in this thesis centre mostly on the empirical work performed, its execu-
tion, and results. The empirical work was performed in a simulated environ-
ment, with participant feedback suggesting that the simulation of amanufactur-
ing task and environment were successful and created a similar feeling to that
of working in a real manufacturing assembly situation. This supports the use
of simulations for empirical research, and supports the basic point put forward
by Rooksby (2013) as well as the more specific points made by Sanderson and
Grundgeiger (2015) as well as Drews and Bakdash (2013) about the qualities
required to successfully use simulations in research. Finally, guidelines and
recommendations for integrating interruption coordination methods into ICT
systems for use in manufacturing assembly operations are included in papers
2, 3, and 4, and rely on the results of the empirical studies and further analyses.

1.1.3 INDUSTRIAL ANDACADEMICCOLLABOR-
ATIONS

The research presented in this thesis has been performed as a part of the Sense
& React project and financially supported by the Sense & React Consortium,
which aims to create context sensitive and reactive user interfaces for manufac-
turing environments, and includes multiple industrial partners. The Sense &
React project was funded by the EU grant FP7-314350. Sense & React referred
to itself as “The context-aware and user-centric information distribution system
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formanufacturing”, andhad the aimof building a context aware ICT system that
senses conditions and reacts, with the the goal of increasing the flexibility of
ICT systems in manufacturing. This requires sensors throughout manufactur-
ing facilities that give information to Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES)
or other enterprise applications (e.g. Enterprise Resource Planning, ERP), as
well as disseminating information through channels such as static and mobile
information devices that can include information screens, desktop computers,
tablets, and mobile phones (Sense & React, 2015). The official website of Sense
& React (Sense & React, 2016) states the project aims as:

• Defining a factory wide sensing and ICT end-to-end infrastructure for
sensing data from the manufacturing environment, subsequent real
time data acquisition and management to information visualization onto
display devices such as mobile devices, large screen and industrial touch
screens.

• Developing methods and reference architecture for enabling intelligent
management of manufacturing information in real-time: Sense&React
intends to develop new information structures and information flow
approaches so as to optimise the load of information presented to the
different users at the shop-floor or project shop.

• The development and use of customised, role-specific user interfaces
in shop-floor environments provided onto display devices such as NFC
(Near Field Communication) enabled mobile devices in order to support
the shop-floor personnel with the adequate amount of information also
considering the cognitive load when performing certain operations.

• Development and application of factory-wide real time optimization
methods that utilize real-time data, such as personnel, asset or part loca-
tion data in order to optimize production performance, energy efficiency
and safety

The aims and goals of Sense &React align with those of the Industrie 4.0 frame-
work for creating tomorrow’s smart factories. Industrie 4.0 contains a heavy
focus on increased communication, increased flexibility, and more ICT sys-
tems that sense the current status and can react to that (e.g. Hermann et al.,
2015). For this purpose the Sense & React project is built on collaboration
between multiple industrial and academic partners. These are, in addition to
the University of Skövde, Ascom, Volvo, Electrolux Italia S.p.A., SAP, Institute
for IndustrialManagement (FIR) at AachenUniversity of Technology, the Tech-
nical University of Dresden Dresden (TUD), Intrasoft International S.A., The
Laboratory for Manufacturing Systems and Automation (LMS) of the Univer-
sity of Patras, Emphasis Telematics, Estaleiros Navais de Peniche S.A. (ENP),
and the Instituto Superior Tecnico (IST) of the Technical University Lisbon.
The research presented here has had some collaboration with most of these
partners, with particularly tight collaboration with Ascom on the development
and testing of their CANA messaging system, which includes mobile devices
thatwere graciously loaned for the purpose of the studies included in this thesis.
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1.1.4 SUMMARY OF APPENDED PAPERS
The papers included in this thesis are ordered so that the progression from the
literature review to the conclusion of the licentiate thesis is clearly visible, which
is not reflected by the publication date:

1. Context aware interruptions: existing research and required research, a
literature review that was presented at the Applied Human Factors and Er-
gonomics (AHFE) 2014 conference and published as part of the conference
proceedings (Kolbeinsson et al., 2014),

2. Coordinating the interruption of assembly workers in manufacturing: a
manuscript detailing the results of the first experiment submitted to the
Journal of Applied Ergonomics (Kolbeinsson, Thorvald, & Lindblom, in
press),

3. Mind the body: how embodied cognition matters in manufacturing, fur-
ther analysed elements of the first experiment and was presented at AHFE
2015 and published as a journal article in Procedia Manufacturing (Kolbeinsson
& Lindblom, 2015).

4. and finally,Missing mediated interruptions in manual assembly: Crit-
ical aspects of breakpoint selection, a manuscript detailing the results
of a second experiment, submitted to the Journal of Applied Ergonomics
(Kolbeinsson, Lindblom, & Thorvald, submitted).

PAPER 1: CONTEXT AWARE INTERRUPTIONS: EX-
ISTING RESEARCH AND REQUIRED RESEARCH

The first work in this thesis was presented and published in the proceedings of
the AppliedHumanFactors andErgonomics (AHFE) conference in 2014, which
was held in Krakow, Poland. This work was presented at the AHFE 2014 con-
ference, and detailed the initial literature review performed for this thesis, with
a particular focus on research on interruptions. This identified some central
work, in particular it pointed toMcFarlane’s taxonomy of interruption coordin-
ation methods based on his 1999 experiment as being important work, as well
as the following additional analyses performed byMcFarlane (2002), as well as
McFarlane and Latorella (2002). Other work identified as being central to the
work ahead was work on mediating interruptions and identifying breakpoints
in activity (Iqbal & Bailey, 2008), as well as an overview of the anatomy of an
interruption (Trafton & Monk, 2007). I am the main author of this paper. The
work performed consisted of a literature review, and writing the paper. My co-
authors took part throughout the process and provided invaluable guidance.
This applies to all the appended papers.

PAPER2: COORDINATINGTHE INTERRUPTIONOF
ASSEMBLY WORKERS IN MANUFACTURING

The literature review presented in paper 1 identified existing research by Mc-
Farlane (1999, 2002) and McFarlane and Latorella (2002) that was seen as
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fitting the general aim of my research, but found their work to be lacking in
ecological validity due to the highly controlled nature of the experiment and
the artificial nature of the tasks and environment. Thismeant that the next step
was identified as adapting the taxonomy of interruption coordination methods
introduced by McFarlane (1999, 2002) to a setting that better fit the target
domain of manufacturing assembly. An experiment using a simulated fact-
ory environment and tasks was created to perform this adaptation, with the
hypothesis that McFarlane, 2002’s (1999, 2002) results would be seen with
the exception that the less controlled experiment being conducted would al-
low subjects control over task switching, and thereby cause so-called imme-
diate interruptions, where subjects are expected to switch immediately to the
interruption task on receipt of an interruption, to have less negative effects
than predicted by McFarlane, 2002’s (1999, 2002) work, but that McFarlane’s
work would apply to other aspects of interruption coordination methods. The
study detailed in paper 2 found that immediate interruptions did indeed cause
less cost in the form of increased time and errors on the assembly task than
predicted by McFarlane (1999, 2002), but also found less difference between
the other interruption coordination methods than suggested by McFarlane’s
work. An unexpected observation was made during this study when subjects
were seen tomiss notifications at an interruption point that had been predicted
to be beneficial to performance, referred to as mediated interruptions. The
experiment was not set up to measure this and the data could not be extra-
polated from the sampled data, so the observation could not be confirmed. A
follow-up experiment was planned as soon as these results became apparent.
Paper 2 is currently in review to be published in Applied Ergonomics. I am the
main author of this paper and designed, planned, led, and analysed the study
presented in the paper.

PAPER 3: MIND THE BODY: HOWEMBODIED COG-
NITION MATTERS IN MANUFACTURING

The experiment introduced in paper 2 was further analysed from an embodied
cognition perspective. This second analysis and its conclusions were presented
at the AHFE 2015 conference which was held in Las Vegas, and was later pub-
lished in Procedia Manufacturing (Kolbeinsson & Lindblom, 2015). The focus
in paper 3 was on the embodied aspect of notifications in an active environ-
ment, and why one class of notifications called mediated notifications failed at
a specific point previously thought to be suitable. The concept of activity levels
comes from activity theory and provides useful tools for identifyingmotives and
goals within activities and hierarchically structuring activities (Rogers, 2012).
Guidelines for analysing tasks from an embodied cognition perspective that
complements and expands traditional human factors and applied ergonomics
approaches were developed and are included. This paper concluded that em-
bodied cognition canprovide human factors and applied ergonomics practition-
ers with a new view on tasks and activities, which can lead to design principles
and analysis tools that provide a different set of tools than commonly used
today. I am the main author of this paper, with much collaboration with my
co-author both in the additional analysis and the writing of the paper.
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PAPER 4: MISSINGMEDIATED INTERRUPTIONS IN
MANUAL ASSEMBLY

Paper 4 details the results of an experiment designed to follow up on the unex-
pected observationsmade in the first experiment and detailed in papers 2 and 3.
Mediated interruptions (where the system attempts to interrupt at an appropri-
ate point) were tested exclusively to verify whether subjects miss the interrup-
tion when it is sent at a previously identified breakpoint between sub-tasks in
assembly. The experiment supported the hypothesis that subjects would miss
interruptions at the breakpoint between sub-tasks more than they did when
interrupted at a breakpoint between tasks. The work of Iqbal and Bailey (2008)
was found to be helpful in understanding this, with their concepts of tasks and
sub-tasks, as well as coarse and fine breakpoints aligning well with the concept
of activity levels as well as the simplified anatomy of an interruption offered
by Trafton and Monk (2007). The concept of activity levels comes from activ-
ity theory and provides useful tools for identifying motives and goals within
activities and hierarchically structuring activities (Rogers, 2012). Combining
these conceptswith the basic views on embodied cognition offered byM.Wilson
(2002), already identified as useful for analysis in paper 3, helped identify the
reason behind the problems with noticing the interruption signal as a misalign-
ment of action and anticipation of action, with these two factors affecting the
practical length of the pause between sub-tasks and creating interference. These
findings are further elaborated upon in this thesis and used to form a first ver-
sion of a theoretical or conceptual framework suitable for supporting the work
ofHCIpractitioners, designers, aswell as human factors and ergonomics (HF/E)
practitioners, and introducing core concepts of embodied cognition to the field
in such a way as to be understandable and practical. I am the main author of
this paper, as well as having designed, planned, led, and analysed the study
presented.

1.1.5 OTHER WORK
The work presented in this thesis is performed in collaboration with the Sense
& React project, see 1.4. Additional work for the Sense & React project that is
not included in the thesis has involved the design of user interfaces that react
to the predicted cognitive load of a situation and optimise the display of in-
formation for assembly workers, as well as sensing upcoming conditions in the
assembly line based on assembly status, component availability, batch change
information, and more. This design work focused on displaying assembly in-
structions to assembly workers andmodifying the displayed information based
on predicted cognitive load. My additional work on the Sense & React project
has involved:

• Writing multiple deliverables detailing contributions made by the Uni-
versity of Skövde to the Sense & React project where interruption ele-
ments, UI design work, or usability analyses were involved. These re-
ports included Deliverable 5.3 which detailed design approaches to min-
imise cognitive load, Deliverable 6.2 which introduced user notification
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concepts and context awareness for notifications. Deliverable 6.3 aimed
to “develop concepts to, first, reduce User Interface (UI) development
to a minimal set of front ends and, second, reduce the cognitive load
of potential users in the factory”, and a deliverable created at the end
of the project summarise the work performed by myself and other pro-
ject members at my research institution. These reports include design
guidelines for creating interruption systems, both at a high level (e.g.
which type of interruption to use at which time) and a low level (e.g. how
to make sure that workers notice the message, and how to make sure
that workers do not forget a message if they must first complete their
task before responding to the interruption).

• UI design work for the development of a reactive system for supporting
assembly workers by showing assembly instructions (the JDS assembly
support application, a component of the S&R Shell).

• UI design work for the development of a mobile reactive system for sup-
porting assembly workers by showing assembly instructions on a mobile
device.

• Usability evaluation of the Ascom CANA messaging system which was
used during the experiments detailed in papers 2, 3 and 4.

1.1.6 THESIS OUTLINE
This thesis consists of 6 chapters. After an introduction to the thesis, chapter 2
explains the theoretical and practical background to the work contained within
the research. This involves introducing the manufacturing domain and its re-
quirements, introducing existing research on interruptions, and explaining how
cognition has been viewed in the past and how DEEDS approaches such as the
embodied and situated cognition view differs from traditional views based on
cognitive psychology as commonly used in existing research on interruptions
and HF/E.
Chapter 3 follows this by focusing on the research design used for the whole
thesis, as well as explaining the research design of each paper included in the
thesis. The papers themselves rely on experiments using simulations to create
authentic environments and tasks that should elicit responses similar to those
elicited by real manufacturing tasks and environments.
Chapter 4 goes through the empirical results obtained from the studies that
were conducted and explains those.
Chapter 5 details the theoretical framework which synthesises some of theories
introduced earlier. The theoretical framework uses graphical storyboards to as-
sist in that synthesis, as well as to highlight and explain the differences between
traditional views on cognition and the embodied and situated viewpoint used
here.
Chapter 6 contains the contributions and limitations, and conclusions are presen-
ted and discussed.
The papers that constitute the backbone of the research are finally presented in
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the Appendix, in chronological order of thework being performed in that paper,
not chronological order of publication.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
This chapter introduces central concepts that are used in this thesis. These
include the domain, which is manufacturing, the disciplines that have worked
within manufacturing, the basics of human cognition, and theories on human
cognition that can be used for the analyses of manufacturing tasks and inter-
ruptions in the manufacturing domain, as well as for managing interruptions.

2.1 MANUFACTURING AND ASSEMBLY
Manufacturingmeans to ”Make (something) on a large scale usingmachinery:”
(Oxford English Dictionary, 2016). That said, manufacturing has large vari-
ations in the products being created and themethods used to create those products.
This ranges from custom manufacturing on a smaller scale based on special
orders, to mass manufacturing where millions of articles are produced. Man-
ufacturing as is being explored in this thesis focuses on the efficient mass pro-
duction of articles on an assembly line. Modern manufacturing can include
customisation of the products being created, as well as the possibility of manu-
facturing different articles on a single manufacturing line, swithcing the whole
assembly line between products as is required to maintain efficiency and prof-
itability. The goals of efficiency and flexibility require supporting communic-
ations between managers, team leaders, and assembly workers (Bäckstrand,
2009), but any new communication may necessitate interrupting the person
who should get access to the new information. Timely dissemination of inform-
ation can be vital for people to complete their tasks, but unnecessary interrup-
tions can have negative effects on people and tasks, and if the interruptions
contain a new task to perform then interruptions at inappropriate times can also
cause errors on both the interruption task and the primary task (McFarlane,
1999). Manufacturing products in an efficient, safemanner that ensures quality
of the product is complex. The common image of workers assembling a Ford
Model T on a moving assembly line is still relevant, but modern manufacturing
is unlikely to offer only one version in one colour. Supply lines inmanufacturing
are also controlled and modelled to ensure that the production flow in final
assembly is as stable as possible (Groover, 2010). Adding to this, the assembly
operations are broken down into simple sets of operations so that each worker
performs only a small and well defined part of the assembly before the product
goes to the nextworker. These “component actions” are referred to asminimum
rational work elements (Groover, 2010). This allows the use of what is called
a “takt” time, which is the amount of time that each assembly should take (e.g.
Womack& Jones, 2003). These times can be quite short, depending on the type
of assembly, and at the end of each assembly the worker receives a new product
for assembly. This effectively means that there are no pauses in assembly; the
assembly process runs near continuously and workers cannot leave their as-
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sembly station without requesting a replacement worker or shutting down the
assembly station. Other forms of manufacturing assembly exist, such as “dock”
assembly, where large and complex products are assembled by highly skilled
specialists over a longer period of time, often in a fixed place, or dock. This
setup is very different from the moving assembly line, and is mostly used for
large, complex products that are not produced in large quantities. Examples
of such products would be large passenger aircraft assembly, ship building,
and building heavy machinery for the forestry industry (Andreasson, 2014).
Access to assembly instructions is important whether or not amoving assembly
line is used, and these assembly instructions have traditionally come to the
assembly station in a paper based format. When faced with moving assembly
lineswhere each station has assembly times as short as 30 seconds andproducts
whichmay change batches multiple times per day, or even have customisations
based on individual customer demands (such as when ordering specific details
on new cars) then updating paper based assembly instructions becomes time
consuming and error prone. Checking for variants may be in some cases be a
part of a normal workflow, especially where a product line offers high levels of
customisability, but in other cases these may be uncommon enough that alerts
would reduce the chance for errors. Using ICT systems that can ascertain what
product is in assembly, show which components should be mounted, and sense
which components the worker has taken from the inventory can reduce the
chances for errors and greatly simplify updating information across the whole
manufacturing line (Sense&React, 2015). Updates of this sort may in some
cases be a part of a normal workflow for assembly workers, i.e. the worker
completes an assembly, checks the status and the assembly instructions, and
begins the next assembly, but in other cases information updates may require
informing the assembly worker before the completion of the assembly, and this
would constitute an interruption. Unanticipated delays in component deliv-
ery, production delays either before or after the work station, technical faults
in assembly station equipment, or request for assistance from supervisors or
other assembly workers can, for instance, require immediate dissemination of
information and thereby require interrupting the worker.
This highlights the opportunities and risks associated with rapid dissemination
of information, and as has been explained the amount of information has in-
creased greatly in recent years due to requirements for product customisation.
Information and communications technology (ICT) has expanded greatly in
recent years in people’s personal lives andworkplaces, includingmanufacturing
facilities, and can support modern requirements of information dissemination
withinmanufacturing. Industry has seen the problemswith currentmethods of
information dissemination, and seen the opportunities inherent in ICT systems,
and has responded with modern industrial frameworks and strategies such as
Industrie 4.0 (e.g. Hermann et al., 2015), which focus on the smart factories
of the future. These smart factories of the future are seen as requiring ways of
sensing and predicting the current state, current requirements, future require-
ments, and having to disseminate information based on that (e.g. Sense&React,
2015). This means that modern or future smart factories inherently involve
extensive amounts of information flowing between the automated systems in
use and the workers, and one key component for successful utilisation of this
information flow is the ability to know when and where information is needed
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as well as when and where additional information is not desirable, i.e. getting
the right information to the right person at the right time (Bäckstrand, 2009).
A challenge in the smart manufacturing environments of today and tomorrow
is to assess the current state of work and send various kinds of information to
a user accordingly, as well as making a user aware of updated information that
requires notifying the user that new information is available (Hermann et al.,
2015). Notifying a user that new information is available and requires attention
involves interrupting the user in some way and has been researched in many
fields and domains for a long time, with the human factors advances in aviation
being a prime example (e.g. Hawkins, 1993; Mirlacher, Palanque, & Bernhaupt,
2012).

2.2 INTERRUPTIONS
(Coraggio, 1990)(p. 19) provides a definition of what an interruption is: “an
interruption is an externally generated, randomly occurring, discrete event that
breaks continuity of cognitive focus on a primary task”. Coraggio’s definition
can be argued to be somewhat limited and overly broad at the same time, as
it is wide enough to encompass such concepts as distractions, which are non-
focused and non-information bearing interruptions that incur a measurable
cost but do not result in a full switch from the primary task (Sanderson and
Grundgeiger (2015)), yet ignores internally generated sources of interruption
such as thinking of a new angle to a problem or another task that must be
performed. Even so, Corragio’s definition is widely used, and is useful for the
purposes of this thesis, which focuses on targeted interruptions generated from
some sort of notification system, ideally using a system for interruption co-
ordination. Targeted interruptions need to make their presence known. Noti-
fications serve this purpose. Notifications are, in the context of this thesis, a dir-
ected signal to interrupt the user and inform that new information is available
and awaits the user, and a notification system is the underlying apparatus that
transfers and presents notifications (Kolbeinsson et al., 2014). A notification
is then a specific signal designed to interrupt a user or group of users, and the
notification systemmanages these signals and triggers specific mechanisms for
interrupting people or a person. A random noise in the environment that in-
terrupts is then not a notification (it is, however, a distraction), but a computer
giving an audio message such as “you’ve got mail” is a notification, yet both can
interrupt. The problem with interruptions, intentional and targeted or not, is
that they incur costs. Those costs are that the number of errors on the task being
performed when interrupted, the primary task, is increased, the time to com-
plete the primary task is increased, the interruption task also suffers the risk
of errors, and irritation can increase due to interruptions (McFarlane, 2002;
Wickens, 1992). These increases in cognitive load, stress, and irritation can also
lead tomore errors beingmade onboth the interruption task andon the primary
task (McFarlane, 1999). As has been discussed, modern manufacturing can re-
quire updates to information to be propagated to workers, and this information
can be vital for upcoming tasks or even for the current task. Likewise, personal
communications through mobile devices cause interruptions, but these may
be welcomed. This goes to show that interruptions are definitely not all bad,
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Figure 2.1: A simplified model of a primary task being intruded upon by an interruption. This
illustrates the basic costs in time of even a well handled interruption, with time being required
to switch between the tasks. The vertical axis is used for discriminating between the two tasks,
as well as higlighting how interruption lag and resumption lag stems from he requirement to switch
between the primary task and interruption task. Adapted from Trafton and Monk (2007) using terms
from McFarlane (2002) as well as Altmann and Trafton (2002).

although they come at a cost. As has been mentioned, high cognitive load can
lead to errors, but what may be less obvious is that low cognitive load can also
lead to errors due to boredom and inattention, and in these cases interruptions
may be beneficial as they raise the cognitive load to a more appropriate level
(Scerbo, 1998; Jackson, Kleitman, & Aidman, 2014). An interruption is then, in
simple terms, any event that breaks a person’s attention to their current activity,
the primary task, and either requests or forces the user to focus on a new task,
the interruption task (Kolbeinsson et al., 2014).
A simplified anatomy of an interruption starts at a task that is being performed,
referred to as the primary task, an interruption of some sort, switching from
the primary task to the interruption task, completing the interruption task, and
resuming the primary task. A graphical representation of this simplified model
can be seen in figure 2.1. The simple model may be seen as implying that the
primary and interruption tasks, as well as the whole process of interruption and
resumption, are simple linear processes, butWerner andHolden (2015) explain
that this is not the case. Werner and Holden (2015) argue that even simple
real-world tasks and contexts entail more complex processes than is shown by
the simplified model, and that tasks and contexts where multiple people and
multiple tasks vie for attention, such as in emergency department operations,
result in highly complex relationships between elements of all the actors in-
volved. That said, models such as Trafton and Monk’s (2007) are useful for
explaining basic concepts, although for real world applications more detailed
models may be required.

EXISTING RESEARCH ON INTERRUPTIONS

The earliest research that is known to explicitly investigate the effects of inter-
ruptions was published in 1927 by Zeigarnik, and shows that people remem-
ber the details of a task better if they are interrupted in performing that task.
Much has happened since then, with a sharp increase in research on inter-
ruptions occurring in the late 1970s’ and through the 1980s’ (Spiekermann &
Romanow, 2008). This increase was mostly in the field of human factors, and
was brought about because of highly publicised air accidents and accidents in
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nuclear power station control rooms (Trafton & Monk, 2007; Spiekermann &
Romanow, 2008). Interruptions in information systems then started getting
more attention in the late 1990s’, and has increased in the time following that
(Spiekermann & Romanow, 2008). A problem for the proposed research is
that interruptions havemostly been examined in conjunction with traditionally
information system reliant fields of work, such as office environments using
desktop computers, and control room operations (Brixey et al., 2007; Wal-
ter et al., 2015), and information rich environments where workers have great
freedom in handling interruptions such as in healthcare (e.g. Coraggio, 1990;
Wickens, 1992; Rubinstein et al., 2001; McFarlane, 2002; Iqbal & Horvitz,
2007; Iqbal & Bailey, 2008; Spiekermann & Romanow, 2008; Warnock et al.,
2011; Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015). Walter et al. (2015) have identified an
interest in clarifying how interruptions affect occupational settings, and in par-
ticular stress the difficulty of quantifying the effects of interruptions in authen-
tic settings due to multiple issues ranging from the risks or costs of disturbing
operations, to the difficulty of managing variables and avoiding confounding
factors.
McFarlane and Latorella (2002) mention that it seems absurd that people may
actually want interruptions to their work, but that normal work requires access
to updated information as well as social information. McFarlane and Latorella
(2002) also point out that information systems at the time of their research had
in general not been designed with interruptions taken into account, and that in
some cases interruptions had dangerous effects in workplaces such as aircraft
cockpits where pilots were much more likely to make mistakes on interrupted
tasks. It may seem prudent to ask why information systems design did not take
the effect of interruptions into account, and the answer appears to be that the
effects of interruptions on general tasks had not been been studied. Indeed,
Zijlstra, Roe, Leonora, and Krediet (1999) state that little research had been
done by 1999 on the effects of interruptions on workers’ performance. A review
of existing literature shows this to contain a grain of truth.
Some organisations such as the US Navy are reported as having become aware
quite early that the complexity of their shipborne systems was increasing in
such a way that future systems would not be fully mission capable in the fu-
ture without a major UI redesign that would take interruptions into account in
notification systems (McFarlane & Latorella, 2002). Although these examples
use workplaces with large consequences for mistakes, the same applies to other
fields. Even though the consequences of mistakes may not be fatal, they may
still be harmful or even disastrous to the individual or company that suffer these
problems. Yet other mistakes may lower the operational efficiency of a work-
place, for instance through distracting workers from their tasks unnecessarily
often or at inopportune times. In addition to decreasing efficiency, increas-
ing errors, and increasing time-to-complete tasks, interruptions have also been
found to affect users’ psychological and physical well being (Baethge & Rigotti,
2013). That said, Zijlstra et al. (1999) found that interruptions can increase
performance onmonotonous tasks, probably due to the interruption increasing
the cognitive load to a level less likely to cause boredom and inattention.
Begole, Matsakis, and Tang (2004) created the Lilsys system for showing a
user’s status in an instant message (IM) system on a desktop computer, and
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found that usingmotion sensing and sound sensing (for sensing conversations)
changed how other people approached the user. The user got tentative mes-
sages such as “I see that you are busy, but I have a quick question”, and “can
you call me when you’re free?”. This is the kind of behaviour that humans show
towards one another when they receive cues that someone is busy. These cues
may be as simple as an explicit “I’m busy” note on the door, or as complex
as gauging based on interpretation whether a person is amicable towards in-
terruptions. That must then be the first step for a context aware and mindful
notification system.
As has been explained, interruptions have a high cost for the person being inter-
rupted in most cases. Switching between tasks, even when done in a controlled
manner, incurs a cost in terms of time and performance on both tasks (Spieker-
mann & Romanow, 2008). The performance loss can be mitigated through
preparing for the task switching, as well as through having easy ways of “en-
tering” the new task. The same goes when switching back to the primary task;
if the task can be left in such a state that it can be easily resumed and/or if the
primary task is set up in a manner that allows easy resumption of the task then
the performance cost of task switching is greatly reduced. This immediately
suggests some interesting ways of managing interruptions, which McFarlane
(1999, 2002) has explored in some detail. The first of these ways of managing
interruptions is to allow the user to select an appropriate time to be interrup-
ted, or negotiating the interruption. Another involves attempting to sense the
appropriate time to interrupt, or tomediate the interruption. A thirdmethod of
managing interruptions uses certain pre-scheduled timeswhich allow interrup-
tions, or scheduled interruptions. And the final interruption method is the one
that is currently most frequently used; immediate interruptions without any
heed being paid to the user’s current activity. McFarlane (1999, 2002) as well
as McFarlane and Latorella (2002) found the nature of the primary task to be
of paramount importance for selecting what type of interruption coordination
should be used. The four coordination methods are as follows (McFarlane,
1999, 2002; McFarlane & Latorella, 2002):

• Immediate interruptions are delivered when the new information arrives
and do not take into account current user activity. This new information
might be that a supervisor is asking for the worker’s presence, or that the
worker must retrieve new components or assembly instructions due to
an unforeseen problem.

• Negotiated interruptions make the user aware that there is an interrup-
tion that will require some action, and may inform the user of the im-
portance level of the interruption, but the user has the option to choose
when to pay attention to the notification and examine the new informa-
tion itself in full detail.

• Mediated interruptions use a mediator (a person or a system) to gauge
when it is appropriate to interrupt the user. There is a request that the
user comes and performs an action, where this request is delivered via
the mediator through the user’s information device at a time deemed
appropriate.

• Scheduled interruptions are delivered at pre-scheduled times or inter-
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vals, which may take the importance of the interruption into consider-
ation. Important interruptions might be shown every 5 minutes, while
less important interruptions might be shown less frequently.

Some factors affecting the selection of interruption coordinationmethods based
on the primary task are the load on short term memory, cognitive load, and
how much a user can prepare for switching between the two tasks (Iqbal &
Horvitz, 2007). These factors affect the performance on switching tasks and
resuming the primary task, as well as affecting the performance on each task.
The choice of interruption coordination methods must therefore be based on
the importance of both the primary and interruption tasks and take into ac-
count which of the tasks should get more support. Immediate interruption are
shown byMcFarlane (1999, 2002) as well asMcFarlane and Latorella (2002) to
greatly degrade the performance on the primary task as well as the interruption
task, but provoke a rapid response to the interruption task, whereas amediated
interruption (uses some form of third-party or automated system to find an
appropriate time) has a slower response time to the interruption task but avoids
serious degradation of performance on the primary task, according to McFar-
lane. This is questioned by the results obtained in the third of the attached
papers (Kolbeinsson et al., in press) where immediate interruptions were not
found to cause the performance degradation or increase in errors predicted by
McFarlane (1999, 2002).
Figure 2.2 illustrates how an interruption system might use the taxonomy cre-
ated byMcFarlane (1999, 2002) to select the appropriate interruption coordin-
ation method and highlights some of the differences in the message that might
be used to influence the interruption coordination method selection. This be-
gins with the system receiving the information that requires dissemination, and
ends with the information being conveyed to the right person using the selected
interruption coordination method.

2.2.1 COGNITIVE LOAD
Cognitive load (CL) is a term that comes from the field of cognitive science
(e.g. Sweller, 1994; Lindblom & Thorvald, 2014), with the similar term mental
workload coming from the fields of human factors and ergonomics (HF/E) (e.g.
Hawkins, 1993; Bridger, 2008; Bäckstrand, 2009). Although the two terms
describe roughly the same concept, they are approached from different per-
spectives. This thesis approaches the domains being examined from a cognitive
science standpoint, and will therefore use the term cognitive load. Human
cognition has limited power, with these limitations becoming particularly clear
during times of high stress, or during such low cognitive load that boredom
can set in. The reasons for this are many, notably limited working memory
and limits on attention management (Smith & Kosslyn, 2009). Cognitive load
theory (CLT) examines the effects thatmultiple factors have on a person dealing
with a novel situation, such as during learning, and proponents of cognitive load
theory suggest that cognitive load can be split into three main components.
These are intrinsic cognitive load, extraneous cognitive load (Sweller, 1994),
and germane cognitive load (Bannert, 2002). Intrinsic cognitive load is due to
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Figure 2.2: A flowchart detailing the logic behind selecting an appropriate interruption coordination
method beginning with the system receiving information for dissemination, and ending with the
information being sent to the right person at an appropriate time using the selected interruption
coordination methods. This is made by the author and is based on the taxonomy of interruption
coordination methods by McFarlane (1999).

the difficulty of the task to be performed/learned and can depend on the level
of prior knowledge of related or similar tasks as well as the number of elements
in the task (Sweller, 1994; Bannert, 2002). Extraneous cognitive load comes
about due to bad or insufficient explanation of the task, and is a hindrance to
completing the task (Sweller, 1994; Bannert, 2002). Germane cognitive load
comes about from the use of left-over working memory being used to work
with the task in more complex ways which can lead to better internalisation
and understanding of the task (Bannert, 2002). It is then clear that not all
cognitive load is detrimental. Indeed, the inclusion of germane cognitive load
suggests that a certain level of cognitive load is required to adequately learn a
task, irrespective of task complexity. This is supported by the findings of Zijlstra
et al. (1999) who found that very repetitive tasks can in fact be improved by
interruptions, probably due to the task on its own causing a low cognitive load
that leads to loss of attention, and the interruption elevating the overall cognit-
ive load to a level where attention can be kept on the task. This loss of attention
under low cognitive load has been observed elsewhere. Attention also tends to
wander if faced with little stimulation. Indeed, this has been an issue in aircraft
cockpits for decades when pilots fly for long times with few tasks to perform
and the aircraft operating on automatic pilot (Hawkins, 1993). As this is an
attentional problem it applies in other fields as well (Friedenberg & Silverman,
2005). Indeed, cognitive science suggests that low demands on the cognitive
facilities can affect performance as much as high demands (Smith & Kosslyn,
2009)much as ergonomics suggests an optimum level of work loading (Bridger,
2008). Much research on CL has examined CL from the perspective of learning,
but others suggest that cognitive load can be examined from other standpoints.
Current research adds in more external factors, such as the context of action,
i.e. how a person’s actions in the environment change the environment, which
suggests a novel way of evaluating cognitive load in a certain context through
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taking into account a person’s interaction with both the physical and social
environment (Lindblom & Thorvald, 2014).

2.2.2 INCLUDING A HUMAN-CENTRED
PERSPECTIVE

Creating a system that can interrupt when new data or information becomes
relevant and managing the cognitive load of the person being interrupted re-
quires an understanding of how people react to that information as well as
understanding how people interact (Benyon, Turner, & Turner, 2005). This,
in turn, requires an understanding of people and how they deal with both in-
terruptions, and information in general (Benyon et al., 2005; Smith & Kosslyn,
2009). There are multiple fields that explore how people deal with information
and interruptions, but the focus here will be on fields that combine an exam-
ination of human abilities/limitations and the design/creation of complex sys-
tems, as well as examining the interaction between the person and the system.
The main fields known for this focus arise from two main disciplines that are
quite related but approach the problems with a slightly different focus. These
primary disciplines are human factors and ergonomics (HF/E), and cognitive
science. HF/E is a field that was founded around improving the efficiency of
workers through the use of biological sciences such as anatomy and physiology,
architecture, lighting engineering, industrial medicine, and design (Bridger,
2008). That said, new fields were founded that took human mental faculties
more into consideration, and these fields collaborated closely with ergonomics.
These fields are called human factors and cognitive ergonomics, which both
add a larger focus on human mental faculties into the mix (Bridger, 2008) and
have, for example, been applied to control roomand aircraft cockpit designwith
good results. Human factors and ergonomics are in fact often grouped together
and shortened to HF/E. Indeed, modern research on ergonomics effectively
combines the physiological andmental aspects into one cross-disciplinary field
(Bridger, 2008). Cognitive science began in a way from the opposite side, with
a primary focus on people’s abilities and limitations in sensing, processing,
and responding to the world around them (Smith & Kosslyn, 2009), and the
largely computer system focused field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI).
HCI is concernedwith all aspects of the design, implementation, and evaluation
of computer systems that people must interact with (Hewett et al., 1992), and
contains sub-fields and activities such as usability design, usability engineering,
usability evaluation, and user experience design (UXD). These mostly focus on
making things efficient, fast, easy, enjoyable, and safe to use, and have relied
heavily on theoretical work that has resulted from cognitive science (Benyon
et al., 2005; Hartson & Pyla, 2012). Both HF/E and HCI, which have roots in
cognitive psychology and cognitive science, respectively, are appropriate for use
in the design and creation of software that should support human abilities and
will be used here. As HF/E and HCI derive from different fields of research
there are important and fundamental differences in the underlying theories
behind the fields, and this results in different methods, tools, and viewpoints
being available to researchers using each of those fields.
Research from all relevant disciplines will be studied and considered in this
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work, but some aspects of modern cognitive science that are useful for the ana-
lysis of how interruptions affect human cognition will receive particular focus.

2.2.3 HUMAN COGNITION
Research into human cognition has been ongoing for decades and more than
one view on cognition exists (e.g. Clark, 1998; Vernon, 2014; Lindblom, 2015).
This thesis does not go into a long discussion of the relative strengths andweak-
nesses of the existing views on cognition as that is enough material for a series
of dissertations, but follows the view that situated and embodied views on cog-
nition, such as those described in under the DEEDS (Dynamical, Embodied,
Extended, Distributed, and Situated (Marsh, 2006) or 4E-cognition (embodied,
embedded, enactive, and extended (Barrett, 2015) umbrella terms, are practical
for use in domains where high demands are made upon perception and action.
These views on cognition, which include M. Wilson’s (2002) view that cogni-
tion’s evolutionary roots imply that cognition is for action and anticipation of
action, are foundational to the work herein. A short introduction to cognition
is in order, but embodied and situated cognition will be introduced in more
depth in the coming sections, with some additional information available in the
appended papers, particularly in paper 3 where the role of embodiment effects
and handedness are explored in some detail.

COGNITION IS FORACTIONANDANTICIPATIONOF
ACTION

A concept called the computer metaphor of mind has been a dominant explan-
ation for understanding cognition since the 1950s. This way of viewing cog-
nition separates perception and action from cognition, and effectively means
that cognition is, according to this viewpoint, a process that is internal to the
mind, and consists largely of logical and abstract thought (e.g. Pylyshyn, 1980;
M. Wilson, 2002; Vernon, 2014; Barrett, 2015). This way of viewing cognition
has its roots in the concept of dualism, the split between mind and body, which
was popularised in western culture by the French philosopher René Descartes
(Gedenryd, 1998). This way of viewing thinking as an element separate from
doing or being has led to folk understanding of cognition that can roughly be
described as perception-thinking-action, or intention-plan-action (Gedenryd,
1998). These models of action and its relation to cognition rely on the view that
human action is based on rational rational planning that is distinctly separate
from the action it “controls”. The advent of computers provided anewmetaphor
with which to view that “internal” part of cognition. Thinking couldmore easily
be viewed as separate components using terms from computers, and the mind
was split into functional components in a similar way to how computers con-
sist of distinctly separate components (Rogers, 2012; Barrett, 2015). Concepts
such as short term memory, long term memory, executive process, and more,
were introduced. Truth be told, this was a very successful and useful way of
understanding the mind and cognition. The next few decades (the 1950s, 60s,
70s, and 80s) resulted in constant discovery in the nascent field of cognitive
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science. But some research hit snags. Among these, research into artificial
intelligence (AI) which had relied on this approach found that after a decade
of staggering success then progress suddenly became much more difficult (e.g.
R. A. Brooks, 1991; Clark &Grush, 1999), and another was that HCI researchers
found theories hard to apply to practice (Rogers, 2012). For more details on
criticisms of the computer metaphor of mind, see Dreyfus (1992).
These criticisms of the computer metaphor of mind led to the revival of views
on cognition in which a deeper coupling between the individual, environment,
and action are explored (for a more detailed historical overview see Lindblom
(2015)). These views have many facets, but can commonly be referred to as
being embodied and situated in nature, and the many aspects of these views
canbe collectively referred to asDEEDS (Dynamical, Embodied, Extended, Dis-
tributed, and Situated) approaches of cognition (Marsh, 2006) or 4E-cognition
(embodied, embedded, enactive, and extended)(Clark, 1998; Barrett, 2015).
The view that cognition is situated means, at its simplest, that cognition is a
feature that evolved to support effective realtime interaction with the environ-
ment in which an agent resides (M. Wilson, 2002) and embodiment refers to
the physical body of the agent having a central role in shaping the cognitive
process (Vernon, 2014). These DEEDS views on cognition posit that percep-
tion and action form a structural coupling between the cognitive system and
its environment (R. A. Brooks, 1991; Clark & Grush, 1999; Hollan, Hutchins, &
Kirsh, 2000; M. Wilson, 2002; Vernon, 2014; Lindblom, 2015). Furthermore,
this structural coupling means that the cognitive system enacts through agent-
environment interaction (M. Wilson, 2002; Vernon, 2014), resulting in cognit-
ive processes being evolved first and foremost to work within the environment
it has evolved in (M. Wilson, 2002; Vernon, 2014). The physical configuration
of the container, i.e. the body, and its relation to its environment through its
sensory apparatus and potential for action will then affect cognition to a large
extent. Analysing activities using this view on cognition implies that action
and perception should not be separated, and that the whole agent-environment
interaction is considered the unit of analysis (e.g. Clark, 1998; A. D. Wilson &
Golonka, 2013; Vernon, 2014; Lindblom, 2015).
This is the embodied and situated view on cognition in a nutshell, and it is quite
different to the computermetaphor ofmind based cognitivist view, which views
the cognitive processesmore like a higher process that workswith abstract sym-
bolmanipulation, and the configuration of the body itself is mostly irrelevant to
those cognitive processes (Clark & Grush, 1999; Vernon, 2014; Barrett, 2015).
While stating that one of these views is incorrect and another is other correct
is far outside the scope of this thesis, the fact remains that the cognitivist view
has had problems solving “simple” actions such asmanual tasks and navigating
through ill defined spaces or problems, while approaches based on embodied
views have beenmore successful for these kinds of tasks (Barsalou, Niedenthal,
Barbey, & Ruppert, 2003; Vernon, 2014). This also applies to analyses and the
performance of tasks; classical approaches have been useful for understanding
well defined and “cerebral” tasks, while newer approaches such as DEEDS and
4E have been useful for analysing complex and ill defined problems that con-
tain people acting in authentic environments (e.g. Hutchins, 1995; Barsalou et
al., 2003; Suchman, 2007; Lindblom, 2015). This is in part because certain
embodied and situated views on cognition largely remove the requirement for
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building complex representations of the world within the mind, relying instead
on interactions with the world and using the world to represent itself (R. A.
Brooks, 1990; A. D.Wilson&Golonka, 2013), making changes in theworld easy
to comprehend. M. Wilson (2002), postulates six central views which explain
how embodied and situated cognition is used here. These six central views by
M. Wilson (2002) are that:

1. Cognition is situated. Cognition takes part in an environment, and in-
volves interaction in the form of perception and action.

2. Cognition is time-pressured. Interactions with the world happen in real-
time.

3. We off-load cognitive work onto the environment. Cognitive systems have
limited capacity, which is why humans use the environment to hold in-
formation or even use the interactions with that environment as a part of
our cognitive processes.

4. The environment is part of the cognitive system. If cognition uses the en-
vironment, even storing information and “thoughts” in the environment,
then any analysis of cognition should view the subject and environment as
a minimum unit of analysis.

5. Cognition is for action. Cognition has evolved to support action, which
means that complex mechanisms such as attention, perception, and memory
must all be viewed with that in mind.

6. Offline cognition is body based. “Higher” cognition such as abstract thought
relies on mechanisms that have evolved for “simulating” and performing
actions in the environment.

Examining in detail the views that cognition is for action and that off-line cog-
nition is body based suggest that action and anticipation of action are two sides
of the same coin. This in turn raises questions about humans’ ability to per-
form actions and anticipate other actions simultaneously. Anticipation of ac-
tion is thought to have evolutionary roots in the need for compensation for the
delays inherent in the control pathways of biological systems (Vernon, 2014).
M. Wilson’s (2002) view that cognition is time-pressured introduces a time
element to any analysis being done from this perspective, which analyses us-
ing the computer metaphor of mind do not automatically get (Vernon, 2014).
This is due to the embodied and situated cognition approaches’ view of the
real-time nature of cognition, and the tight coupling between perception and
action as an integral part of cognition. This contrasts with analyses based on
the computer metaphor of mind, in which separation of mental processing and
action can lead to static analyses, i.e. analyses of “snapshots” of all parts of
an activity without taking the dynamic nature of the activity and setting into
account. The views that the environment is a part of the cognitive system and
that humans have the ability to offload cognitive work into the environment
imply that the environment is not a problem domain to be handled. Rather,
these views suggest that the environment can be viewed as a source of cognition
that enhances the biological abilities of cognition, such as expanding a limited
short-term memory effectively. These views then effectively force analyses to
also take into account the body and environment which results in an expanded
unit of analysis (Hutchins, 1995; A. D.Wilson & Golonka, 2013; Vernon, 2014).
One example of a theoretical framework that offers a way of examining and
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explaining how external aids, tools, cooperation, and communication can be
used to perform cognitive tasks that would otherwise be impossible within a
single mind is called Distributed Cognition (DCog) and has been used for ana-
lysing situations where multiple people using varied tools perform complex op-
erations such as ship navigation from a systemic perspective (Hutchins, 1995).
That said, DCog does not offer an easy to understand way of linking together
theory and the analysis of actions, and an effort to use a method based on DCog
called DiCoT for the analysis of the tasks performed in the studies included in
this thesis suggested that DiCoT suffered from similar problems (Lindblom &
Gündert, 2016). A central tenet of these theories is that all cognition is situated
in nature; there is no “non-situated” cognition (M. Wilson, 2002; Rooksby,
2013; Lindblom, 2015). This may seem like a strong statement, but it relies
on the aforementioned views on cognition, with the central view that cognition
has its evolutionary roots in supporting action acting as a foundation for the
view.

DISTRIBUTED COGNITION

The theoretical framework of distributed cognition (DCog) proposedbyHutchins
(1995) adds to the views of embodied and situated cognition by considering the
interactions between agents and resources in an socio-technical environment
as a form of cognition (e.g. Hutchins, 1995; Vernon, 2014). These interactions
can involve elements such as physical manipulation of the environment and
communications between agents. DCog comes from Hutchins (1995) and his
work on analysing navigation performed by a team on a military ship. DCog
brings two particularly important additions to the toolbox of any researcher
whowants to analyse activities wheremultiple actors and artefacts are involved.
These important additions are an expanded unit of analysis, and the central
view that the environment, artefacts, and communications within an activity
constitute a part of the cognitive process being performed. Hutchins (1995)
thus does notmerely suggest that cognition is embodied and situated (although
DCog is based on and accepts cognition as being embodied), but goes further
and posits that cognition can emerge from the artefacts used, and the commu-
nication that occurs. Hutchins’s (1995) view is that such a distributed process
may have some characteristics that cannot be replicated intra-psychologically
(i.e. within a single human mind). This view of the environment as a part
of the cognitive system, combined with the human ability to offload cognitive
work into the environment (as previously introduced), follows the view that the
environment is not a problem domain to be handled. Like the aforementioned
views on cognition, this implies that the environment can be viewed as a source
of cognition that enhances the biological abilities of cognition, such as enhan-
cing a limited short-term memory by the use of artefacts, but is more expli-
cit in how social interaction can also give rise to a form of external cognition.
This view effectively forces analyses to also take into account the socio-cultural
environment, which results in an expanded unit of analysis (A. D. Wilson &
Golonka, 2013; Lindblom, 2015; Vernon, 2014). Cognitive processes are seen as
being dynamic and self-organising (Hollan et al., 2000), expanding as resources
become available. Thismeans that the unit of analysismust be defined based on
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any possible cognitive activity seen in the system being analysed, which results
in a unit of analysis that can change. As stated by Hollan et al. (2000):

• Cognitive processes may be distributed across the members of a social
group.

• Cognitive processes may involve coordination between internal and
external (material or environmental) structure.

• Processes may be distributed through time in such a way that the products
of earlier events can transform the nature of later events.
(Hollan et al., 2000, p.176)

Hutchins’ view works well to support the use of artefacts to extend the human
mind and its capabilities, and has been used in some form to support analyses
in various domains (Sellberg, 2011; Andreasson, 2014; Lindblom & Gündert,
2016). DCog’s primary focus is to characterise the general information flow,
propagation and transformation of various kinds of representations (internal
and external) in the distributed socio-technical system, thus providing a holistic
view of human cognition (Rogers, 2012).

ACTIVITY THEORY

Activity theory (AT) was originally created in the former Soviet Union for use
within developmental psychology, and views the activity as the central unit of
analysis and is focused on supporting the analysis of practical activities in a
messy world (Rogers, 2012). This focus on the activity in the real world has
made AT popular for applied research, and has led to AT being used within
HCI, work settings, and education settings (Rogers, 2012). AT originally comes
from the works of Vygotski in the 1930s, and Leontiev from the 1960s and
1970s (Kaptelinin &Nardi, 1997; Rogers, 2012) andwasmostly used in Russian
speaking countries before being adopted by Scandinavian, German, and finally
US researchers from the mid 1980s and onward.
AT is useful for identifying activities andbreaking those into logical components
(Rogers, 2012). One tool for thiswithinAT is the concept ofactivity levelswhich
allows the researcher to analyse interactions with artefacts and with the world
in terms of components of an activity. AT’s focus on the activity is founded on
the expanded unit of analysis supported byDEEDS approaches, includingDCog
(e.g. Rogers, 2012; Vernon, 2014; Kaptelinin, Kuutti, & Bannon, 1995) and is a
useful analytical tool in and of itself, but the work presented here limits its use
of AT to the concept of activity levels.
The primary unit of analysis in AT is the activity which is also the core activity
level, and contains the motive behind the whole activity. The activity is com-
prised of actions, each of which has its own goal, often to the ends of fulfilling
the motive of the activity, and actions are comprised of operations (Halverson,
2002). This structure bears similarities to the levels of granularity identified by
Iqbal and Bailey (2008) as being useful for identifying breakpoints for mediat-
ing interruptions through splitting an activity into its constituent parts based on
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Figure 2.3: Activity levels combined with the terminology of tasks and sub-tasks as used by Iqbal
and Bailey (2008). The task itself is seen here as the activity containing a motive, while the sub-
tasks are shown as actions containing goals, and operations involve the execution of the multiple
small moments required to achieve each sub-task and task. The white spaces between tasks and
sub-tasks show breaks in the action at that activity level.

themotivation and goal behind each component part. While AT discusses activ-
ities and actions, Iqbal and Bailey (2008) use the terms tasks and sub-tasks, but
based on the descriptions offered by Iqbal and Bailey (2008) their use of these
concepts fits well with Halverson’s (2002), and Rogers (2012) descriptions of
the activity levels. The concept is illustrated in figure 2.3 which combines both
the terms used in AT and the terms used by Iqbal and Bailey (2008). This
highlights the granularity introduced by Iqbal and Bailey (2008), with a larger
gap existing between activities (tasks) than between actions (sub-tasks). These
terms will be referred to from here on as activities and actions, except where
the terms tasks and sub-tasks are necessary to highlight the tasks/sub-tasks
themselves (as opposed to discussing the activity level at which they occur).
Gaps also exist between operations, but these are too small be considered useful
forminimising the negative effects of interruptions, based on Iqbal and Bailey’s
(2008) discussion of granularity.
Activity levels are thus a viable way of splitting an activity into a hierarchy that
consists of levels of goal directed actions, which are then further split into op-
erations (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 1997), and can be visualised in such a way as to
gain an insight into the structure of the activity being performed, as well as the
motives and goals hidden within.

2.3 SUMMARY
Manufacturing focuses on the production of goods, and the manufacturing re-
ceiving focus in this thesis has the efficient production of goods as a primary
focus. This has traditionally involved large volumes of identical products, but
modernmanufacturing requires frequent customisation of products or switches
between products on the manufacturing line. This requires information about
custom elements or new products, and this is why manufacturing has turned
to the use of ICT systems to make movement of information more effective
(Hermann et al., 2015), as well as giving access to sensor data which can be in-
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tegrated with other information. Updated information requires that the correct
recipient gains access to that information at the correct time. Such information
may be routine, or Routine updates to information, such as details on variants
on an assembly line where most assemblies require custom components, may
be a part of the ordinary workflow, and may therefore not constitute an inter-
ruption at all. Other information, such as unscheduled changes to the assembly
schedule, calls for meetings or calls for assistance on another workstation, or
unexpected parts shortages, may require that the assembly worker be inter-
rupted from the normal workflow. This requires alerting the assembly worker
that new information is available, and such an alert can require interrupting the
person from their current task so that the new information can be examined dir-
ectly, or switching to some other task that may require attention. Interruptions
can cause costs in the formof errors, longer assembly times, increases in cognit-
ive load, and stress. This is to be avoided, as these costs raise costs and risks in
themanufacturing assembly environment. Interruptions have been researched
for a long time (e.g. Zeigarnik, 1927; Spiekermann & Romanow, 2008), but
most research on interruptions has focused on control room operations, office
environments, and healthcare situations (e.g. Coraggio, 1990; Wickens, 1992;
Rubinstein et al., 2001; McFarlane, 2002; Iqbal & Horvitz, 2007; Brixey et
al., 2007; Iqbal & Bailey, 2008; Spiekermann & Romanow, 2008; Warnock
et al., 2011; Walter et al., 2015; Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015), as well as
experiments in laboratory environments using artificial tasks. Interruptions in
manufacturing have received less attention, and the context of amanufacturing
environment means that experiments can be difficult to perform in completely
authentic situations, as well as potentially unsafe and expensive. Simulating a
manufacturing environment and tasksmakes it possible to use an experimental
approach on interrupotions in this environment, and this has been suggested
as appropriate exactly in cases which would otherwise be unsafe, expensive,
or otherwise difficult to perform in an entirely authentic manner (Rooksby,
2013). McFarlane (1999, 2002) andMcFarlane and Latorella (2002) suggested
a taxonomy of four interruption coordination methods. These are immediate,
negotiated, mediated, or scheduled interruptions. Iqbal and Bailey (2008)
found that interruptions sent at certain points when using the mediated inter-
ruptions coordination method caused less cost in terms of time or errors, and
furthermore found that interrupting at coarse breakpoints (i.e. large breaks in
the task) caused the least cost, while interrupting at fine breakpoints caused less
costs than interrupting randomly, but more costs than interrupting at coarse
breakpoints.
Analysing an active environment such as manufacturing, where tasks typically
contain multiple actions with fine movements and many small elements re-
quires theories and analytical frameworks that are compatible with these kinds
activities. Approaches from cognitive science referred to as DEEDS (Marsh,
2006) or 4E (Barrett, 2015) views on cognition are based on the fundamental
notion that the evolutionary roots of cognitionmean that cognition is for action
and anticipation of action (M.Wilson, 2002; Vernon, 2014), and that cognition
relies on a dynamic interplay between an individual and environment. This is
fundamentally different to traditional views of cognition that are based on the
computer metaphor of mind, wheremore focus is laid on processing performed
within the mind, the body is viewed more as an input/output machine, and the
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environment is seen as a problem to be solved rather than a resource to be used
for support in cognitive activities. DEEDS and 4E views on cognition are useful
for the analysis of tasks and environments where the interaction between an in-
dividual and their environment is an element of interest (Hutchins, 1995). This
means that DEEDS and 4E views of cognition require a larger unit of analysis
than is typical of approaches that rely on the computer metaphor of mind. The
final concept introduced is that of activity levels, which offer a way of splitting
tasks into activities, actions, and operations, offering a hierarchical organisa-
tion of the activity being performed (Rogers, 2012).
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN
The overall aim of the research presented in this thesis is to empirically and the-
oretically characterise the appropriate use of interruption coordination meth-
ods in manufacturing assembly work and to provide an empirically backed the-
oretical framework to support the creation of context aware interruption man-
agement systems for use in manufacturing with the purpose of mitigating the
negative effects of interruptions. As such, the objectives stated in section 1.2
lead to the synthesis of a theoretical framework that supports the development
of interruption coordination systems for ICT systems for use in a manufac-
turing assembly environment, with the mindset that future work might lead
to the creation of easy to use methods for supporting the design process. An
appropriate starting point for this was identified through the initial literature
study as being the adaptation of existing research byMcFarlane (1999, 2002) as
well asMcFarlane and Latorella (2002) which identified interruption coordina-
tion methods and collected those into a taxonomy of interruption coordination
methods, which can be viewed as a framework of sorts. This identified research
required adaptation as the experiments used to test the efficacy of the inter-
ruption coordination methods were lab based and used computer based and
contrived tasks that are quite unlike those faced in manufacturing assembly.
Additionally, the tasks used by McFarlane (1999, 2002) remove task switching
control from subjects in most conditions, as well as removing the primary task
from the screen upon task switching, which is quite unlike what is encountered
in more authentic tasks and environments. This is in no way a criticism of
McFarlane, 2002’s (1999, 2002) approach; indeed his research reduces con-
founding factors and effectively isolates factors. However, McFarlane’s work
does not aim for ecological validity, choosing instead to focus on identifying
interruption coordination methods that work under a difficult cognitive situ-
ation. The existing research that is used for reference requires the use of an
experimental approach for validation, and the limitations already identified in
that reference research, as well as the attempt to apply the research in another
domain, suggest combining an experimental approach with a more naturalistic
approach to gain ecological validity. Rooksby (2013) suggests the combination
of an experimental approach and more authentic tasks and environments, so
that the task and environment are simulated to an appropriate degree to ad-
equately represent the context being simulated. Rooksby calls this “wild in the
laboratory”, as the goal is to simulated the target context to a degree so that the
simulate tasks and environments elicit similar responses as would be elicited in
the authentic context.
This chapter explains what can be done to address the identified lack of eco-
logical validity in the existing research on interruptions, and how that can be
applied to a manufacturing environment.
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3.1 RESEARCH APPROACH
The researchpresented in this thesis is grounded in cognitive science andhuman-
computer interaction (HCI), but performed in themanufacturing domainwhich
is more traditionally explored by practitioners of HF/E and cognitive psycho-
logy. This use of cognitive science allows for a novel viewpoint and supports the
use of theories and research frommultiple fields, but the focus will be on adding
more recent elements from the field of cognitive science to the existing research
on interruptions that has mostly come from cognitive psychology. Further-
more, the focus on ICT systems within manufacturing means that informatics
and HCI elements such as usability/user experience design must also be taken
into account. This leads to more than one philosophical paradigm being used,
although this is mostly split between the disparate parts of the research itself.
Some parts of the work is clearlymore experimental in nature, while other parts
have to do with theory building.
The aim contains twomain elements, a) creating a framework and b) character-
ise appropriate ways of managing interruptions, and these may not require the
same underlying work. In addition, the required underlying work may benefit
from the use of different philosophical paradigms. That said, the experiments
themselves which make up a large portion of the legwork within this thesis are
positivist in nature as the experiments measure the effects of changing small
elements in independent variables with the intent of stating “change X causes
effect Y”. Interpreting the results to modify existing theories also mostly relies
on a positivist approach, but creating a useful framework requires a more flex-
ible approach. The positivist nature of the experiment therefore can benefit
from support from a different direction, and this is done through adding an
element of observation which includes both observation during the experiment
and video recordingswhich can be further analysed after the experiment is over.
The focus of this lies more on examining the dynamic nature of the interplay
between the individual (the subject) and his or her physical, cognitive and social
environment, using an approach inspirated by distributed cognition (DCog)
to gain an understanding of the information flow and interrelation between
elements. This is interpretivistic in nature and is a critical element in creating a
new framework that relies on an understanding of why certain behaviours ap-
pear when people are interrupted. The research paradigms being used are thus
both interpretivistic and positivistic, and use research strategies based on an
experimental approach as well as using observation and video analysis (Oates,
2006). One view that allows for combining approaches has been referred to
as pragmatism (Creswell, 2014). Pragmatism advocates a flexible worldview
and holds that methods, techniques, and procedures should be chosen only
based on what fits the problem at hand and not on a pre-selected philosophy.
Pragmatism entails a strong focus on research applicable to the real world, with
high ecological validity, as opposed to focusing only on high levels of reliability
and validity that apply only to artificial tasks performed in highly controlled
environments, and follows the basic worldview that the focus of the research
should be on actions, situations, and consequences (Patton, 2002; Creswell,
2014). Furthermore, pragmatism supports mixed method research well due to
the flexible view employed (Creswell, 2014), as well as supporting the goal of
creating a theoretical framework that combines theories that may be based on
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differing views on cognition. The embodied cognition view on cognition is used
here as a platform to work from which gives a novel take on the problem, and
based on preliminary findings from the prior experiment is considered likely to
support a detailed analysis of the combination of qualitative and quantitative
results leading to meaningful findings.

3.2 VALIDITY, AUTHENTICITY, ANDSIMULA-
TIONS

Performing studies using interventions, such as experiments wherein variables
are manipulated, can be difficult, impractical, or cause risks to participants or
stakeholders. That said, to maintain ecological validity it is important to use
tasks and environments that accurately represent the target domain (Oates,
2006; Shaughnessy et al., 2009; Creswell, 2014). Rooksby (2013) argues that
laboratory studies can be performed in such a way as to elicit similar beha-
viour as would be observed in a real task and context so long as the laborat-
ory tasks and environment take into account human practice. According to
Rooksby (2013), this can be done through the use of a simulation, which in-
volves creating a context and tasks that elicit similar engagement from subjects
as the tasks being simulated would elicit. This suggests the use of authentic
tasks and environments where possible to maintain ecological validity, or the
use of simulated tasks and environments that are closely based on relevant
aspects of the target context. Simulations, as discussed here, are research in-
vestigations that take place outside of the context of study while aiming to re-
create relevant aspects of the target context (Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015),
as proposed by Rooksby (2013). Drews and Bakdash (2013) further explain
that simulations for the purpose of research should support a high level of en-
gagement and be easy to manipulate, rather than focusing on ultimate fidelity
through perfect recreation of the target domain. Drews and Bakdash (2013)
explain that simulations can be used in research for domainswherein a complex
set of interactions must be controlled or manipulated in some way, particularly
where these manipulations may be impractical, overly expensive, unethical, or
unsafe to do in the actual environment of the target domain. This require-
ment for a level of control over a complex set of interactions for research is
supported by Rooksby (2013) who argues for the use of simulation for increas-
ing the ecological validity of research. For this purpose, appropriate levels of
fidelity and realism are required for the simulation (Sanderson & Grundgeiger,
2015). Fidelity refers to how realistic the simulation appears, most commonly
focusing on visual and technical aspects of the simulation, while realism of the
simulation refers to the physical and psychosocial context of the simulation,
the tools available, and the professional competence of participants, i.e. how
plausible the simulation and scenario feels (Drews&Bakdash, 2013; Sanderson
& Grundgeiger, 2015). Realism can thus be high even though the simulation
does not seek to perfectly recreate the target domain, so long as the task and
context create a plausible substitute (Drews & Bakdash, 2013).
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3.2.1 SIMULATING AN ASSEMBLY LINE
As has been discussed, existing literature on interruptions shows that while
some research on interruptions exists, most of it uses artificial tasks and en-
vironments, or is performed in office environments using office tasks. Artifi-
cial tasks and environments are useful for isolating factors, but the fact that
they are effective for isolating factors for examination and allow for more ri-
gid control over all variables also means that they are less messy than “the
real world” which in turn means that behaviours elicited may not match those
observed outside of the laboratory (Shaughnessy et al., 2009; Creswell, 2014).
The “messiness” itself may thus contribute other factors, which needs exploring
if existing methods, frameworks, or taxonomies are to be applied outside of
the laboratory. The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to empirically
and theoretically characterise the appropriate use of interruption coordination
methods inmanufacturing assembly, and this means that themessiness should
be included in any research that aims at achieving a high ecological validity.
Most tasks performed by people, even structured tasks such as assembly tasks
in manufacturing, have an element of messiness. Even though assembly tasks
have a clear part list and a clear order in which items should be assembled,
individual differences can requireworkers to do the tasks in away thatworks for
them, and tasks can often be done more effectively when a worker has learned
the sequence. As has been previously explained performing empirical work
that increases risks and cost in manufacturing is fraught with difficulties, and
so ways of performing ecologically valid empirical work without using actual
manufacturing facilities was seen as an acceptable compromise.
Rooksby (2013) argues for the use of simulated environments and tasks as a
compromise for experiments which allows for including the messiness of the
real world to elicit realistic behaviours while also giving the research sufficient
control over variables and the chance to manipulate variables in ways which
usually only exist in lab based experiments. This approach seemed to work well
for the author in testing information visualisation and trust in a limited aviation
environment (Kolbeinsson, 2013; Kolbeinsson, Falkman, & Lindblom, 2015),
but Rooksby (2013), Sanderson and Grundgeiger (2015), as well as Drews and
Bakdash (2013) all suggest that simulation can be also used in other settings.
Arroyo and Selker (2011) used such a simulation to explore the effectiveness of
using a smart interrupter in a customer service organisation where participants
answered emails from customers and were interrupted either at random times
or using the smart interrupter to select appropriate times.
Ethnographically inspired field studies consisting of observations and contex-
tual interviews (Lazar, Feng, &Hochheiser, 2010; Patton, 2002)were performed
at several Europeanmanufacturing facilities in order to gain the domain insight
required to simulate a manufacturing task and context. A particular focus of
the observations and contextual interview was the design and limitations of
ICT systems currently in use, as well as enquiries into plans for further devel-
opment. The collected field data was triangulated through the use of multiple
data collection sites (Patton, 2002). These field studies served as a basis for the
design of the experimental context, the experimental tasks, and the simulated
ICT systems used in the studies.
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Sanderson and Grundgeiger (2015) explain that factors such as engagement
and representativeness trump the visual realism or fidelity of the simulation.
Representativeness refers to “the degree to which the stimuli and conditions
used in an experiment have been intentionally sampled to reflect the range
of contexts to which the investigators intend that conclusions should apply”
(Sanderson and Grundgeiger, 2015, p. 87). The experiments detailed in pa-
pers 2, 3, and 4 attempted to simulate important aspects of a manufacturing
assembly task and environment. The environment was simulated through the
use of a pedal car assembly facility for training assembly workers in work op-
timisation, see figure 3.1, and the tasks used were designed to approximate the
complexity of tasks observed in actual manufacturing assembly plants.
The experience provided by Kolbeinsson (2013) was provided a foundation for
creating an experiment for adapting McFarlane, 2002’s (1999, 2002) and Mc-
Farlane andLatorella’s (2002)work and forming thehypotheses thatwere tested
in the first experiment performed in this current work, and detailed in papers
2 and 3 (Kolbeinsson & Lindblom, 2015; Kolbeinsson et al., in press). Having
used simulation in a more limited manner and combining the simulation with
an experimental approach highlighted requirements for technical aspects such
as data sampling, as well as how to keep participants engaged in the scenario.
The research adapted for empirical study was from McFarlane (1997, 1999,
2002) and McFarlane and Latorella (2002), and the taxonomy of interruption
coordinationmethods detailed therein. This required the creation of an experi-
ment for testing all four interruption coordinationmethods from the taxonomy.
The precise configuration of this experiment is fully detailed in the second at-
tachedpaper, but somedetails,mostly surrounding the simulated environment,
are provided here.
The hypotheses that were testedwere built on thework being adapted, with care
being taken to take into account the differences in the contexts betweenMcFar-
lane’s (1999) experiment and the experiments presented in this thesis. These
differences include the observation that immediate interruptions are generally
not fully immediate in authentic settings, as the primary task does not get oc-
cluded (taken away or made to disappear) upon being interrupted and parti-
cipants always have a degree of control over task switching. This led to the
hypothesis that immediate interruptions would cause less cost in terms of time
and error in the simulated authentic environment than was seen by McFarlane
(1999), and was supported by the data. This hypothesis is built upon the differ-
ence between the simulated authentic tasks used in papers 2, 3 and 4, and the
contrived tasks used by McFarlane (1999, 2002). This hypothesis is ultimately
based on the lower experimenter control over task switching which is inherent
to authentic tasks and environments, which is in turn very different from labor-
atory based setup such as that used by McFarlane, 1999, 2002’s (1997, 1999,
2002), where task switching on immediate interruption entailed removing the
current primary task from the computer screen and replacing it with the inter-
ruption task. Task switching when performing manual tasks and using tools
cannot work like that, which is the basis for that hypothesis. Both the primary
task and interruption task used by McFarlane were performed on a single com-
puter, with the researchermaking the computer switch between thosewhen im-
mediate interruptions were being tested. McFarlane (1999, 2002) describes the
artificial tasks used as being contrived (i.e. not authentic), and Iqbal and Bailey
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Figure 3.1: Upper left: An overview of the assembly station. The pedal car at the assembly
stations does not have front wheels mounted. Upper right: An overview of the assembly station,
disassembly station, and camera mount. The pedal car at the assembly station has its front wheels
mounted. Middle: A more detailed view of the assembly station. The pedal car can be seen, as
can the stationary terminal and the control station used by the author to control the messaging
systems and data recording system. This pedal car is fully assembled. Lower left: A detail view
of the markings on a wheel. This is a “front-right, Hard” wheel. Lower right: A detail view of the
stationary terminal.
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(2008) state that their work may not apply in other domains or on other tasks
because of how the experiment is structured. An opportunity and a need then
clearly exist for testing the claims made in existing research to verify whether
the interruption coordination methods introduced function as advertised. An
opportunity, as this is an area where “firsts” are possible, and a need because
a gap in knowledge has been identified which affects the use of interruption
systems (such as all notification systems in computers or mobile devices) in
both leisure and work activities.
Tolmie and Crabtree (2008) point out that the immersiveness of the context
is affected by the background story, and is central to eliciting authentic re-
sponses from subject, which is in turn central to the ecological validity of the
research. Recognising this, the background story for the experiments was cre-
ated tomimic a problem scenario in amanufacturing facilitywherein amanager
asked the subject to assist coworkers by entering error codes into the station-
ary computer at the subject’s workstation. This was explained as being due to
network maintenance. The simulation also imposed complexities and research
limitations similar to those observed in manufacturing assembly, notably that
control over the precise operations performed by subjects was impossible, and
control over task switching was in subjects’ hands. Subjects were asked to re-
spond to interruptions promptly in all conditions other than negotiated inter-
ruptions, where subjects were explicitly told to respond to interruptions at a
point that fit their work. As an example of this, the experiments detailed in pa-
pers 2, 3, and 4 employed physical tasks in a physical world, and those physical
tasks cannot be removed instantly from the subject. The nature of immediate
interruptions in the tasks used here then involves a short period of negotiation,
in effect injecting an element of negotiation into all other interruption coordin-
ation methods.
Whether the required level of engagement and representativenesswere achieved
is an interesting discussion, but unsolicited reports made by subjects with ex-
perience from manufacturing in the first experiment suggest that this was in-
deed the case. One subject with experience half jokingly stated that thework felt
like a flashback to his time working in manufacturing, and another commented
specifically on how real the task and environment felt, mentioning the sound-
scape specifically. Other subjects with lessmanufacturing experience also com-
mented on the task feeling realistic, and feeling much more work-like than ex-
pected when enrolling in an experiment. Two subjects commented on the scen-
ario being quite stressful, and comments were received on the added stress
created by having a tight takt time and then receiving a notification involving
an extra task. The chosen level of fidelity is further supported by Drews and
Bakdash (2013), who explain that simulations for the purpose of research must
support a high level of engagement and be easy to manipulate rather than fo-
cusing on ultimate fidelity through perfect recreation of the target domain.
One of the biggest limitations of both experiments was that each subject was
effectively alone, with the author having the role of systems controller, and an
accomplice staying on the other side of a barrier disassembling cars. This was
done for several reasons, but most importantly the complexity and logistics of
testing a full production line was seen by the author as being unmanageable.
A simulated environment will be used here, as manufacturing assembly facil-
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ities pose similar limitations to those mentioned above; performing an exper-
iment on interruptions on an actual assembly line is costly, can induce costly
or dangerous errors, and may be unsafe for the assembly workers. Maintain-
ing the required ecological validity requires a high level of engagement, which
in turn calls for an appropriate level of fidelity and realism in the simulation
environment and tasks. This imposes some limitations on the research design
as variable control is highly limited and thus increases the risk of confoundings
(Drews & Bakdash, 2013; Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015). Those limitations
of researcher control include such factors as leaving control over task switching
and task management in subjects’ hands.
An appropriate level of fidelity is achieved in the included studies throughdesign-
ing the primary tasks to closely resemble tasks observed in manufacturing as-
sembly situations, and through making the UI for the interruption tasks re-
semble flawed communications systems which have been observed by the au-
thor in several industrial/manufacturing applications. Tolmie and Crabtree
(2008) point out that the background story and the immersiveness of the con-
text are central to the validity of the research, and that maintaining this is cent-
ral to eliciting “real” responses fromsubjects. Sanderson andGrundgeiger (2015)
refer to this as representativeness, which they describe as being “the degree to
which the stimuli and conditions used in an experiment have been intentionally
sampled to reflect the range of contexts to which the investigators intend that
conclusions should apply” (Sanderson and Grundgeiger, 2015, p. 87). The
level of fidelity chosen is further supported by Drews and Bakdash (2013), who
explain that simulations for the purpose of researchmust support a high level of
engagement and be easy tomanipulate rather than focusing on ultimate fidelity
through perfect recreation of the target domain. Feedback from a small pre-
study, as well as from experimental subjects with experience in manufacturing
assembly, supported the author’ s evaluation of the realism, immersiveness,
and representativeness of the tasks and environment as being sufficiently high
to accurately simulate a manufacturing assembly scenario.

3.3 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH APPROACH
All research conducted has supported the aim of empirically and theoretically
characterising the appropriate use of interruption coordinationmethods inman-
ufacturing assembly, with the first paper (Kolbeinsson et al., 2014) containing
the results of the initial literature review required to become familiar with the
existing body of research.
The first experiment, reported in papers 2 and 3 (Kolbeinsson et al., in press;
Kolbeinsson&Lindblom, 2015), was designed to examinewhether existingwork
by McFarlane (1999) and the conclusions reached by McFarlane (1999, 2002)
as well as McFarlane and Latorella (2002) were applicable to the manufac-
turing assembly domain. This meant that the first experiment was effectively
an adaptation of McFarlane’s 1999 experiment, in a very different setting and
using simulation to create a useful facsimile of a manufacturing task and en-
vironment. The change in setting brought about some fundamental changes in
how the tasks and task switching were approached, but the experiment retained
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the basic layout and independent variable, as well as the basic research design.
McFarlane’s taxonomyof interruption coordinationmethodswas used, with the
interruption coordination method itself being the independent variable, and
performance on the primary and interruption task being measured for errors
and time. Measuring errors in this way differs from McFarlane’s experiment,
where the number of “jumpers” successfully rescued was compared to the num-
ber of jumpers missed, number of task switches performed, number of errors
made on the interruption task, percentage of errors on interruption task, num-
ber of interruption tasks not performed, and average time taken to complete the
interruption task measured from when the interruption task became available.
The second experiment, reported in paper 4 (Kolbeinsson et al., submitted),
used a similar setup as the first experiment, but focused on verifyingwhether an
unexpected observation from the first experiment was indicative of a significant
effect. This unexpected observation saw participants missing notifications at
the finer of two interruption points when mediated interruptions were used.
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CHAPTER 4
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Empirical results from the two experiments involve slightly different analyses,
as the first experiment tested six different interruption coordination methods
and measured four dependent variables from those, while the second exper-
iment only followed up on the observation that the two breakpoints used for
mediated interruptions resulted in different behaviours, i.e. that the break-
point between the mounting of the first wheel and the second wheel resulted
in subjects missing the interruptions entirely in a number of cases. This means
that statistics from the two experiments are very different, with the first exper-
iment being analysed using ANOVA, and pairwise comparisons heavily used to
compare each individual interruption coordinationmethod to others, while the
second experiment resulted in a two by two grid of binary data (breakpoint 1 or
breakpoint 2, notificationmissed or notmissed)whichmeant that aMcNemar’s
test was used. This is reflected in the reporting of the data and the results, both
here, and in papers 2 and 4.

4.1 RESEARCH IN THEAPPENDEDPAPERS
The appended papers include experiments testing the applicability of the tax-
onomyof interruption coordinationmethods created byMcFarlane (1999, 2002)
andMcFarlane and Latorella’s (2002). A central hypothesis being tested in the
first experiment (presented in papers 2 and 3) stated that the cost of immediate
interruptions, i.e. interrupting a user directly without any consideration of
the user’s state or whether it is appropriate to interrupt the user at that time,
would be smaller than shown by McFarlane (1999). This hypothesis was con-
firmed, with the cost being even smaller than anticipated. One of the reasons
for this was argued to be a hitherto unidentified negotiation element, which
is introduced in Kolbeinsson et al. (in press). This negotiation element was
not observed, or at least not explicitly specified, by McFarlane (1999, 2002),
McFarlane and Latorella (2002), Adamczyk and Bailey (2004), or other work
that was examined. A probable reason for this is the nature of the experimental
context in which the research was performed. Central to this is the difference
between task switching control seen in authentic tasks and environments com-
pared to commonly used laboratory tasks and environments such as those used
by McFarlane (1999, 2002). It appears that most authentic tasks and envir-
onments allow subjects to choose the point at which they switch tasks, up to
a degree, and that subjects will use this to create more comfortable strategies
for task switching, while more tightly controlled experiments such as the one
used byMcFarlane (1999) leaves control over task switching in the hands of the
experimenter, unless the experimenter explicitly hands task switching control
over to the subject. Whether this negotiation of task switching leads to better or
worse performance on the tasks is anothermatter. Indeed, the experiment con-
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ducted by Kolbeinsson et al. (in press) and further analysed by Kolbeinsson and
Lindblom (2015) found that forcing subjects to switch tasks as fast as possible
resulted in better performance, but interviews conducted after the experiment
found that subjects felt more stressed when forced to switch tasks quickly, and
so preferred notifications where more freedom was afforded. It is important to
note that subjects retained control over task switching even in the most time-
pressured task switching in the experiment, which is decidedly unlike the forced
task switching used by McFarlane (1999). Kolbeinsson et al. (in press) found
that this authority over task switching control existed in the simulated tasks and
environments used in their work, but also found that the same seemed to apply
in the examined research (e.g. Iqbal & Bailey, 2008; Arroyo & Selker, 2011)
where the occlusion of the primary task was not used to force task switching.
McFarlane (1999) used occlusion of the primary task to force a task switch on
immediate interruptions. This observation led to Kolbeinsson et al. (in press)
naming this effect negotiation element. This name was chosen to highlight the
person’s ability to negotiate the time for interruption, as well as noting that it
may involve a negligible, partial, or full authority to negotiate the interruption.
Another contributing factor to the surprisingly low negative effects of imme-
diate interruptions observed by Kolbeinsson et al. (in press) was the relatively
low complexity of the tasks being used, which is due to the tasks resembling
tasks in manufacturing assembly, and those tasks commonly being optimised
for low complexity as much as possible. This matters because Speier, Vessey,
and Valacich (2003) found that interruptions have a larger negative effect on
more complex tasks than on less complex tasks. Counteracting this is the high
time pressure used by Kolbeinsson et al. (in press), but high speed or tight
time limits on primary tasks have been shown to increase the complexity of
tasks, and that the negative effects of interruptions rise in conjunctionwith this.
Moreover, the use of external cues also diminishes with increased complexity
or shorter task time, with Speier et al. (2003) finding that tight deadlines cause
subjects tomake a trade-off in the quality of their work so that they can perform
the task in a timely fashion while managing their own cognitive load.

4.2 KEY FINDINGS FROM EACH PUBLICA-
TION

The four publications included in this thesis each serve a different purpose, and
this means that the requirements for reporting the findings from each public-
ation are very different. Key findings from each paper are presented here in
short form, with a condensed explanation of the findings, their importance, and
relevance to the aim of the thesis.
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PAPER 1: CONTEXT AWARE INTERRUPTIONS:
EXISTINGRESEARCHANDREQUIREDRESEARCH

This start to a literature review identified a gap in the research by finding that
limited research exists on the effect of interruptions due to ICT systems on
manufacturing assembly workers. Furthermore, the paper identified work by
McFarlane (1999, 2002) as well as McFarlane (2002) as being key research
that could be used as a foundation for domain specific research, in this case
for adaptation to the manufacturing domain through examining the efficacy of
the interruption coordination methods proposed by McFarlane (1999, 2002)
in the manufacturing domain. An important detail identified in paper 1 was
that most existing research on interruptions has either been performed using
artificial and contrived tasks or in office environments where both the primary
task and the interruption task are performed on a single computer screen. In-
terruptions, notifications, and notification systems were also explored in some
detail, as was the current state of the art in existing consumer grade notification
systems. Avenues for further research were identified, including what kind of
data can be used for creating smart interruption systems. A central finding was
that research into the effects of interruptions on people has fallen behind the
technological advancements in systems that can provide information, and that
current interruption systemsmostly fail to take into account the basics of either
HCI or human cognition.

PAPER2: COORDINATINGTHE INTERRUPTIONOF
ASSEMBLY WORKERS IN MANUFACTURING

The findings of the first experiment were that immediate interruptions caused
less cost than predicted by McFarlane’s (1999) results, with the hypothesis re-
garding immediate interruptions being supportedmore strongly than expected.
This was found to be due to subjects’ having more control over the task switch-
ing due to the more authentic nature of the tasks and environment than was
afforded by the highly controlled experiment used by McFarlane (1999). Other
interruption coordination methods were not seen to differ significantly in their
effect on the primary task (the car assembly) which was somewhat unexpec-
ted, as the relative differences seen in McFarlane (1999, 2002) were expected
to apply to the tasks being examined. The observation that participants have
more control over task switching in most authentic tasks and environments, as
task occlusion seldom occurs in tasks with physical components, was dubbed a
negotiation element in this paper so as to simplify communication and clarify
a core difference between tasks of differing character. Mediated interruption
were seen to cause unexpected problems. Two breakpoints were selected as
being appropriate for interruption, the first between mounting the first wheel
and beforemounting the second wheel (BP1) and the other after mounting both
wheels onto a pedal car but before starting the next assembly task. This was
based on Iqbal and Bailey’s (2008) findings that interrupting at coarser break-
points (such as between tasks) reduces the costs of interruption, while finer
breakpoints result in lower costs of interruptions than interrupting at random
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times. This led to an additional analysis, reported in paper 3, and a follow-up
study, reported in paper 4.

PAPER 3: MIND THE BODY: HOW EMBODIED
COGNITION MATTERS IN MANUFACTURING

An additional analysis of the study presented in paper 2 was performed with
a focus on why participants might have missed mediated interruptions at the
breakpoint between wheel. A. D. Wilson and Golonka’s (2013) four questions
were used for guidance. These questions are: What is the task to be solved?
What are the resources that the operator has to access in order to solve the
task? How can these resources be assembled so as to solve the task? Does the
operator, in fact, assemble and use these resources? This analysis found that
completing the task introduced in paper 2 involved real-time interplay of task
specific resources, as a kind of distributed perception-action-reason that was
integrated across several sense modalities in time-locked activities. This is in
marked contrast with explanations relying the computermetaphor of mind and
using mental manipulation of symbols or other representational elements for
solving tasks.
The findings in paper 3 stress that much of skilled tool use and assembly is an-
ticipatory in nature, and that the expert’s skill comes from the ability to control
their activity with sufficient spare capacity to cope with future demands and
to respond to the changing circumstances. This suggested that the perception-
action loops active around the between-wheels breakpoint are, for some reason,
near the participants’ capacity so that no flexibility remains for additional per-
ception or action. The brain-body-hand-environment systemwas seen as shap-
ing and constraining the assembly activity, with the choices made by selecting
the upcoming movements with the objects becoming a part of structuring the
workplace as a kind of “cognitive space”. Paper 3 highlights the need for, as
well as the benefit from incorporating this embodied and situated viewpoint
into research into tasks that clearly involve an interplay between context and
cognition. This paper also highlights the activities being performed in the ex-
periment being analysed as being highly suitable for analyses froman embodied
and situated standpoint.

PAPER 4: MISSINGMEDIATED INTERRUPTIONS IN
MANUAL ASSEMBLY

This paper reports on the follow-up study created to examine the unexpec-
ted observations made in paper 2 and further explored in paper 3. An exper-
imental approach was again used in a simulated manufacturing assembly en-
vironment. As the experiment focused on whether or not subjects missed no-
tifications at the first breakpoint more than at the second breakpoint, the data
was binary in nature (notification missed or not missed) and the data suppor-
ted the hypothesis that subjects would miss more notifications at the break-
point betweenwheels than the breakpoint between cars. LindblomandGündert
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(2016) sampled qualitative data during this experiment and performed addi-
tional analyses of the experiment.

4.2.1 EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Results from the first experiment are shown in table 4.1 and figure 4.1, where the
means for the four independent variables recorded in the first experiment are
reported in tabular and graphical forms. A pairwise comparison was the found-
ation for examining interrelations between the interruption coordinationmeth-
ods, and these found that immediate interruptions caused less performance
degradation in a simulated authentic environment and task than was seen by
McFarlane (1999, 2002) and McFarlane and Latorella (2002) with immediate
interruption not resulting in significantly longer assembly times or significantly
more assembly errors than the other interruption coordination methods. The
second experiment, detailed in paper 4, consisted of only one independent vari-
ablewith two levels. The independent variablewaswhether participantsmissed
the interruption signal or not, and the two levels were the two breakpoints being
tested, a breakpoint after themounting of the first wheel and before themount-
ing of the second wheel (between wheels or BP1) or after both wheels were
mounted on a pedal car and before the next pedal car assembly began (between
cars or BP2). A third condition was used where no interruption message was
sent, so that participants could not predict when interruptions would be sent.
Each of 20 participants completed six of each breakpoint, which results in 120
data points being available for each breakpoint. The data being examined is
binary in nature, either a notification is missed or a notification is noticed.
These states were encoded as missed = 0 and noticed = 1, and as the data is
paired, and there are two breakpoints, each with two exclusive states then the
appropriate analysis is a McNemar’s test (Agresti & Franklin, 2009). Subjects
missed notifications on BP2 a total of 9 times, and missed notifications on BP1
a total of 21 times. AMcNemar’s test showed that the two proportions (BP1 and
BP2) were different, asymptotic p = .038 (2 sided). The null hypothesis that
participants will miss notifications equally often on both breakpoints is rejected
and the alternative hypothesis that participants will miss more notifications on
BP1 is supported. The risk of missing a notification sent at between cars/tasks
(BP2) is 7,5%, while the risk of missing a notification at between wheels/sub-
tasks (BP1) is 17,5%. This is a risk increase of 10 percentage points (+10%) over
that of missing a notification on between cars/tasks (BP2), which constitutes a
133% increase in risk (Biostat, 2015).

4.2.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results from the first study (papers 2 and 3) supported the hypothesis that
immediate interruptions function in a differentmannerwhen used in simulated
authentic tasks and environments than when used in contrived tasks that make
use of task occlusion tomore precisely control task switching. The first studydid
not find support for the second hypothesis that other interruption coordination
methods would show a similar interrelation to the results seen by McFarlane
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Table 4.1: Means for each independent variable from the experiment reported in papers 2 and 3.
Times are reported in seconds, and errors are counted.

Figure 4.1: Means and 95% confidence intervals presented for each independent variable from the
experiment reported in papers 2 and 3.
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(1999, 2002), but did give rise to the observation that participants seemed to
miss interruptions at a pre-selected breakpoint when mediated interruptions
were used. This required further analysis and verification. Paper 3 analysed
this further, using the observations as a basis for exploring possible reasons for
participants missing interruptions at this point. Paper 3 found that a mismatch
between the visible part of the task and the cognitive process in play contributed
to the problem, with participants engrossed in anticipatory processes at the
moment of interruption. This effect warranted further study, which led to a
study consisting of a second experiment being conducted, and reported in paper
4. The results reported in paper 4 supported the hypothesis that participants
would miss interruptions at the breakpoint between wheels, and the findings
indicate that the effect is large and has real-world implications. The empir-
ical results show that the difference between the activities being performed as
well as the context in which they are conducted result in both predictable and
unpredictable changes in how well interruption coordination methods reduce
the costs of interruption. The hypotheses being tested in the studies that were
conducted were mostly supported, but it is important to remember that paper
3 is a theoretical exploration and analysis of unexpected results from paper
2, and that the study reported in paper 4 is completely devoted to exploring
whether that same unexpected effect could be reproduced and verified as being
statistically significant. The obtained results suggest that the approach used,
experiments in a simulated environment, and analyses using various theoretical
componentsmostly fromDEEDS/4Eapproaches to cognition, aswell as activity
theory, is useful andworks for the types of tasks and environments being tested.
What remains at this point is to synthesise the theoretical components thatwere
found to be useful and effective into a theoretical framework.
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CHAPTER 5
A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK:
DRAFT
As has been noted, a major aim with this project is to provide a basis for others
to create ICT systems that reduce the cost of interruptions during manual as-
sembly in manufacturing. One step in achieving this involves creating a clear
and concise framework of theories that support the creation of systems that
support interruption coordination. This chapter introduces a first step towards
a theoretical framework for the analysis of assembly tasks from an embodied
and situated viewpoint, with the purpose of supporting interruption manage-
ment. Creating such a framework involves tying together theories that support
the common goal of managing interruptions and reducing the negative factors
related to interruptions. This use of the concept of a theoretical framework can
be traced back to Crick and Koch (2003) who state that:

...framework is not a detailed hypothesis or set of hypotheses; rather, it is a sug-
gested point of view for an attack on a scientific problem, often suggesting test-
able hypotheses... good framework is one that sounds reasonably plausible rel-
ative to available scientific data and that turns out to be largely correct. (Crick
and Koch, 2003, p119).

This suggests that a theoretical framework is a tool to be used by the researcher
to combine theories in a new way to support the problem at hand, even if none
of the component theories are new (Lindblom, 2015). A good framework also
needs to be understandable, and support the work at hand. Decortis, Noirfal-
ise, and Saudelli (2000) explain that theoretical frameworks are fundamental
to what is seen by researchers during analyses, as the framework being used
provides a way of viewing the activities being analysed. That being said, De-
cortis et al. (2000) are careful to point out that theoretical frameworks are hard
to compare to one another, as different frameworks are useful for highlight-
ing and understanding different aspects of the activities being analysed and
can thereby offer complementary viewpoints. Patel and Groen (1993) explain
that the dissimilar viewpoints afforded by theoretical frameworkswith differing
foundational theories will result in analyses specific to that theoretical frame-
work. This means that a theoretical framework built on situated and embodied
cognitive theories will give different results to a theoretical framework based on
cognitive psychology. It is important to note here that Patel and Groen (1993)
specifically state that results obtained with one framework do not negate result
obtained with another framework, but rather can offer complementary results.
This is the approach adopted by Decortis et al. (2000). Patel and Groen (1993)
also argue for combining theories which may support different thoughts and
viewpoints into theoretical frameworks to use the strengths of each. If a theor-
etical framework is simply a tool for synthesising theories to construct a useful
point of view for analysis, then it becomes clear that the theories, frameworks,
and methods already introduced can be synthesised into a framework that will
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be useful for exploring and analysing the manufacturing domain from a novel
viewpoint.
Examining how theories based on embodied and situated viewpoints on cogni-
tion are used for the purpose of analysis points to these theories being somewhat
complex to apply, and in most cases only useful for researchers with a high
degree of expertise and a deep understanding of the underlying theories. This
can be seen even when using methods based on such theories, such as a dis-
tributed cognition (DCog) method named DiCoT, which was used by Lindblom
and Gündert (2016) but found to be somewhat impractical and hard to see the
connection between theory and practice.
During the work to create a framework using embodied and situated theories
of cognition a problem was identified in that using the available theories and
their associated tools did not make it simple to visualise and understand what
was going on during the assembly and interruption tasks. These are relatively
simple tasks, as such, and so the assumption could be made that theories that
specifically state that cognition is for action shouldmake analysis easy. The first
steps involved identifying theories and frameworks that appeared to be useful
for the awaiting analysis, followedby figuring out how those theories and frame-
works could actually be applied. This was made all the more difficult by the
complex and abstract visualisations and explanations used to explain theories
such as DCog and AT, ormethods such as DiCoT. This led to the realisation that
creating a framework “fit for consumption” would require something else. Ex-
plaining and communicating a framework and its usage in away that is intuitive
and logical would require a different approach; one that shows the framework
in a manner that is compatible with the theories themselves, shows the relation
between context, artefacts, subject, activities, action, and anticipation of action,
and allows changing the viewpoint (in a similar manner to changing camera
angles in a film) as needed to support the analysis.
As it happens, an approach called storyboards exists that supports these basic
requirements, and is used in usability and UX design. Storyboards originate
from the film industry, and are originally a way of planning and understanding
the action of actors, props (items) in advance of committing to expensive work
with many people (Stoller, 2008; Hardy, 2004), and were adapted for use in
usability and UX design so that the whole usage context of a planned product
can be evaluated relatively thoroughly at different points of the design process
(Buxton, 2007; Greenberg, Carpendale, Marquardt, & Buxton, 2012; Hartson
& Pyla, 2012). The problems or difficulties previously noted in applying frame-
works of cognition or methods based thereon, coupled with the author’s exper-
ience in design, suggested the use of storyboards as the first step in creating a
unifying visualisation for a framework for theories that support the analysis of
a physical tasks such as manufacturing assembly primarily for the purpose of
communicating how the framework supports analysis, but also for the future
purpose of creating a method based on the framework.
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5.1 STORYBOARDS INTRODUCED
Storyboards are in effect a way of creating a series of sequential still images
that convey the important aspects of a story, and include important aspects
of the context, any actors involved, any artefacts used or important to the set-
ting, as well as actions, movements, and thoughts. Storyboards are like comic
books, and indeed some of the techniques in storyboards come from comic
book artists, but as storyboards are not an ends in themselves but rather a
support tool to reach an ends then storyboards may be rougher than traditional
comic books, and may include graphics that exist only to clarify an aspect of
the action in a frame that cannot easily be explained through the basic image.
Such graphics may include exposition notes on what is happening or what the
point of the scene is, arrows to show motion or to highlight an element within
the frame, and other markings. Storyboards have their own vocabulary, and
many techniques exist for showing action both within a frame and between
frames, as well as having techniques for highlighting elements or providing an
overview (Stoller, 2008). Those techniques include switching viewpoints, using
establishing shots, incorporating action symbols within single frames, as well
as eliminating extraneous details when appropriate, what comics artist Scott
McCloud has dubbed “amplification through simplification” (in Buxton, 2007,
p. 296).
Storyboards are aimed at telling a story, or highlighting parts of a story in detail,
and typically focus on a protagonist anddetail his or her interactionswith others
or the environment (Stoller, 2008; Buxton, 2007). The protagonist varies based
on the what that storyboard is for; in the case of films then the protagonist of
each frame of the storyboard will commonly be the hero or the villain of the
piece, while in the case of UX design then the protagonist may be the product
being designed, the user, or someone else affected by the product or the user.
What storyboards do that text based descriptions cannot do is giving the story-
board user (film director, cinematographer, or usability analyst) the feeling
of seeing the “action” and allowing the user to imagine himself/herself in the
action (Stoller, 2008; Buxton, 2007). Seeing the context, artefacts, and act-
ors from these angles that highlight parts of the action allows the user of the
storyboard to easily use his or her body based imagination to take part in the
action, and see more of the action within the mind’s eye from his or her own
perspective.
This last point is importand and highlights the same problem as is faced by
the theoretical frameworks that have been discussed. Films, and observational
analyses, allow the viewer to see external details and action, but not the internal
parts of cognitive processes. Written descriptions easily explore internal pro-
cesses, as do abstract diagrams of processes. While films do use awritten script,
there is a reason for storyboards being used when it comes to previewing what
the viewer will see. The script cannot adequately convey this, even with all the
details that can be embedded in a script. Thewritten format of representation is
difficult to translate to film, hence a storyboard thatmatches the representation
format. This suggests that the representation format needs to match the activ-
ities, which in turn implies that representations of a framework should match
the underlying theoretical perspective.
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Buxton (2007) also highlights the importance of state transitions in storyboards,
i.e. highlighting what happens during actions and due to actions, as Buxton
observed that designers using storyboards are easily tempted into showing only
static “screenshots” that do not convey the active nature of the use of an item.
Buxton contrasts this with storyboards for films, where dynamic scenes are an
important goal of storyboards. Indeed, Stoller (2008) notes that action heavy
filmsmake unusually heavy use of storyboards, exactly becausewell done story-
boards are extremely useful capturing dynamic scenes and allowing the film-
makers to understand and communicate all aspects of that scene as well as
allowing the filmmaker to understand what the audience will ultimately see.
As theories on situated and embodied cognition aim to highlight the action
within the context being analysed it was found likely that some sort of approach
using storyboards could be created to combine useful theories into a framework,
as well as supporting researchers in using a situated cognition viewpoint for
analyses.

5.2 A FOUNDATION FOR A THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK

Explaining results andobservations from the two experiments required the com-
bination of theories andmodels. Visualising the flow of action and anticipation
of action combined with activity levels (see figure 5.1) provided a first step for
this. The visualisation shown in figure 5.1 illustrates the flow of a primary task
that is made up of two sub-tasks, each of which consists of multiple operations.
The vertical axis denotes activity levels, with the activity containing the over-
arching goal, the action containing sub-tasks which each have their own goal,
and operations consisting of smaller manual operations such as fetching an
object, or screwing a bolt into an axle. The activity levels thus form a hierarchy
of goals and actions, with each action in each activity level containing its own
goal. This representation of the activity is useful in that it allows an analyst to
off-load some of the cognitive work to the page. Yet figure 5.1 is quite abstract
in nature and illustrates only the interrelation between tasks, sub-tasks, and
activity levels. To identify what more is needed it becomes necessary to explore
the activity being undertaken in the appended papers, as well as what figure 5.1
really illustrates and how that can be further expanded.

5.2.1 THE PRIMARY ACTIVITY
At the beginning of an activity the person must first understand the activity
motive, and understandwhat action goals are required to complete the activity.
The person can then begin with the first operation required for completing the
activity. These operations do not have goals, in the same sense as the actions
do, but can involve perception action loops. Thismay involve an implicit under-
standing on the part of the person performing the activity, but anyone analysing
the activity must make this explicit for the purpose of analysis.
This implicit understanding of the activity motive may be simple to achieve
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Figure 5.1: Activity levels are shown on the vertical axis, and time on the horizontal axis. The grey,
solid line denotes action. The boxes show the task, and the sub-tasks, while the gaps between
boxes illustrate breaks in action.

when working in a manufacturing environment, but when it comes to an ex-
periment using a simulated manufacturing environment then the cover story
becomes critical. Sanderson and Grundgeiger (2015) single out engagement as
being a critical component for a successful and ecologically valid simulation,
and having a clear and believable activity motive is a simple and effective step
towards that. The participants in these experiments did not all begin with the
same operations after examining the requirements of the activity, again high-
lighting how experiments which simulate authentic tasks and contexts differ
from tightly controlled laboratory experiments.
The grey line in figure 5.1 illustrates how action traverses levels, and shows the
ebb and flow of action during the activity, actions, and operations. This struc-
ture of activity, actions, and operations were seen to be useful for designing the
tasks and selecting breakpoints for mediated interruptions in the experiment
detailed in paper 2 (Kolbeinsson et al., in press), and were further analysed in
paper 3 (Kolbeinsson & Lindblom, 2015). The additional analysis performed
in paper 3 found that anticipation of action needed to be taken into account
as well, and figure 5.2 adds anticipation of action into the visualisation as a
blue line. This changed the size of the breaks between tasks and sub-tasks,
and supported the analyses that had been performed on the first experiment,
reported in papers 2 and 3, as well as being instrumental in the analysis of
the second experiment which explored why subjects missed interruptions sent
during the breakpoint between wheels, which can be seen in figures 5.1 and 5.2
as the white space between sub-tasks A and B.
Thiswhite space, showing the breaks between tasks or sub-tasks change between
figure 5.1 and figure 5.2. Figure 5.2 shows both a grey line representing action
and a blue line representing anticipation of action, and these lines illustrate
how a task or sub-task has begun as soon as the anticipation of that action has
become active. A task has then effectively begun when anticipation of action
has become active, and ends when the action itself ends. Anticipation of action
starts taking into account the next task as soon as that becomes possible, but due
to the start of the experimental task involving examining the instructions for
what components to select then this becomes effectively limited to a point, and
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Figure 5.2: A blue, dotted line denoting anticipation of action is added here. The blue (dotted) line
shows when anticipation of action begins and ends for a task or sub-task, while the grey (solid) line
shows when action begins and ends. This illustrates how an activity begins when anticipation of
action begins (i.e. before the action begins), and endswhen the execution of themanual action ends
(i.e. after anticipation of action ends). This makes the breaks between tasks or sub-tasks (white
areas between tasks or sub-tasks) smaller than is seen in 5.1, and may make breaks between
sub-tasks too small to be useful.

anticipation of action cannot progress, causing a much larger break becoming
possible between tasks than between sub-tasks. That is to say, participants can
only anticipate the next task as involving checking the instructions, and cannot
progress further in their anticipation.
Figure 5.1) explains how a task can be broken into components for analysis, and
figure 2.1 visualises the basic anatomy of an interruption and the time penalty
incurred by switching between the primary task and the interruption task. Fig-
ure 5.2 adds action and anticipation of action to figure 5.1), but what is missing
is a way of combining the concepts introduced in all the figures that have been
presented, as well as allowing for an analysis that supports DEEDS/4E views on
cognition, including a larger unit of analysis that assists the analyst in including
the full context of the task. Such a combined view would ideally support a full
analysis of the primary task, support including distributed cognition as well as
embodied and situated viewpoints, and support the analyst in keeping these
viewpoints central to the analysis.

5.2.2 VISUALISING THE THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK

Theoretical frameworks suchDistributed Cognitionmake use of theories of em-
bodied and situated cognition, yet rely heavily on thewrittenword andmethods
such as DiCoT (Distributed Cognition for Teamwork)make use of abstract visu-
alisation forms such as flowcharts and other relational or hierarchical charts
to support analysis. While these abstract charts are useful for mapping out
and explaining basic concepts, they suffer from an incompatibility problem of
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Figure 5.3: A basic storyboard showing the progression of time and illustrating the basics of the
experimental task being performed.

sorts, in that embodied and situated theories of cognition suggest that people’s
cognition does not function in this kind of abstract way, being evolved for ac-
tion (M. Wilson, 2002). This, in turn, suggests that frameworks, models, and
methods created to support analyses using embodied and situated viewpoints
on cognition should be made in a manner compatible with their own view on
cognition. The structure and presentation of any framework, model, or method
being used influences the analysis being performed (Gedenryd, 1998), which
suggests that the mode of thinking used for the analysis, and the framework
being used should be compatible. This can be seen to be taken into account
within the design community, both within HCI and within traditional product
design. These fields advocate the use of specific methods, which rely on theory
and experience, for idea generation, and othermethods are relied upon formore
analytical parts of the design process. This is done to keep the designer in a
creative mindset that supports thinking in concepts and using actions (such
as sketching) and the environment to support that (e.g. Buxton, 2007; Cross,
2006, 2008; Greenberg et al., 2012; Hartson & Pyla, 2012). It can be argued
that some designmethod practitioners such as Cross (2006, 2008) argues quite
intuitively for an embodied and situated standpoint, but without much under-
lying theoretical argumentation. A more theoretical viewpoint comes from re-
searchers, with Gedenryd (1998) having explicitly argued for the value of an
embodied and situated standpoint in design.
Traditional analyses using hierarchical trees, word and concept classification,
and process modelling are all compatible with a mindset based on a computer
metaphor of mind, but do not necessarily lend themselves as well to the em-
bodied and situated viewpoint. The activity theory pyramid created by En-
geström (1987) is, on the other hand, created explicitly for understanding the
component elements of activities from an activity theory standpoint, but is hard
to understand and even harder to apply to analyses, as it relies on mentally
linking together the abstract concepts being used, rather than linking together
the components of action using our embodied and situated understanding of
the activity.
The framework being developed here also uses traditional formats of explain-
ing its abstract concepts and uses existing concepts, but the framework relies
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heavily on explanations that aremostly graphical in nature, which Cross (2006,
2008) and Gedenryd (1998) argue for as being useful for externalising thinking
and design processes, and allowing for exploring a scene in amanner that more
abstract methods do not support. Furthermore, the graphical explanations rely
on seeing the activities from a viewpoint that allow the analyst to imagine them-
selves performing the activities, thereby grounding the analysis in an embodied
and situated way of thinking. As has been introduced, these graphical explan-
ations use an adaptation of a visualisation form called storyboards, see figure
5.3, to bind together theoretical components, resulting in a visualisation con-
struct that has been dubbed an activity board. The activity board is in effect an
amalgation of figure 5.2 and 5.3, andmaps out an activity in terms of a timeline
and activity levels, illustrating the context of the activity, actions, operations,
and artefacts. These are then viewed from a focus point appropriate for each
part of the activity, as well as integrating action and anticipation of action. The
frameworkuses a combination of approaches fromUXdesign, filmmaking, and,
and adds to those the theoretical constructs from activity theory, and embod-
ied/situated cognition (such as DCog) to support an expanded unit of analysis.
The storyboard concept is combined with the activity level visualisation shown
in figure 5.2, and this forms the basis for the activity board concept, see figure
5.4. This shows in a simple manner the focus of any part of a task (primary or
interruption), provides a timeline of the whole series of actions and operations
within the activities, shows the dominant activity level of any part of the current
activity, and highlights details in information flow between frames or the use of
tools or artefacts. This effectively allows the researcher or designer to off-load
not only a description of the scene, but all visible parts of a scene, and maps
out parts of these in an intuitive way. This allows the researcher or designer
freedom to explore the scene both as it is/was, and hypothetical versions of
the scene. The act of sketching the frames also comes with cognitive benefits,
with the sketching process being argued by Gedenryd (1998) to be an important
exploration of the problem space or solution space.
The theories on embodied and situated cognition that are being used here have
been used in the appended papers, with paper number 3 (Kolbeinsson & Lind-
blom, 2015) highlighting how theories on embodied cognition can be used for
analysing parts of assembly tasks and interruptions, and paper 4 (Kolbeinsson
et al., submitted) goingmore into the interrelation between action and anticipa-
tion of action, as well as how those apply to the tasks and sub-tasks examined in
the accompanying experiments. Lindblom and Gündert (2016) also performed
a separate analysis of the second experiment (detailed in paper 4) using a dis-
tributed cognitionmethodnamedDiCoT. The results obtainedbyLindblomand
Gündert (2016), as well as the raw data, have also been used for reference in
creating the framework.

5.3 CORE CONCEPTS FOR ACTIVITY
BOARDS

A vocabulary is necessary to explain the framework, and this will use existing
words from the theories where concepts come from, existing words from the
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Figure 5.4: An overview of the activity board concept. The horizontal axis shows progression in
time, and the vertical axis shows activity levels. Note that the “operations” activity level is split
into two sequences of storyboards, with one showing the operations being performed, and the
uppermost showing the anticipation of action.

use of storyboards, as well as defining a few words to clarify how the concepts
link together.
Photographs or sketches can be used, although sketches should be preferred
because they only contain the most important elements, as well as the act of
sketching having positive effects. Sketches may be made from photographs,
this makes it possible to reduce the level of detail and skip items that are un-
necessary, and allows people who are not artists to more easily create usable
activity boards. If photos are used then they should be taken from an appro-
priate angle, and contain all elements of importance. This suggests the use of
action cameras that can be chest mounted or helmet mounted, as the hands of
the “doer” can often be central elements in frames, and can support the analysis
of that frame. Buxton (2007) finds that simplified images works better than
photographs containing the full visual complexity of the subject, dubbing this
“amplification through simplification”, which entails ensuring that the focus re-
mains on relevant elements of the scene. This suggests that even if photographs
are used then they should be simplified in somemanner, either through the use
of filters or effects, or through tracing the main elements by hand. Any sketch
may be simple, and artistic training is not required to make useable activity
boards, or storyboards, for that matter.
The activity board can start by employing an establishing shot, which is a larger
overview figure that sets the scene that can include some descriptions of the
primary task and the interruption task in text form, an introduction and ex-
planation of the motivations, goals, and context. In traditional UX design then
the establishing shot would often be the first frame of the storyboard timeline
(Greenberg et al., 2005), but here it is more useful and makes more sense to
keep the establishing shot separate from the main timeline because the estab-
lishing shot has a very different purpose to the rest of the timeline, i.e. to give
an overview of the situation without a clear focus point or people centred per-
spective, whereas the main timeline has the goal of separately visualising each
activity level, as well as visualising the flow of the operations in terms of action
and anticipation of action. Note that no establishing shot is provided in 5.4.
After the establishing shot then the visualisation consists of a type of story-
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Figure 5.5: The experimental task used in papers 2, 3, and 4, and illustrated in figure 5.3 has been
inserted into an activity board, as introduced in figure 5.4. Themotivation for the activity is displayed
with red wheels, the goals for each action are likewise highlighted.

board, which will be referred to as an activity board, see figure 5.4. An activity
board differs from a storyboard in some important ways. First off, the activ-
ity board consist of multiple simultaneous storyboard timelines consisting of
frames. The timeline advances on the horizontal axis, and frames can vary in
width to denote the time taken to complete that frame, either based on estimates
(during design) ormeasurements when evaluating an existing activity. The ver-
tical axis denotes activity levels, with activity being lowest, action on top of that,
and operations occupying the top two rows. Operations are split into two rows
in this way so that action and anticipation of action can be visualised separately,
with the flow between the two being clarified in classic storyboard style by the
use of lines and arrows. Other symbols may be used to mark and highlight
elements of interest in each frame. Frames for corresponding anticipation of
action and the action that follows most commonly show similar images, even
using exactly the same images inmany cases, butmay have different highlights.
Also, anticipation of action may lead to more than one action without an anti-
cipation of action in between. This is most likely in the case of actions that
involve fully embodied tasks such as threading a screw and tightening, where
the action consists of multiple operations where parts of the operation can be
argued to be fully embodied in nature, consisting only of a perception-action
loop. The anticipation of action would involve “thread screw and tighten”, but
the actual operation would involve highly detailed work with relatively precise
finger work, and tightening to an appropriate tightness level, where too much
tightening may damage the screw or the threads, and insufficient tightening
may cause components to fall apart or fail quality control inspections. It is vital
to understand that such an operation is not “unthinking”. On the contrary, such
operations are heavily reliant on skill and experience.
Looking back at figure 5.2 and figure 5.3 and applying those to the experiments
detailed in papers 2, 3, and 4 (Kolbeinsson et al., in press; Kolbeinsson & Lind-
blom, 2015; Kolbeinsson et al., submitted)) results in figure 5.5. Here, the
lowest activity level (activity) would show that the motive is simply to go from
a pedal car with no front wheels to a pedal car with both front wheels correctly
mounted. The next level above this shows two frames, one for each sub-task of
mounting one of the wheels, and there is a gap between the two frames which
shows the task change. Each of these sub-task actions contains a goal; mount a
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Figure 5.6: A complete activity with an interruption, focusing on the primary task. The interruption
to the primary task marked with breaks in the affected activity, action, and operation, as well as a
blue area denoting the interruption itself. The interruption is further examined in figure 5.7.

wheel. Next comes the operations level, which is split into two frame sequences.
The lower operations level frame sequence shows the (manual) operations be-
ing performed, while the upper frame sequence shows the anticipation of ac-
tion aspect of each of those operations. Anticipation of action starts before the
physical operation that allows the anticipated action to be completed. Frames in
these twooperations levels are then linked as appropriate, and “thought bubbles”
denote information thatmust be retainedbetween anticipation of action frames.
More symbols can be used, with suggestions later on. Some physical operations
may not require anticipation of action, being fully embodied in nature. Such an
operation might involve tightening a bolt, where the whole action is performed
“by feel”, so anticipation of action for that action would be limited. The two
aspects of the operations level (action and anticipation of action) are highly
interrelated and move forward along the timeline roughly at the same rate,
but may not be fully linear due to the aforementioned possibility that some
operations may not require anticipation of action when following a previous
activity where a single anticipation of action may encompass more than one
physical operation.
If a task is interrupted then a break is made through all levels, although the
motive remains in the background. This can be visualised as can be seen in
figure 5.6, either through the creation of a completely separate figure that shows
the interruption task and its components in the samemanner as the main visu-
alisation, or through having the tasks movable (through the use of a large sur-
face with each frame being a separate element, or through the use of a computer
program made for this sort of visualisation). When receiving an interruption a
subject may finish what they are currently doing before giving their attention to
the interruption. These final operations may involve finishing operations cur-
rently being performed, or preparing so that primary task resumption becomes
easier. This effectively shows the negotiation element introduced in chapter 2.
The lines for action and anticipation of action that are shown in figure 5.2 are
not included in figures 5.4, 5.6, or 5.7 as the end of the frames of action and
anticipation of action visualise the same concept, and the broken frames that
illustrate the break in action/anticipation of action upon interruption showhow
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Figure 5.7: The interruption from figure 5.6 is shown here marked in blue. The interruption task
is examined in the same way as the primary task, as it becomes a separate activity with its own
motivation for the activity and goals for the actions. The motivation of the primary task remains
active in the background.

the operations level breaks and resumes both action and anticipation of action.

5.4 VISUALISING EMBODIMENT AND
ANTICIPATION OF ACTION

The visualisation shown in this chapter have the purpose of synthesizing the-
ories that support a DEEDS and 4E approach to the analysis of manual tasks
involving an interruption, anddoing so in an intuitive andunderstandableman-
ner. This is done by introducing the concepts and theories that are to be united,
illustrating how those can be synthesized, and inserting the activity from the
experimental tasks used in the appended papers into the activity board visual-
isation. When the activity, actions, and operations have been inserted into the
activity board then the hierarchy becomes clear, and the role of anticipation of
action becomes easier to understand. What the framework visualisation clearly
illustrates is how tasks such as those used in the accompanying experiments do
not require the type of planning suggested by other theories, but can rely totally
on very basic anticipation of action that looks into the future as little as possible.
Filmmaking is an industry that has had to understand a certain element of
action, and has in many cases pre-visualised much of the action through the
use of storyboards. This means that the film industry has created a language to
visually communicate the actions contained withinin a script which allows an
analysis of the requirements of each scene, which in turn allows the key players
to build a common understanding as to what is required to create the scene.
This supports many aspects of filmmaking, from budget planning, to camera
movement, to safety planning.
UX design has also used storyboards as design experts have found that this
aids understanding the product through better understanding the context of
use and the person using the product (Buxton, 2007; Greenberg et al., 2012;
Hartson & Pyla, 2012). This requires shifting the perspective as necessary to
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focus on the design element that ismost important during each part of the usage
scenario, and allows the designer tomake as few ormany frames as necessary to
examine the activity. Furthermore, Buxton (2007), Hartson and Pyla (2012)),
and Quesenbery and Brooks (2010) all argue for the inclusion of people in any
scenarios or storyboards used, as the inclusion of people allows the designer to
examine the full socio-technical context of use.
Buxton points out that static states are often used exclusively when it comes to
analyses, and that transitions between states are often completely overlooked
(Buxton, 2007). This can be problematic, as was shown in paper 2 (Kolbeinsson
et al., in Review) where it was found that the transition between sub-tasks in-
volved an anticipation of action created a problem that in turn caused parti-
cipants to miss the notification signals that should have caused another trans-
ition (to an interruption task). The descriptions of the state transitions used
by Buxton (2007) fit well in with the DEEDS and 4E views on cognition, with
the dynamic state transitions being seen as an integral part of completing the
activities being worked on. A tentative suggestion for an addition to the visual-
isations seen in figures 5.4, 5.6, and 5.7 is the use of the gutters between frames
for including additional state transition information. This has not been fully
explored yet.
It is worth noting that the visualisations are not in effect the framework, but
rather a visual representation of the framework, and that the theories being
synthesised can be used without drawing anything. The activity board and its
accompanying visualisations are meant as an easier way of visualising how the
theories are interconnected, as well as how that interconnectedness can be used
to analyse an activity and its constituent actions and operations. These visual-
isations are created to match the theories being synthesised and the embodied
and situated nature of the tasks, as opposed to commonly used visualisations
such as flowcharts and other diagrams that are quite abstract in nature. This
activity board visualisation highlights how anticipation of action is not the same
as any sort of planning phase, but rather a part of an active perception-action
loops that relies on interaction with the environment, as opposed to relying on
the abstract planning of activities followed by executing that plan.

5.5 SUMMARY OF THE FRAMEWORK
It is important to oncemore remind that the framework and visualisations presen-
ted in this chapter are works in progress, and should be viewed as steps towards
a theoretical framework for the managing interruptions in assembly work. The
ultimate goal of supporting the analysis of manual assembly tasks is in this case
to support interruption management in the manufacturing domain by making
it possible to understand why interruptions cause problems at certain points in
the assembly process.
The framework introduced synthesises multiple strengths not commonly seen
within a single framework:

• Supporting an expanded unit of analysis during the analysis of assembly
tasks and interruption tasks.
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• Highlighting and supporting the analysis of the relationships between
the primary task and the interruption task.

• Incorporating a time aspect in the analysis (unlike, for example, DiCoT),
which is central to the DEEDS/4E views on cognition.

• Supporting the identification and analysis of breakpoints, as well as
supporting the evaluation of breakpoint appropriateness for the tasks
(primary/interruption).

• Supporting analysis of the use of scaffolding and artefacts in both the
primary task and the interruption task.

Furthermore, the use of intuitive forms of visualisation assists researchers or
other practitioners in applying theories. The goals being supported by the visu-
alisations are as follows:

• Using a visual medium for supporting an embodied viewpoint the tasks
being analysed.

• Visually splitting activities into components based on motive/goal/-
manual operation.

• Visually supporting a full analysis of both the primary task and interrup-
tion task.

• Including action and anticipation of action in a clear and intuitive man-
ner.

• Keeping the expanded unit of analysis visible and highlighted in such a
way that the researcher takes into account the context, tools, artefacts,
and social interaction during the whole analysis.

• Supporting an off-loading of cognition from within the analyst’s head to
the page.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSIONANDCONCLUSIONS
The studies that have been presented and the appended papers in which they
have been disseminated contain a clear progression towards the aim of empir-
ically and theoretically characterising the appropriate use of interruption co-
ordination methods in manufacturing assembly work. This aim is then further
pursued in this thesis through the creation of a first version of a framework that
bind together the discoveries made during the research performed. This will be
discussed here, with separate sections examining contributions to the research
community, the practical implications of the work, issues surrounding validity
and reliability within the work presented here, and limitations of both the work
as a whole and the individual studies that were performed.

6.1 CONTRIBUTIONS
Contributions from the work that has been presented will now be explored,
with the more theoretical research implications being detailed first, and more
practical contributions to applied HF/E and HCI following. There is an overlap
between the theoretical and practical contributions, and this is reflected in the
description of the contributions.

6.1.1 RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS
The research contributions from this work include:

• An adaptation and domain expansion of existing research, that is, find-
ing whether existing research on interruption that was performed in an
office environment can be used in a manufacturing environment.

• Empirical evidence for the efficacy and value of managing interruptions
in a manufacturing environment. This is expected to contribute both to
cognitive and psychological research on interruptions and to the fields of
human factors/ergonomics.

• Support for the use of simulations to allow the use of an experimental
approach in domains where experiments may otherwise be impractical,
unsafe, or expensive.

• Empirical evidence for a possible link between interruptions, cognitive
load, and affective states in a manufacturing environment. This is expec-
ted to contribute to cognitive science and human factors/ergonomics.

• A beginning to a unified theoretical framework based on research from
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multiple fields which have to deal with interruptions or applicable cog-
nitive theories. This unified framework would benefit from validation,
meaning that empirical support would be optimal.

• A novel approach to visualisation as a support for analysis using the
theoretical framework, with the purpose of assisting the researcher in
maintaining a mindset that matches the embodied and situated nature
of manual assembly tasks.

• The term negotiation element was coined to highlight that task switch-
ing in authentic situations most commonly allows for some form of ne-
gotiation, which in effect fundamentally changes the interruption co-
ordination methods from how they were used in laboratory experiments.

Adding to the vocabulary of the interruptions research community may seem
like a minor contribution, but is the first I want to discuss. Adding the concept
of the negotiation element to the field is expected to simplify communication
around interruptions, as the researchers with which the concept has been dis-
cussed seem to find the existence of a negotiation element obvious, but without
a concrete term for the concept then communicating it clearly is difficult, and
taking the negotiation element into account in research is easier if a clear term
exists.
The accompanying framework illustrates a somewhat novel approach to bring-
ing together theories, and focuses on the goal of the framework, which is to
assist both researchers and practitioners in analysing assembly tasks with in-
terruptions. To do so, the framework practices what it preaches; the frame-
work uses a method of representation that supports an embodied and situated
viewpoint, and uses these representations to show the actions themselves, the
information flow in the scenes, as well as how activity levels are represented by
encoding them into the vertical position of the frames.
The primary recommendation for research based on the work performed here
is that the approach to building the framework is useful, and can be considered
likely to support theories, models, or methods that are hard to describe in ab-
stract concepts, where traditional approaches to describing frameworks may
not support practitioners in making practical use of frameworks because of the
wide gap between the way that the theory is presented and how it should be
used. That is to say, for a framework that should support the use of embodied
and situated theories of cognition then a representation form should be used
that supports an embodied and situated viewpoint. This suggests that analyses
using embodied and situated theories of cognition might benefit from the use
of storyboards, as are used here, action cameras, or even head mounted 360
degree virtual reality (VR) cameras in the future, as these approaches allow
researchers to analyse the tasks from the perspective of the person or people
actually performing the tasks.
Another contribution to the research community involves the explorations and
analyses performed using an embodied and situated perspective. These use a
different mindset and view the problem through a different theoretical lens to
what is traditionally used within HF/E, and can therefore add to the available
toolbox. This does require a more practical packaging than is currently avail-
able, as embodied and situated perspectives require a different mindset and
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currently existing methods such as DiCoT have proven hard to use Lindblom
and Gündert (2016). The theoretical framework presented in this thesis can be
seen as a first step in rectifying that, creating a unified framework that makes
embodied and situated approaches slightly easier to apply. This, however, will
also require a packaged set of methods.
Finally, the support gained for Rooksby’s (2013) suggestion of using simula-
tions within research to create an environment and tasks that elicit authentic
responses from participants is a major contribution. This kind of use of simula-
tions is expected to increase in coming years due to the proliferation of advanced
technologies across work domains and for personal use, with simulation being
important because many of the domains which are using new technologies are
hard to study in authentic settings, or even completely impractical for studies
that use interventions. The use of simulations is seen as being a contribution
both to research and to the practical side of creating interruption coordination
systems for use in ICT systems, as well as for other research or development
that requires study in fields where intervention is impractical. The findings on
the effect of anticipation of action on the ability to discern notifications when
anticipatory processes are active also constitute an interesting contribution,
and one that suggests that the use of DEEDS and 4E views on cognition are
applicable to tasks such as the ones used in the appended papers.

6.1.2 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
The practical contributions from this work include:

• Recommendations and guidelines for the creation of interruption man-
agement systems.

• A highlighting of the differences between artificial, contrived tasks used
by McFarlane (1999, 2002) and more authentic tasks.

• The identification of a previously unknown problem with breakpoint
selection for mediated interruptions.

• Theoretically anchored explanations of the manual tasks observed in the
experimental tasks.

• An exploration of, and support for, the use of simulations to evaluate the
efficacy of interruption coordination systems in domains where inter-
vention studies can be impractical or unfeasible.

• An easy to understand and apply theoretical framework that synthesises
theories that have previously been difficult to apply.

This list overlaps to a degree with the list of research implications; this is by
design. The research presented in this thesis is quite practical in nature, but
relies on theories that are uncommon in the domain to which the practical side
most applies.
Recommendations and guidelines are counted here as practical contributions
as they should be made in such a way that the guidelines directly benefit sys-
tem creators, not aimed at research use. The theoretical framework and its
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accompanying activity boards have already been introduced as being theor-
etical contributions, but these are also practical in nature. The activity board
representation is designed to support practitioners of HCI design and HF/E in
understanding how theories such as those within the DEEDS and 4E terms can
be applied to design problems. The activity boards and the framework are also
designed in such a way that creating a method for practitioners is a logical next
step.
The differences in the obtained results to those seen byMcFarlane (1999, 2002)
are also important contributions, as this highlights the need for domain and
task specific testing of existing research. For practical applications this may en-
tail the use of less involved studies, but it is clear that the interruption coordin-
ation methods detailed in the taxonomy created by McFarlane (1999, 2002)
cannot, or rather should not, be applied directly without some sort of testing
to interruption coordination systems that are to be used in domains that differ
from the original experimental setting.
The use of simulations comes up here again. The studies conducted give sup-
port for using simulations, and highlights that appropriate factors should be
simulated and that a focus on fidelity and realism are not necessarily a benefit.

6.2 ACTIVITY BOARDS REVISITED
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate how the visualisations for the framework pro-
gressed from simplemodels to support the author’s own understanding of what
was goint on during the activities and expand into complete activity boards.
This is presented here to show how the various graphics relate to one another.
All the figures have been presented previously in the thesis, one at a time. Here
they are collected, and figure 6.1 (top) shows how the basic visualisation of the
activity levels were combined with the concepts of tasks and sub-tasks, with
action and anticipation of action then added. Figure 6.1 (bottom) then shows
how this was expanded to create the activity board concept, with action and
anticipation of action being split into two separate levels within the timeline,
with both action and anticipation of action occupying the operations activity
level. Figure 6.2 illustrates how the experimental task was mapped to a story-
board (top), how the storyboard and the experimental task were inserted into
the activity board concept (second from top), how an interruption breaks the
activity, leading to the anticipation of action of the operation that was underway
being repeated (second from bottom), and how the interruption itself can be
expanded so that the interruption task can be analysed in detail using the same
approach (bottom).

6.3 SCIENTIFIC RIGOUR
Although the research presented in this thesis starts off using an existing exper-
iment as a starting point, the goal here was different, and this led to the use of
different methods. The first experiment, detailed in papers 2 and 3, highlights
how a different context can change the limitations of the experiment to such
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Figure 6.1: The relationship between the basic visualisation of activity levels, action, and anticip-
ation of action can here be compared to the final visualisation of the basic framework. These use
the same basic organisation of elements, and the spaces between elements further highlight the
breaks between activities, actions, or operations. The operations levels in the lower visualisation
are split into action and anticipation of action, so the lines that are used in the upper visualisation
are not required.
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Figure 6.2: This figure illustrates (from top to bottom): a basic storyboard, how the storyboard and
the activity being described can be integrated into an activity board, how an interruption breaks apart
the activity, and how the interruption itself can be visualised in the same way. This visualisation
at the bottom also highlights how the motivation for the activity remains active throughout an
interruption.
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an extent that different results are obtained, as well as supporting Rooksby’s
(2013) as well as Sanderson and Grundgeiger’s (2015) suggestion that simula-
tion can be used to elicit authentic responses from participants. The results and
observations from the first experiment led to the second experiment, which was
effectively designed to follow up on the unexpected observations from the first
experiment that subjects missed notifications at a pre-selected breakpoint in
the primary task. This second experiment was performed in the knowledge that
it was quite likely that no effect would bemeasured, but the effect was observed
and measured, thus confirming the hypothesis that something interfered with
subjects’ attention at this “between wheels” breakpoint. The analysis of exactly
what causes this effect is only partially complete, and requires further study, but
these results are new and are expected to contribute to the field of interruption
research, in all domains which that applies. The argumentation of a negotiation
element existing in authentic situations can be discussed. The negotiation ele-
ment was not seen as being explicitly named in existing research. Coining a
term for this effect is seen as being a useful step for the communication of any
studies where task switching is involved, which does not only include interrup-
tion research.

6.3.1 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY
The work detailed in this thesis must fulfil academic requirements for validity
and reliability. Ecological validity was a major concern throughout the project,
as a primary goal of the project was to adapt existing interruption coordination
methods that had hitherto mostly been used for situations and tasks with low
ecological validity such as in laboratory environments using artificial computer
tasks or card sorting tasks.
The small number of subjects used in each research (24 and 20, respectively
for the two studies conducted) is a limitation, but a repeated measures setup
was used to maximise reliability. Furthermore, the observed, but not meas-
ured, unexpected effect uncovered in the first experiment received focus in the
second experiment and wasmeasured, and that this effect was observed in both
experiments supports the reliability of the experimental design.
Unsolicited feedback from participants with experience in the manufacturing
domain supports the simulation used as eliciting similar responses as the do-
main being simulated, with the simulation being described as “feels like being
back at work” and “almost felt like a flashback (to working in manufacturing)”,
and the background soundscape was particularly singled out as supporting the
feeling of realism, as was the use of protective equipment. Observations by the
author, as well as co-authors of the appended papers and others who assisted
during the experiments also supported this interpretation of the realism of the
simulation, as stress responses were observed in participants when time be-
came tight and the assembly task takt time was exceeded.
The ecological validity of the interruption task can be discussed. The commu-
nications part, i.e. the message received by participants on the mobile device
and the UI of the mobile device, are actual systems designed for this kind of
use, but the terminal which subjects were required to use for reading the error
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codes and input those into the messaging system can be seen to be somewhat
contrived in nature. This was carefully considered when designing the task,
and is the reason why the task does not use amodified Stroop task, but is rather
designed to inhibit the use of pattern recognition for inputting the message, to
provide a uniformly quick task, to avoid errors due tomistyping long error codes
or part numbers, and to not require participants to be familiar with multiple
icons denoting technical parts. This led to the use of a repetitive list of errors
for the various assembly stations, each writing out the error code as four basic
shapes which then must be selected in sequence and sent to the correct recipi-
ent. This is not identical to user interfaces observed inmanufacturing facilities,
but was seen as a good compromise between replicating the badly designed user
interfaces observed in authentic situations and the need to avoid errors due to
other problems, the need for verifying input, and the need to keep the training
period as short as possible. The UI was tested on multiple people while under
development, and was found to be suitably realistic while being appropriately
hard to use.

6.3.2 LIMITATIONS
The power and sensitivity of the experiments was increased through the use of
a repeatedmeasures design, with each subject taking part in all conditions. The
sample size used in the experiments remains a limitation, with 24 participants
in the first study and 20 in the second study.
The ecological validity of the simulations used within the studies has already
been discussed at some length, but the limitations remain that this work used a
simulation, and a simulation is commonly not a perfect representation of the
target domain. However, if a simulation is used that can be used for more
involved studies such as those described here, but less invasive observational
studies can then be more easily used in the target domain to verify the validity
of the simulation.
This acknowledges that simulationsmay have less than perfect ecological valid-
ity, while allowing detailed and involved studies usingmanipulation of variables
to be used on domains where that is generally not feasible.
Finally, the framework and method require further work, as well validation.
This is necessary to ensure that the framework supports the creation of inter-
ruption coordination systems in ICT systems for usewithin industry. A possible
way to perform such validations has already been introduced, which is by de-
ploying interruption coordination systems based on the findings presented in
this thesis in an actual manufacturing facility, and observing over a longer time
period to find whether the interruption coordination methods affect interrup-
tion costs in the ways predicted. This can be further validated through testing
the same interruption coordination method in a simulated environment where
an experimental approach can be used and combined with the same measures
as used in the authentic environment, and compare results obtained from the
fully authentic environment to the simulated environment.
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6.4 CONCLUSIONS
The results of the appended studies as well as the resultant framework and
its diverse visualisations aim at filling a knowledge gap as well as supporting
researchers and practitioners of HF/E andHCI in analysing tasks similar to the
assembly tasks used here bymaking theories from cognitive sciencemore easily
accessible and usable by practitioners. The strongest conclusions from thework
are regarding the results from papers 2 and 4, wherein it was argued that the
differences in observed results between McFarlane, 2002’s (1999, 2002) and
the studies presented here are due to a difference in the nature of fully artificial,
contrived tasks and the more authentic tasks based on assembly tasks. Most
interruptions found inworking environments were found to contain an element
of negotiation, and the term negotiation element was coined to illustrate this.
The observation that participants missed interruption signals at certain points
in the assembly task was completely unexpected, and the fact that this problem
occurred at a point previously thought to be beneficial for reducing the negative
impact of interruptions must be considered interesting. The use of simulations
in experimental settings to increase ecological validity also gets some support,
although evaluating the efficacy and value of simulations for increasing the eco-
logical validity of studies relying on an experimental approach entails enough
work for multiple researchers for multiple years. These results give rise to the
framework that has been presented, and the visualisations used to understand
the studies and combine elements from existing research proved to be useful for
creating the framework. The activity board concept arose directly from the visu-
alisations that were created to understand how activity levels (Rogers, 2012),
breakpoint granularity (Iqbal &Bailey, 2008), as well as action and anticipation
of action (M. Wilson, 2002; Vernon, 2014) can combined in a manner that is
amenable to analyses using DEEDS and 4E views on cognition.

6.5 FUTURE RESEARCH
The framework is created for a certain domain, themanufacturing domain, and
requires validation within that domain. That said, there is little that suggests
that the framework should be limited only to use within the manufacturing
domain, as the tasks used in the experiments share commonalities with many
other authentic work tasks and contexts performed by people. The theories
unified by the framework are also general in nature, pertaining as they do to
basic human cognitive functions. This suggests that the framework andmethod
might be tested for applicability in other domains where physical tasks are in-
terrupted by digital interruption systems that offer varying levels of information
importance, such as healthcare, control room operations, or even vehicle oper-
ations. The framework presented here is also in its first iteration, and requires
further development. Validating the usefulness of the framework can be sug-
gested as a part of the future development and refinement of the framework,
with the development of a method based on the framework also being seen as
a reasonable continuation of the work presented in this thesis. The research
presented in this thesis is aimed at reducing negative effects of interruptions
when getting information to the correct person, and understanding that the
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correct time can be a compromise between the correct time for whoever sent the
information and the correct time for the recipient. This is seen as a contribu-
tion to Industrie 4.0, and further work along these lines will contribute further
by making the concepts presented in this thesis easier to apply in industrial
settings. More work is also required to assess whether the use of simulations
is useful to increase the ecological validity of experiments, and should ideally
be verified in a fully authentic environment. Experiments that can be directly
suggested include larger scale experiments using a simulated task and envir-
onment, both through involving more people in the production line and more
varied tasks. Exploring how participants use the freedom afforded by authentic
tasks (i.e. the negotiation element that has been introduced) to create coping
strategies through the use of mental scaffolding is another avenue to explore.
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ABSTRACT 

Companies in various fields are developing information systems that are supposed to show information in a context 
sensitive manner. This involves modifying user interfaces based on the current activity and location of the user. The 
research that exists for context aware, task aware, and location aware systems come mostly from research in the 
office environment and using stationary work computers using standard mouse and keyboard-operated systems. 
Other environments, such as manufacturing environments, have not received the same research attention, and 
therefore research is required to see whether existing theories and frameworks apply to the manufacturing domain. 
Adding to this, context aware systems are now being created for new classes of devices such as mobile and wearable 
devices, to be used in multiple domains. All this requires an investigation and validation of older research, and 
shows how the research of the basic human factors surrounding new devices and domains has fallen behind the 
development of the devices themselves. This paper examines shortly how recent changes advances in technology 
affect what is required from the field of interruption research, as well as what is needed to support other domains 
than the office environment.  

Keywords: Interruptions, interruption management, context aware, user interfaces, manufacturing 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The use of mobile devices has increased greatly in recent years, with these devices having become near ubiquitous 
in parts of the world. These handheld devices make possible instant communications at all times, as well as 
automated notifications of all sorts. This happens during people’s time off, during working hours, during their 
commute, and while they sleep. Some of these devices are privately owned and used for personal communications, 
while others are owned by the workplace and are in some cases specially designed for supporting information 
services within the company. Yet these devices, and commonly available consumer devices in particular, mostly fail 
to take into account the cost of interruptions. Interruptions cause a loss in effectiveness on the task being performed 
when the interruption strikes, the primary task, and this loss in effectiveness may range between annoying to 
dangerous, dependent on the criticality of the primary task (McFarlane and Latorella, 2002). The interruption task 
may also have its own requirements. Some interruptions can be critical, others may require response of some sort in 
a timely manner, but most interruptions can wait for a short time. Current mobile devices are now being expanded 
through the introduction of wearable devices, which are finally coming to the mass market, but these suffer from the 
same limitations as mobile devices in that interruptions are not effectively managed. 

All this raises a question: why are all these new devices using decades old notification/interruption methods? 

The answer to that lies in the current state of research, especially research on notifications/interruptions.  
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Interruptions have been formally researched since the late 1920’s when it was discovered that people who were 
interrupted from their primary task could better recall the details of the interrupted primary task than the details of 
task that was not interrupted (Spiekermann and Romanow, 2008). Research on interruptions then increased with the 
rise in research on human factors after some highly publicised disasters in fields such as aviation and nuclear power 
stations.  

When examining existing research on interruptions it becomes clear that there is a focus on information workers in 
an office environment, which has been both the area where computer systems have been most likely to be used as 
well as an area that is relatively easy for researcher to gain access to or simulate. Offices have thus received much 
attention, and the stationary desktop machines that have been the staple of offices have likewise received the 
majority of attention. Bjelica, Mrazovac, Papp, and Teslic (2013) state that research into interruptions in the field of 
human-computer interaction (HCI) and context-aware computing only started with McFarlane (2002), which seems 
surprisingly recent. Earlier examples can be found in specialist domains such as the Fokker 50 aircraft cockpit where 
systems changed interruptions based on the current requirements as early as 1987 (Fokker, 2012), but these were not 
referred to as context aware systems at the time, and are highly specialised. 

Keeping the focus only on the office environment is not a strategy that supports current or future uses of technology, 
as the landscape of information services and information dense environments has changed in the last decade. 
Miniaturisation of computing devices affects more than just the size of the device; miniaturisation fundamentally 
changes the possible context of use from being stationary at a desk or standing at a workstation to being anywhere 
and in any position. This changes how users can interact with the device and places new cognitive demands on the 
user; demands that require research that is specifically aimed at examining the effects of interruptions by mobile 
devices on users' cognitive facilities. As mobile devices become more prevalent it becomes necessary to examine the 
effect of those, and this should preferably be done in multiple settings as mobile devices are permeating almost all 
aspects of work and play. 

This change due to mobile devices also reaches to many workplaces. Work has increasingly become non-linear and 
non-exclusive, meaning that people have to hop between tasks and juggle multiple tasks at a time, even juggling 
information between multiple computing devices. Office environments have been designed at least in part around 
this, and office computers, both desktop computers and notebook computers, incorporate task-switching 
mechanisms (Speier, Vessey, and Valaich, 2003). Handheld devices are only partly supported, even in the office 
environment, and mostly do not cooperate with the desktop systems. The quick change in information services due 
to mobile devices is clearly portrayed by Speier et al. (2003) who mention mobile devices only being a source of 
interruptions due to ill-timed or unwanted phone calls. 

Manufacturing environments have not had the same level of information flow to workers, which stemmed from 
production environments focusing on mass production of series of identical units. With current requirements of 
product diversity, customization, and quality control it has become more important than before to effectively 
communicate changes in products to line workers. This requires either paper manuals, which must be manually 
retrieved from some sort of storage area and is inefficient in a quickly changing product line, or a stationary 
computerised solution. Foremen must also respond effectively to quickly changing conditions and all manner of 
problems, and so can be supported by an effective mobile solution to replace less technical solutions such as 
shouting or searching for a foreman or using a klaxon or a blinking light at the workstation. 

This suggests some technical solutions that are in many ways simple to implement, but there are many other factors 
that must be solved to make an effective and agreeable solutions. While being instantly notified of problems is an 
effective for the message, it may not be effective for the task that the receiver of the message is working on at the 
time. Current systems offer audio, video, and vibration as notification signals while stationary devices can also use 
connected peripherals, and future systems such as head mounted heads up displays or augmented reality displays 
may incorporate all of these in some manner. One of the problems faced is then one of how interruptions by 
information systems affect workers in non-office environments, such as a manufacturing environment. 

What Is Meant By “Interruption”? 

An interruption is any event that breaks a person’s attention to their current activity (primary task) and either 
requests or forces the user to focus on a new task (interruption task). Corraggio (1990, p. 19) provides a definition: 
“an interruption is an externally generated, randomly occurring, discrete event that breaks continuity of cognitive 
focus on a primary task". Interruptions can cause increases in errors on the primary task and induce errors on the 
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interruption task, but McFarlane and Latorella (2002) argue that this can be minimized through taking into 
consideration the requirements of the person, the primary task, and the interruption task. 

What Is Meant By “Notification”? 

The terms notification and notification system, as used here, come from computer system makers who have called 
their interruption systems notification systems (Apple, 2012; Microsoft, 2012). Although notifications are widely 
discussed in research, a clear definition of what a notification or a notification system is was not found in the 
literature, which is why a definition is proposed here. A notification is the product of an interruption mechanism (the 
notification system) that interrupts a person’s current (primary) task and provides information that another task 
requires attention. The notifications themselves can be information rich or information sparse. A simple bell sound 
from a mobile device may notify the user that a message has been received, but gives no information about the 
content of the message or whether this message requires immediate attention. This paper refers only to notifications 
from information systems, which use systems that are specifically designed to interrupt the user. Notification system 
design has been identified as a major component in mitigating the costs of interruptions when using information 
systems (McFarlane and Latorella, 2002) 

What Is Meant By “Context Awareness”? 

The words context aware user interface can cause some confusion due to their being used for multiple purposes. 
This paper discusses context in its widest meaning. A context is: “the circumstances that form the setting for an 
event, statement, or idea, and in terms of which it can be fully understood” (New Oxford American Dictionary, 
2005). An early definition of context aware computing comes from Schilit, Adams, and Want (1994) who explain 
that context aware systems adapt according to multiple factors in the system’s environment, such as the location, 
people present, other devices, and changes over time. Schilit et al. (1994) further explain that context encompasses 
such things as the sound and light levels, communication bandwidth, and even the social context, i.e. who may be 
present. This shows context as being a very wide concept that can include almost whatever the designer wants, but it 
also suggests that any system billing itself as being context aware should take into account all factors that affect the 
task at hand, or a clearly defined subset of those factors. This means that just making a UI that changes does not 
mean that it is a context aware system. The UI has to change and adapt to the users’ needs and abilities, and 
cognitive abilities have to be taken into account from the very beginning. This is where many systems fail. Some of 
the systems discussed in this paper, for instance, take into account technical needs and in some cases also what the 
designers think that the user might want to see, but fail to take into account what the user actually needs and what 
the user’s cognitive facilities can actually handle. The lack of research that supports the design of context sensitive 
systems outside of well defined situations using desktop computers must be considered a factor in this. 

THE CURRENT SITUATION IN RESEARCH 

McFarlane and Latorella (2002) mention that it may seem absurd that people may actually want interruptions to their 
work, but that normal work requires access to updated information and recreational time can be well supported by 
access to social information. Research on interruptions is nothing new, with some of the oldest known research 
harking back to the late 1920’s when it was found that a person who was working on one task (the primary task) and 
got interrupted by another task wound up remembering the details of the interrupted primary task better (Zeigarnik, 
1927). This is referred to as the Zeigarnik effect (Spiekerman and Romanow, 2008). Research on the effect of 
interruptions then took off in the later half of the twentieth century (Spiekerman and Romanow, 2008), and with 
research increasing much with the rise of research into human factors and ergonomics (Hawkins, 1987). Yet 
McFarlane and Latorella (2002) also point out that information systems at the time of their research had in general 
not been designed with interruptions taken into account and that interruptions often have dangerous effects in 
workplaces such as aircraft cockpits where pilots were much more likely to make mistakes on interrupted tasks. In 
fact, research on interruptions was found mostly in psychological research until the mid 1970s’ when interruption 
research started appearing in ergonomics. The 1980s’ saw interruption research starting to appear in information 
systems research, , but the field grew immensely in the late 1990s’ (Speikermann and Romanow, 2008). It may seem 
prudent to ask why information systems design did not take the effect of interruptions into account, but by now the 
answer has become apparent. Zijlstra, Roe, Leonora, and Krediet (1999) state that little research had been done by 
1999 on the effects of interruptions on workers’ performance, which is in line with Bjelica et al. (2013) who 
discussed the lack of research on interruptions in HCI and context aware computing up until 2002. Examining 
existing literature shows this to contain a grain of truth. Even though the earliest research stems from 1927, and 
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research has expanded greatly after computers and information systems became a part of everyday life in the 1990s 
(Spiekermann and Romanow, 2008), there is still a lack of basic research on interruptions in most domains, and 
what research exists consists of standard psychological testing methods using paper cards, or uses stationary desktop 
computers. Both these approaches fail to take into account the dynamic nature of today’s information landscape, 
where activities and information flow can coexist simultaneously in all forms of work or recreation. This can be seen 
in work such as Altman and Trafton (2007) and Jones, Gould, and Cox (2012) that use stationary computers, as well 
as in Warnock, McGee-Lennon, and Brewster (2011) and Morgan and Patrick (2013) that use puzzle based 
psychological research methods that do not reflect real world situations and may therefore lack ecological validity. 

There are, of course, exceptions. Some organisations such as the US Navy are reported as having become aware 
quite early that the complexity of their shipborne systems was increasing in such a way that future systems would 
not be fully mission capable in the future without a major UI redesign that would take interruptions into account in 
notification systems (McFarlane and Latorella, 2002). Although this example uses workplaces with large 
consequences for mistakes, the same is likely to apply to other fields. Even though the consequences of mistakes 
may not be fatal, they may still be harmful or even disastrous to the individual or company that suffer these 
problems. Yet other mistakes may lower the operational efficiency of a workplace, for instance through distracting 
workers from their tasks unnecessarily often or at inopportune times. Table 1 shows a small selection of interruption 
research from the last few years, with a short explanation of what the point of the research is and a short explanation 
of the primary task used. 

Table 1. A selection of recent papers on interruptions, with authors, year, the context of the research (i.e. what technology was 
used and/or what environment was used), and the focus point of the research, i.e. what effect the author(s) were examining. 

Researcher(s), Year Primary task and context Research focus 

Morgan and Patrick, 2013 Tower of Hanoi puzzle Can the solving of a puzzle be made more 
resilient against interruptions by adding a 
slight delay to accessing the problem 
(increased access cost) 

Baethge and Rigotti (2013) Nurses, self report into a diary Basic research into how interruptions affect 
irritation and perceived performance in a 
hospital environment 

Cane, Caughard, and Weger 
(2012) 

Reading a book, interrupted by 
spoken audio 

Does a slight lag in responding to an 
interruption help in resuming the task 

Jones, Gould, and Cox 
(2012) 

Specialised software, desktop 
computer 

Does a visual cue help with resuming an 
interrupted task 

Leiva, Böhmer, Gehring, 
and Krüger (2012) 

Mobile, app. Inferred from a 
provided dataset from a specialised 
app. 

Measuring the effect of interruptions in 
natural context. 

Arroyo and Selker (2011) Desktop, multiple software running Measuring the effect of using a disruption 
management framework when faced with 
multiple interruptions 

Warnock, McGee-Lennon, 
and Brewster (2011) 

A card-matching game of memory, 
using a notebook computer in a 
traditional office/lab setting 

The effects of multi-modal interruptions 

Altman and Trafton (2007) Computer game, desktop computer Building a model of how repeated 
interruptions affect performance 

Gonzáles and Mark (2004) Desktop computing, multiple tasks in 
multiple software 

Observing how users manage multiple tasks 
and multiple task groups 
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An interesting point to be taken from table 1 is that artificial tasks bearing no relation to real world tasks still 
account for almost all research on interruptions. This is not a criticism of the use of artificial tasks, as these can be 
very useful for observing and modelling basic elements surrounding human cognition and behaviour, which is often 
necessary for basic research. This only shows that research on interruptions is in its infancy, and that the research 
needs to branch out into modelling modern contexts if it is to be of use in practice. This highlights the constant 
struggle between basic research and applied research, but in this case there is precious little practical research to be 
found. Moreover, the research that exists is in many cases contradictory, and in many cases does not show a clear a 
theoretical grounding. Some exceptions to this can be found, and frameworks exist that can be used as a basis for 
research. This includes the goals-activation model (GAM) (Altmann and Trafton, 2002), which has been widely 
used, as well as the distraction conflict theory (DCT) (Speier, Vessey, and Valaich, 2003). DCT suggests that 
different levels of task complexity create different levels of tolerable stress, with simple tasks allowing for higher 
levels of arousal before performance begins to drop. The goal activation model suggests that interruptions are dealt 
with through suspending the primary task after encoding the current state and rehearsing that while dealing with an 
interruption (Altman and Trafton, 2002). 

When examining relevant and recent papers found on managing interruptions in a modern computing environment, 
such as Arroyo and Selker (2011), it becomes apparent that the lack of state of the art research creates problems for 
researchers, as most references in the papers introduced in table 1 are to papers written between 1999 and 2005. 
Arroyo and Selker (2011) are not thus alone in this, and those that make use of newer material, such as Leiva, 
Böhmer, and Kruger (2012), mostly reference papers on usability and user interface design, as opposed to papers on 
the effects of interruptions on people in modern computer usage contexts. Jones, Gould, and Cox (2012) include a 
number of more recent references, which shows that there is work being done, but even much of that work uses the 
kinds of artificial tasks that have already been discussed. Memory-game tasks, card sorting tasks, and highly 
artificial office tasks need to be complemented with real-world tasks as well as measurements and observations from 
real-world use of systems. This makes Leiva, Böhmer, and Kruger (2012) stand out, as the use of a large dataset 
sampled from mobile devices using an app that runs in the background and records user activity is a prime example 
of data about real behaviour. The problem for Leiva, Böhmer, and Kruger (2012) is that this was an externally 
sourced database, and the authors had no way of verifying quality of the information sampled. This is still an 
obvious step in the right direction, and suggests interesting methods of sampling data in the future. Of course, 
sampling massive datasets that show task performance does lack any information about affective states, or reasons 
behind changes in task performance. More research is required for that, with observational studies being one 
candidate for useful research that can be combined with data-driven research, even if that is a work intensive 
approach. 

Older research exists that examines interruptions in general or in the workplace, but when seeing the word 
workplace being used it is most often possible to replace it with in an office environment. Noteworthy is also work 
that has been done on classifying interruption methods, such as McFarlane and Latorella (2002) who created a 
classification scheme for interruption coordination methods that take into account the requirements of both the 
primary task and the interruption task, and Spiekermann and Romanow (2008) who give a very thorough account of 
the state of interruption research up until that point. There exists good quality research on the effects of interruptions 
on people, but this research has largely been confined to older types of computer systems and has mostly used 
research methods that are artificial in nature or have a strong focus on the office environment. This kind of research 
is not likely to support the current generation of mobile devices, which support other usage models, and will be 
examined more closely in the following section. 

CURRENT DEVICES AND INTERRUPTION METHODS 

Having looked over existing research, it is also necessary to examine what the devices and interruption/notification 
systems that are currently in use are like. This is done in some detail here, and starts of with an overview of sensor 
technology and then goes into current interruption/notification system design. 

An important change in the last decade has been the rise of mobile devices of all sorts, which all incorporate 
communications technologies and advanced sensors. Many of these technologies only became sufficiently 
miniaturised in the past decade or so, and were until that point difficult or impossible to incorporate into handheld 
devices. These communication technologies include, but are not limited to: Wi-Fi, Bluetooth (BT), Near Field 
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Communications (NFC) for very close range communications, Infra-red, Bluetooth Low Energy (BTLE), and 3G 
and 4G cellular connections. The sensors incorporated include, but are not limited to: gyro sensors that sense 
orientation, three-dimensional magnetic flux sensors that work as a compass, accelerometers that sense motion of 
the device, light sensors, sound sensors, position sensing equipment such as GPS receivers, camera sensors, air 
pressure sensors, and more. It is important to understand that miniaturisation does not just mean that a sensor will be 
used for the same purpose as it was in the past, and that putting together a complex sensor array that can be made to 
work together also changes the possibilities. An application for taking panoramic photos is an example of this. This 
kind of application uses a mixture of relative orientation and motion of the device (gyros, accelerometers), absolute 
orientation (magnetic flux sensor), and location (GPS) to make seamless composite images that may even identify 
elements in the surrounding based on database information. This is a use that shows how miniaturisation can 
effectively change what can be done, as without having all these sensors working in unison then this type of use is 
simply impossible. 

The current trend in the design of user interfaces for mobile devices or wearable computing devices is veering 
towards minimalism and clarity, and away from the more highly skeuomorphic designs that have dominated the last 
decades. This comes about at least partly because of the need for displaying information in otherwise crowded 
environments and with a limitation on the size of the displays in use. One result of this is that symbols such as icons 
are getting more simplified, even as the hardware capabilities of the devices increases. Modern phone displays can 
show detail above the limit of the human eye for distinguishing the pixels at typical viewing distances, yet instead of 
adding more graphic details the opposite approach is increasingly being taken, as can be seen with both the 
Windows Phone 8 system (Microsoft, 2013) and the iOS 7 system (Apple Inc., 2013a). As such, icon design is at its 
simplest when identifiable objects are to be represented; a simplified picture of that object can be displayed. As soon 
as more abstract concepts or cognitive actions are to be displayed the design of an understandable icon becomes 
more complex (Cooper et al., 2007). The current design approach seen in Windows Phone 8, iOS 7, Windows 8, 
Ubuntu, new additions to Mac OS 10.8, and more show that designers are aware of this.   

Then there are other interfaces where simplicity is necessary because of hardware restrictions or cognitive issues. 
One example of this is the Google Glass system of wearable glasses that show a persistent heads up display that has 
to be made in such a way that it does not distract the wearer from his environment (Google, 2013a). The notification 
system used in Google Glass will be examined in more detail after examining general notifications in desktop and 
mobile operating systems. 

Examining current operating systems gives clear indicators of how much attention has been put on improving 
notifications in recent years, how far notifications still have to go, and what computer users have come to expect 
from their systems. The most common notifications used are popup balloons of some sort, also commonly referred 
to as toasts. These toasts are commonly used by programs that give alerts as to their status, and can also have 
interactive elements. This solution is used in Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Ubuntu, and other forms of 
Linux in such a way that the toasts pop up or down from a global menubar that covers the width of the monitor. 
MacOS X (10.8 and onwards) uses toasts that appear without a link to a menubar, but give access to a unified 
notification centre that resides off the right hand edge of the screen (Apple Inc., 2013). Toasts are described by 
Microsoft (2013b) as:  

“A toast notification is a transient message to the user that contains relevant, time-sensitive information 
and provides quick access to related content in an app. It can appear whether you are in another app, the 
Start screen, the lock screen, or on the desktop. Toasts should be viewed as an invitation to return to your 
app to follow up on something of interest. Toast notifications are an optional part of the app experience 
and are intended to be raised only when your app is not the active foreground app.” 

Toasts are thus appropriate for showing notifications on large screens where the information presented in the toast 
does not obscure the task that the user is working on, but are more problematic when used on small mobile devices 
such as smartphones. 

Operating system makers try to make their operating systems easy to use, which means that programs need to have 
similar behaviours and interaction methods. The organisations behind supporting the carious operating systems each 
have some form of guidelines that are freely available and aim to support software engineering on that platform. 
Apple and Microsoft both make extensive guiding documents both for their desktop operating systems and for their 
mobile operating systems (Microsoft, 2012, 2013; Apple Inc., 2013, 2013a) while Google has a less formal and less 
detailed approach for Android (Google, 2013a) and Google Now (Google, 2013) in the form of web pages, and 
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Canonical makes available only programming guidelines and lacks any detailed usability design guidelines for the 
Ubuntu operating system. Microsoft provides guidelines as to how to use notifications, and suggestions in the 
Microsoft Windows UX guide show that the company’s interface designers are acutely aware of the problems 
associated with notifications: 

“Don't abuse notifications:  
Use notifications only if you need to. When you display a notification, you are potentially interrupting 
users or even annoying them. Make sure that interruption is justified. 
Use notifications for non-critical events or situations that don't require immediate user action. For critical 
events or situations that require immediate user action, use an alternative UI element (such as a modal 
dialog box).  
Don't use notifications for feature advertisements! “  

(Microsoft Windows UX guide, 2010, pp. 13) 

and:  

“Notifications inform users of events that are unrelated to the current user activity.”  

(Microsoft Windows UX guide, 2010, pp. 35)  

The official Android notification design guide is interesting in that it shows very graphically how a notification 
should be visually designed on an Android device and explain the technical side of how to display a notification, 
when to display a notification, and how different levels of priority can be set, but the interesting part is that no 
mention is made of what a notification actually does to a user. That notifications are an interruption mechanism that 
disturbs the user is not discussed except as a practical issue in the “When not to display a notification” section, and 
this sets the Android notification guidelines (Google, 2013a) in stark contrast to those from both Microsoft and 
Apple who both discuss extensively and explicitly that notifications are an interruption mechanism that interrupt the 
user’s current task. 

Apple, to our current knowledge, has the only desktop operating system that has a full notification system built in 
that integrates all aspects of notifications, yet even this system does not go much beyond pre-selecting whether a 
certain type of notification is permanently displayed in the centre of the screen (modal dialog), permanently or 
temporarily shown in the corner of the screen, or selecting which notifications can use sound to garner attention. In 
short none of the notification systems in use in general operating systems take into account even research from 
before the year 2000 (McFarlane, 1999) about user notification coordination, and certainly no attempt is made to 
have these notification systems interrupt only at appropriate moments. An example of this is that the notification 
system in Mac OS 10.9 does not take into consideration that a user is watching a film expanded to fill the screen 
(full-screen mode) and only display critical notifications, but rather pops any old notification onto the screen unless 
the user specifically disables the notification system. This is true for the do not disturb feature both on Apple’s 
desktop operating system, OS X 10.9, and their current mobile offering, iOS 7. 

Other human interface guidelines (HiG) for operating systems are thin on the ground. Ubuntu, the most popular 
Linux distribution, has no HiG document, nor does the Unity desktop environment used by Ubuntu. The desktop 
environments KDE and GNOME both have some human interface guidelines, but these are very limited when it 
comes to notifications. Gnome, for instance notes that “Using the status notification area applications can notify the 
user of non-critical events” and goes on to give a few examples of how to implement notifications for some tasks 
(The Gnome Project, 2012). KDE provides somewhat more detailed information that explains what each provided 
notification method should be used for (The Gnome Project, 2012). KDE similarly has limited information, with 
only minor technical listing of functionality provided (McBride, 2013). This is somewhat indicative of the problems 
with UI design for Linux, seeing as how the current KDE system (KDE 4.x) was released in 2008. 

Notifications in current operating systems can thus currently all be considered extremely intrusive and “rude” in that 
they do not take the users’ activity into account in any meaningful way, but rather all use what McFarlane and 
Latorella (2002) refer to as immediate interruption for all notifications, regardless of what the user is doing. This 
goes counter to the concept of considerate user interfaces (Cooper et al., 2007). This is what is going on at the 
operating system level, and the recommendation of each operating system maker is that the built-in notifications 
should be used for system-wide notification. Indeed, even if notifications are customised when using a program the 
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operating system may still force the use of the its own notification system when an application is running in the 
background. This then needs to be taken into account. 

CCURRENT CUTTING EDGE IN THE CONSUMER SPACE 

Special mention should be made of Google Now, which is a mobile, context aware, and smart notification system 
made by Google, is available on both Android and in limited form on iOS operating systems, and a version of 
which, called Live Cards, works on the Google Glass wearable system (Google, 2014). When comparing available 
notification systems to what can be found in research literature then Google Now looks to be the closest to the state-

 
Figure 1: Examples of three different Google Now Cards. Flight information, a location based notification of nearby events, and a 
birthday notification. Note that all these cards offer direct interaction. Google 2013, Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License 
 
of-the-art that is currently available. Google now uses standard notification message templates called Cards, which 
allow applications to send information to these standardised cards for display to the user. Cards can be interactive, 
and there are a number of different Card templates that are formatted to support different classes of data, see figure 
1. As a Card showing a birthday notification does not have the same information display needs as a card notifying 
the user of nearby events, these templates then allow for a simple API for developers that also support the needs of 
the user. As this is integrated with Google’s various information services as well as using location services it is 
possible to implement interesting notification systems in Google Now. However, Google Now does not use 
notification suppression, aggregation, or any other tools for creating considerate user interfaces (Cooper et al., 2007) 
and is in this regard no more advanced than the other available notification systems. Google now is integrated with 
the notification centre in Android, as well as being integrated with the Google Glass system wherein the Cards are 
used to display notifications on the persistent heads up display offered by Google Glass. The Google Glass system is  
notable in having the potential to change how user interfaces in the general population as well as in industry can be 
used. In its current incarnation, Google Glass has a screen resolution of 640x360 pixels, and has a 3-axis gyroscopic 
sensor, accelerometers, a magnetometer (compass), proximity sensor, microphone (for voice commands and audio 
recording), Bluetooth, ambient light sensor, and audio output through bone conductance (so no in-ear device is 
required) (Google, 2014). Google Glass has recently been updated to incorporate wink (a long blink of the eye) 
controls for taking pictures (BBC, 2013), which shows an example of how eye movements can be used in a 
computer system. This combination of audio/video input and output, coupled with the advanced motion and 
environment sensing capabilities allows for exciting future development of head mounted information systems for 
industry. One such possibility would be to integrate a worker’s (line worker or foreman) information flow, or even 
to show assembly instructions in a worker’s field of view based on what custom assembly is currently required at a 
certain workstation. If such a system were to be developed it would require very careful design of the information 
management system, particularly any kind of interruptions such as notifications, or the system could become a 
liability. Any system designed for more current computing paradigms such as mobile handsets, desktop machines, or 
touch terminals would also benefit from such careful interruption design, and if well executed then an information 
system designed for these current devices is likely to support can easily be adapted to next generation computing 
systems such as head mounted displays. 

It is clear from looking at the current state of technology that research on interruptions and research into the effects 
of the current technology in general has fallen far behind. 
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TECHNOLOGY TRENDS OF THE NEAR FUTURE  

Mobile devices have already become ubiquitous, and can hardly proliferate much further, and their capabilities are 
likely to evolve during the next few years.  

Wearable Computing 

Wearable computing looks like an obvious group of new devices that must be mentioned. Notable among those are 
heads-up displays that can worn all day and can display information in users’ fields of vision such as Google Glass 
(Google, 2014), and smart watches which can be used as computing devices or as satellite displays/interaction 
device that work in conjunction with another device which functions as a primary computing device (Pebble, 2014; 
Samsung, 2013). Less obvious is the use of smart textiles that can be integrated into clothing and can gather sensor 
data about the wearer, or even provide feedback through the use of light emitting fibres  (Jansen, 2013). 

New requirements 

The new devices that either already exist or are on their way bring their share of new problems. Some of these 
problems may even be truly new and not just a repackaging of an old problem. Having dynamic information visible 
in the field of view at all times, for instance, is something that has never before been a possibility, except for limited 
amounts of time and in very specialised environments such as fighter aircraft cockpits. Yet the problems associated 
with this are at their root not technological problems, but rather problems of cognition. This means that examining 
existing basic research is necessary, but as this particular version of the problem may have special needs it becomes 
necessary to validate any existing research to make sure that it can be applied. The requirements for research created 
by current and coming devices are clear, and mostly unsupported. They include: 

Research into the effects of interruptions of multiple classes and cognitive difficulty levels of primary tasks in a 
natural context. The effects that must be researched include task-switching times, error rates on multiple classes of 
primary and interruption tasks, changes in affective states, user acceptance, and ways of mitigating negative aspects. 

Mitigating negative aspects is a cognitive and ergonomic issue that may need technical solutions, so a separate arm 
of research must develop systems for mitigating the cost of interruptions. This cannot be done effectively without 
having access to basic research into the effects of interruptions in a natural context, so the starting focus has to lie 
there. There is still nothing to stop developers from doing both concurrently, but that increases the risk of investing 
large amounts of time into system development that results in a far from optimal system. 

 

Required research 

It is hard to see any way that existing systems take human cognition into account when interrupting the user, and it 
likewise becomes clear that the research on interruptions is lagging behind the technical evolution that can be seen 
in both consumer electronics and specialised devices for various professional environments, such as in 
manufacturing. It is important to note that expanded research may also be required in the office domain, as there are 
massive changes there as well as in other domains. Although the lack of basic research in other domains means that 
it is required to first get the basic research from office to other domains, the introduction of all the same new classes 
of mobile devices into the office domain also creates new requirements for research in that domain. 

When talking about all these domains that require research it is important to include diverse workplaces, such as 
manufacturing, but it is also important to examine general use outside of work, such as recreational use of tech using 
interruption mechanisms. How does that affect the enjoyment of recreational primary tasks? This is interesting from 
a quantitative perspective, i.e. does it shorten the time spent on recreational tasks? Does the user make more errors?  
It is also interesting from a qualitative or user experience perspective, which can ask questions such as: Do 
interruptions decrease the enjoyment taken from recreation? Do different types of interruptions or interruption 
modalities affect enjoyment? There are many possibilities here, and the field is young and expanding. Not to 
mention exciting! 

Looking at McFarlane’s (2002) taxonomy of interruption coordination methods it becomes apparent that just to 
support existing models for interruption management there are a few areas that would benefit from research, as even 
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these interruption management methods are not supported in any system that is generally available. To be able to 
provide any management of interruptions, the system must first be aware of the user’s requirements, and the user’s 
requirements vary based on what the user is doing and where the user is located. This suggests some basic required 
research that is required, and some aspects of which are listed here. The listed aspects consist of components that 
can be argued to be a part of context awareness. 

Location awareness: Research is on-going for creating location aware devices and software. A major issue here has 
been creating the technologies required for a system to have high enough precision in the determination of location 
to be useful, both outdoors and indoors, as well as using low energy so that a device is useful for the appropriate 
length of time. Another factor is the range at which these location services should work.  

A particular problem here has been determining location indoors, due to signal interference from walls and other 
indoors objects. Determining location at long ranges adds imprecision when there is any form of interference, such 
as indoors. A ten metre range indoors can thus be seen as a long range, while a hundred metres outdoors in an open 
field can be seen as a short or medium range. 

The questions facing the UI and cognition part of research must therefore take into account some possible 
limitations and examine different levels of support for context aware interruptions based on location with regards to 
different levels of location precision. What this means is that different precision levels in determining a user’s 
location may give different possibilities for modifying notifications. An example of this could be an industrial 
workstation that can tell that the worker is 2 metres away from the workstation when it is appropriate to show a 
notification, and therefore enlarges the notification and minimises all other information on the screen. This 
presupposes a high precision of location awareness, at least in selected locations. There is also an ethical aspect to 
this, with personal information being sensitive and many people possibly wanting to avoid being tracked. This 
effectively means that any location determination that can be done on the user’s own device is more likely to gain 
acceptance than location services that rely on sending data to external systems. 

Distance (proximity):  Proximity can be treated as a part of location awareness, but can also have a separate 
component. Proximity can be determined without actually determining location, although if location has been 
determined then proximity has also been determined. This means that proximity can be a superset, with proximity 
services being usable to find whether a user is close to an item or far from it, which allows for customisations of UIs 
to support that. Uses for this are especially apparent for industrial application, such as workers in a manufacturing 
facility, where a UI could be customised to show appropriate information at appropriate scales based on worker 
proximity. The requirements for this are sensors for proximity, which can be done in a simpler manner than actual 
location sensing which needs a triangulation of sensors. Proximity sensing can also be done with low energy use.  

Research into this is something that was not found in the literature, and requires both basic UI research and research 
into the effect of interruptions if used in this way, such as what the effect is of having large scale notifications 
appear on workstations. 

Task awareness: One aspect in creating a system that minimises the impact of interruptions involves identifying the 
task that the user faces and the interruption task.  

Activity awareness: An altogether more tricky proposition is the task of developing activity awareness. This entails 
understanding what the user is doing, based on sensor input. This might use gyro sensors, sound sensing, location 
sensing, and more. 

Preference and requirement classification: Determining user requirements and user preferences is the subject of 
on-going research and is required for effective management of interruptions. 

Environment awareness: Having the system be aware of the environment is linked to activity classification, but 
also quite separate. This entails having the system take into account requirements imposed by the environment, as 
determined by sensors (audio, video, motion) and location.  
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Discussion 

The communications and information devices that are available today are without precedence; never before in the 
history of humankind has it been possible to communicate across vast distances wirelessly and receive those 
communications in multiple ways, almost wherever we are. What sets this form of communication apart is not just 
the power of the communications systems, but also that messages are sent without the sender having any 
understanding or feeling for the appropriateness of the timing of the message. This is new from a social and 
cognitive aspect as well as a technical one, and provides new and exciting possibilities for research from multiple 
perspectives. This short paper focuses on a limited subset of this, that is, only on what is missing in supporting the 
cognitive aspects of interruption management in information and communication systems. 

Possibilities for research exist both for creating systems that will clearly be useful right away, as well as more 
abstract research with a less clear focus on current needs. That latter class of research is necessary to have a 
foundation for creating the next generations of communications systems, while the former are necessary just to make 
the current generation of communication systems less troublesome. An important factor to bear in mind when 
performing any such research is have a clear theoretical approach from the outset, and not reinventing the wheel 
every time. 

The main suggestions from this examination of research into interruptions are that the current research needs to be 
on basic research to set up a theoretical foundation so that the coming generations of technology can be made to 
support human cognitive limitations. The effects of interruptions on human cognition are not going to change, as the 
limit is created by the human cognitive system. Research therefore needs to focus on basic human cognitive abilities, 
coupled with specific use cases, not on specific devices or device categories. If interruptions can be adequately 
managed in any pervasive computing paradigm, then the research backing that is likely to support other pervasive 
fields to a certain degree. This is in contrast to the current research that mostly focuses on limited work tasks with 
low risks associated with errors or failure, such as can be seen in the office environment.  

The research has fallen behind the available technologies and the research suggested in this paper suggests some 
directions to catch up, and other directions to get ahead of technological advances. The scientific community must 
attempt to anticipate the needs of society, and are in many ways the best equipped to do so due to having access to 
the latest research. 
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Abstract 
This paper examines how interruptions from information and communications technology systems 
affect errors and the time to complete tasks for assembly workers. Interruptions have previously 
been examined in laboratory experiments and office environments, but not much work has been 
performed in other authentic environments. This paper contains the results of an experiment that 
was performed in a simulated manufacturing assembly environment, which tested the effects of 
interruptions on a manual assembly task. The experiment used existing interruption coordination 
methods as a basis, and the results showed a difference in the effect of interruptions and interruption 
coordination between cognitively complex laboratory tasks and manual assembly tasks in an 
authentic environment. Most notably, the negative effects of interruptions delivered without 
consideration were smaller in this experiment. Based on these findings, recommendations were 
developed for designing interruption systems for minimizing the costs (errors and time) imposed by 
interruptions during assembly tasks in manufacturing.  
 
1. Introduction 
The use of information and communications technology (ICT) has expanded greatly in recent years, 
having become near ubiquitous in people’s personal lives and workplaces, including manufacturing 
facilities. This is exemplified by industrial frameworks and strategies such as Industrie 4.0 (e.g. 
Hermann, Pentek, & Otto, 2015), which focuses on the smart factories of the future, including both 
Internet of Things and Internet of Services. Smart factories inherently include extensive amounts of 
information flowing to and from users and one key component for successful utilisation of this 
information flow is the ability to know when and where information is needed as well as when and 
where additional information is not desirable. A key challenge in the smart manufacturing 
environments of today and tomorrow is to assess the current state of work and send various kinds of 
information to a user accordingly, as well as making a user aware of updated information that 
requires notifying the user that new information is available. This involves interrupting the user in 
some way and has been researched in many fields and domains for a long time, with the human 
factors advances in aviation being a prime example (e.g. Hawkins, 1993; Mirlacher, Palanque, & 
Berhaupt, 2012). This has not been the case in assembly work where little research can be found on 
mitigating the effects of interruptions delivered by ICT systems on assembly workers. Manual 
assembly work on a production line often involves short and relatively simple tasks, with each 
workstation focusing on a minimum rational work element (Groover, 2010) as well as having an 
established time (takt time) in which each unit should be assembled (e.g. Womack & Jones, 2003).  
Generally speaking, an interruption is anything that breaks into a user’s current activity and 
demands a person’s attention be shifted to another activity (Coraggio, 1990). It is of major 
importance to consider in what ways information interrupts and notifies workers in their assembly 
tasks in order to optimise work performance. Interruptions have been extensively investigated in 
several research areas (e.g. human-computer interaction (HCI), cognitive psychology, human 
factors) and differing domains (e.g. aviation, healthcare, office work) and potentially have large 
impact on work performance and output (e.g. Coraggio, 1990; Wickens, 1992; McFarlane, 2002; 



Iqbal & Horvitz, 2007; Iqbal and Bailey, 2008). However, it is notable that interruption research has 
not been applied to the manufacturing domain to any larger extent (but see Andreasson, 2014; 
Kolbeinsson, Thorvald, & Lindblom, 2014), given its effect on work performance and work output. 
Interruptions can greatly affect workers’ cognitive and mental load (e.g. Norman, 1993; Bannert, 
2002) on both the primary task as well as the secondary task, depending on how and when the 
notification for the interruption is delivered (McFarlane & Latorella, 2002). Potential consequences 
of this include increased human errors, reductions in work output and a disregard for safety 
guidelines due to cognitive overload (e.g. Norman, 1993; Bannert, 2002). 
The aim of this paper is to characterise the appropriate use of interruption coordination methods in 
manufacturing assembly and to highlight any differences from existing recommendations that have 
been developed using contrived and artificial tasks and environments. The main research question 
addressed regards what types of interruption coordination methods are suitable for use in manual 
assembly situations in manufacturing.  
Much of previous interruption research in HCI has been carried out within controlled situations 
using contrived tasks and environments where the tasks are all manual, or tasks wherein the user 
sits in front of a stationary computer and both the primary as well as the secondary task happen on 
the same screen (e.g. McFarlane, 1999; Adamczyk & Bailey, 2004; Iqbal & Bailey, 2008; Grandhi 
& Jones, 2015). These studies also often use contrived, artificial tasks that are designed to set the 
difficulty, i.e. how much skill or effort is required to complete the tasks, of the primary task and 
interruption task high enough so that any increases in difficulty due to interruptions will result in 
errors being made (e.g. McFarlane, 1999; Adamczyk & Bailey, 2004; Grandhi & Jones, 2015). 
Iqbal and Bailey (2008) question whether results obtained using their contrived tasks can be applied 
directly to what they refer to as “authentic” tasks.  
The contrived setups that have been described are useful for identifying fundamental interruption 
processes, but there is also a need for conducting applied research to complement the fundamentals 
in order to find a proper way to handle interruptions in other situations such as manufacturing and 
assembly where tasks are often simplified and optimised to avoid errors (e.g. Freivalds & Niebel, 
2009; Brolin, Bäckstrand, Thorvald, Högberg, & Case, 2012). Based on the research performed by 
McFarlane and Latorella (McFarlane, 1999, 2002; McFarlane & Latorella, 2002), where the 
fundamentals of interruption coordination methods were proposed and investigated, this work will 
elaborate on their findings and attempt to apply this on a more authentic scenario set in a simulated 
assembly context.  
The intended contribution of this research is to identify and explore when, where and how to notify 
assembly workers of interruptions so as to minimise the negative consequences of interruptions. An 
over-arching goal for this work is more efficient management of assembly workers’ cognitive load. 
Based on the obtained results, some recommendations for design of notification systems in 
manufacturing are provided that minimise increases in cognitive load due to interruptions. 
 
2. Background 
As research on interruptions has gone on for many decades within multiple fields (e.g. Coraggio, 
1990; Wickens, 1992; Rubinstein, Meyer, & Evans, 2001; McFarlane, 2002; Iqbal & Horvitz, 2007; 
Iqbal and Bailey, 2008; Sykes, 2011; Warnock, McGee-Lennon, & Brewster, 2011; Sanderson & 
Grundgeiger, 2015), this paper focuses on a subset of existing research, in particular on research 
that is relevant for work with mobile information devices used within the manufacturing domain. 
Most manufacturing environments focus on the efficient mass production of products that requires 
supporting communications between managers, team leaders, and assembly workers (e.g. 
Bäckstrand, 2009). Timely dissemination of information can be vital for workers to complete their 
tasks, but unnecessary interruptions can have negative effects on performance and errors on the 
current task, and if the interruptions contain a new task to perform then interruptions at 
inappropriate times can also cause the interruption task to be completed with errors (e.g. Baron, 
1986; Gillie & Broadbent, 1989; McFarlane, 1999; Zijlstra, Roe, Leonora & Krediet, 1999). 



2.1. Interruptions and notifications 
Coraggio (1990) defined an interruption as any external event that breaks into a user’s current 
activity, the primary task, and demands the user’s attention be shifted to another activity, the 
interruption task, or event (Coraggio, 1990). Interruptions are thus a very wide class of events, and 
can be anything from a random noise in the environment that causes the user to shift attention from 
the current task, to something that is specifically directed at a user for the purpose of diverting the 
user’s attention through notifying that another task requires attention (Kolbeinsson, Thorvald, & 
Lindblom, 2014). Interruptions may convey necessary information or superfluous information. 
Interruptions are referred to as distractions when they incur a measurable cost but do not result in a 
full switch from the primary task (Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015), which would include the 
example used of a random noise in the environment. 
Interruptions can lead to more errors and longer time required to complete the primary task, as well 
as increasing stress and irritation due to increases in cognitive load (e.g. Wickens, 1992; McFarlane, 
2002). These increases in cognitive load, stress, and irritation can also lead to more errors being 
made on both the interruption task and on the primary task (McFarlane, 1999). Directed 
interruptions commonly have the aim of supporting either the primary task or another task, and can 
thereby also be beneficial, bearing updated information so that the primary task can be completed 
correctly or supporting another task that must be completed. Interruptions can also be beneficial 
through raising cognitive load from a low state that may otherwise negatively affect performance 
through inducing boredom and inattention (Scerbo, 1998; Jackson, Kleitman, & Aidman, 2014). 
The first known research on interruptions was published by Zeigarnik in 1927, but research on 
interruptions was sparse after that until the rise of human factors research in the late 1970s 
(Spiekermann & Romanow, 2008). Increases in computing power and the development of more 
advanced computer systems then led to more complex office work and more requirements for ICT 
systems to interrupt workers (Speier, 1996). A consequence of this was a need for research on 
interruption management, which has mostly been conducted in lab environments (e.g. McFarlane, 
1999, 2002; Altmann & Trafton, 2002; Iqbal & Bailey, 2008) as well as some observational studies 
performed to see what happens when interruptions occur in an authentic environment (e.g. Iqbal & 
Horvitz, 2007; Walter, Dunsmuir, & Westbrook, 2015). Speier, Vessey, and Valacich (2003) found 
that interruptions have a larger negative effect on more complex tasks than on less complex tasks. 
Zijlstra et al. (1999) found that more complex interruptions result in more negative effects on the 
primary task, and Monk, Boehm-Davis, and Trafton (2002) showed that the difficulty of the 
primary task increases when the speed of the task is raised, with corresponding increases in negative 
effects of interruptions. The use of external cues also diminishes with increased complexity, i.e. 
tasks that may be more intricate and consist of a larger number of operations, or when shorter time 
is available to complete the task (Speier et al., 2003). This can affect the difficulty of the task and 
the quality of the work performed, with Speier et al. (2003) finding that participants performing 
tasks with a tight deadline make a trade-off in the quality of their work against performing the task 
in a timely fashion. 
More research has been done on interruptions since, but as Brixey et al. (2007) as well as Walter et 
al. (2015) point out, this has mostly been carried out in laboratory experiments and may not be fully 
generalisable to authentic situations. Walter et al. (2015) have identified an interest in clarifying 
how interruptions affect occupational settings, and in particular stress the difficulty of quantifying 
the effects of interruptions in natural settings. 
One major challenge in mitigating the costs of interruptions has been identified in the seminal 
works of McFarlane and Latorella as incorporating appropriate interruption coordination methods 
that include the costs of interruption into ICT systems (McFarlane 1997, 1999, 2002; McFarlane & 
Latorella, 2002). 
2.2. Interruption management 
McFarlane (1999, 2002) and McFarlane and Latorella (2002) introduced a way of classifying 
different methods of interruptions with a taxonomy of interruptions that consists of four main ways 



of interrupting a user. They refer to these as the four methods of coordination, and are based on 
McFarlane’s 1999 experiment, with following work expanding upon that or further analysing 
results of McFarlane’s experiments. The four interruption coordination methods explain differences 
in the points at which the user is notified of the new information held by the ICT system, the time at 
which the notification system interrupts the user and how directly the user is expected to respond to 
the interruption. These four coordination methods are (McFarlane, 1999, 2002; McFarlane & 
Latorella, 2002):  

Immediate interruptions are delivered when the new information arrives and do not take 
into account current user activity. 

Negotiated interruptions make the user aware that there is an interruption that will 
require some action, and may inform the user of the importance level of the 
interruption, but the user has control over when to pay attention to the notification 
and examine the new information itself in full detail. 

Mediated interruptions use a mediator (a person or a ICT system) to gauge when it is 
appropriate to interrupt the user. There is a request that the user comes and 
performs an action, where this request is delivered via the mediator through the 
user’s information device at a time deemed appropriate. 

Scheduled interruptions are delivered at pre-scheduled times or intervals, which may 
take the importance of the interruption into consideration. Important interruptions 
might be shown every 5 minutes, while less important interruptions might be 
shown less frequently. 

These four interruption coordination methods were identified through experiments done by 
McFarlane (1999, 2002) that consisted of a primary task involving subjects playing a computer 
game that involved catching people that jumped out of a burning building, and an interruption task 
using a modified Stroop task, which is used to set the difficulty level of the interruption task to 
avoid a floor effect for errors. Both tasks were performed on a single computer screen, with the 
interruption task completely replacing the primary task (MacFarlane, 1999, 2002). The primary 
(game) task required participants to correctly place a stretcher below a falling person, with each 
falling person bouncing so that the person must be caught three times by the stretcher. Each 
participant faced 59 such falling people in each of 24 trials. The interruption task, or matching task, 
showed a form with a colour (e.g. a blue triangle) and required the participant to select another 
element on the screen that matched either by shape or colour. Whether the match should be based 
on shape or colour varied. This allowed for fine grained control of the difficulty levels of both tasks 
as well as a clear switch between tasks, which made unambiguous data relatively easy to obtain as 
well as clearly showing the effects of interruptions at their most extreme through having only one 
task or the other visible at any given time. The design of the tasks was designed to be easy to 
measure and to isolate well the factors being measured; the tasks were not designed for authenticity 
or representativeness. Indeed, McFarlane states that “the difficulty of the tasks had to be contrived 
so that it was complex enough to attack participants’ vulnerability to interruption, but simple 
enough not to cause participants to despair of performing well” (McFarlane, 1999, p.298). 
Immediate interruptions automatically switched to the interruption task when the interruption was 
sent, occluding the primary task. Negotiated interruptions flashed the screen to show that the 
interruption task was waiting and then allowed participants to select a time they felt was appropriate 
for switching tasks. Mediated interruptions gauged how many jumpers were on-screen and waited 
for a suitable time with a low number of falling people, and scheduled interruptions were sent on a 
pre-arranged schedule of once every 25 seconds. Note that only one task or the other was visible at 
any given time regardless of which interruption coordination method was being used.  
McFarlane's (1999) findings showed all interruption coordination methods resulting in slower 
performance on the primary task than the control condition, with negotiated interruptions second 
fastest, mediated interruptions third fastest, immediate interruptions second slowest, and scheduled 
interruptions resulting in the slowest performance on the primary task. Errors on the interruption 



task were fewest on the control condition and most errors came from immediate interruptions. 
Mediated, negotiated, and scheduled interruptions did not show a significant difference from one 
another regarding errors on the interruption task, but showed significantly more errors than the 
control condition and significantly fewer errors than immediate interruptions. An important 
conclusion is that there is no single “correct” method of interruption (McFarlane & Latorella, 2002), 
as each interruption coordination method places different priorities on the primary and interruption 
tasks. McFarlane and Latorella (2002) considered multiple other factors such as the source of the 
interruption, channel of conveyance, individual characteristics of the user receiving the interruption, 
which all have bearing on which interruption coordination method to select. 
Mediating interruptions was also shown by Arroyo and Selker (2011) to increase effectivity on a 
primary task as well as allowing a user to respond to more messages in the same time, thus 
providing a large gain in overall productivity. Knowing when to interrupt is clearly important, and 
ICT systems that know when to interrupt are important for safety, productivity, and human well-
being. Iqbal and Bailey (2008) used McFarlane’s (1999, 2002) taxonomy for reference, and 
explored the granularity needed to find appropriate breakpoints for mediated interruptions during a 
document editing task, showing that sending interruption messages at breakpoints in activity 
decreased the costs of the interruptions. Although Iqbal and Bailey’s (2008) results were clear, they 
note that the tasks used were artificial in nature and might not apply to “authentic” tasks, and even 
if the findings apply to more authentic tasks then that is likely limited to similar tasks that involve 
document editing. 
McFarlane’s (1999, 2002) and McFarlane and Latorella’s (2002) work has been widely used for 
reference in other work on interruptions, with the taxonomy of interruption coordination methods 
being used extensively (e.g. Iqbal & Bailey, 2008; Arroyo & Selker, 2011). Expanded taxonomies 
based on McFarlane (1999, 2002) also exist (e.g. Brixey, Walji, Zhang, Johnson, & Turley, 2004; 
Rukab, Johnson-Throop, Malin, & Zhang, 2004) but have not been as widely used. Minor concerns 
have been stated around McFarlane’s (1999, 2002) and McFarlane and Latorella’s (2002) 
taxonomy, arguing for its expansion to include additional factors, such as task switching and 
activity levels (e.g. Brixey et al., 2007). However, none of these concerns question the validity of 
McFarlane and Latorella’s obtained results. 
The same qualities that make McFarlane’s (1999, 2002) and McFarlane and Latorella’s (2002) work 
successful, i.e. the tight control of all variables, may create challenges in applying the results 
elsewhere (Rooksby, 2013). Many commonly performed tasks do not share the intrinsic difficulty 
level of a Stroop task, and additionally many common tasks are simplified as much as possible, 
with companies spending considerable resources on using production principles to simplify tasks, 
increase effectivity and decrease errors in assembly tasks in manufacturing (Bäckstrand, 2009). 
McFarlane (1999) stated that the difficulty of his tasks was designed to be just under what would 
make participants feel that the tasks were impossible. Likewise the task switching seen in 
McFarlane (1999) did not match many task switches in the real world, given that forcibly removing 
the task that is not in focus is not seen in most typical circumstances. For example, field 
observations made by Andreasson (2014) demonstrated how assembly workers that are interrupted 
select the time to respond to the interruption, and may even use their tools or protective gear as 
resumption points to assist in resuming their primary task. Baethge, Rigotti, and Roe (2014) 
addressed the need for more applied research on interruptions to complement contrived studies, thus 
broadening the scope of the field to also include the socio-technical environment. This suggests that 
some parts of McFarlane (1999, 2002) as well as McFarlane and Latorella (2002) have to be 
interpreted, re-examined, and validated for use in a more authentic environment. 
This paper differentiates between tasks and environments designed to isolate and identify relevant 
factors, and tasks and environments that are designed to elicit responses similar to those shown by 
people when performing tasks in their day-to-day lives, whether that is in their work or in their 
personal time. The prior is referred to here as a contrived task or environment, and the latter as an 
authentic, or more authentic task or environment. The use of these terms is inspired by Iqbal and 



Bailey’s (2008) note that the behaviours observed in experiments using contrived tasks may not be 
generalizable to more authentic tasks. 
2.3. Summary and hypotheses 
The controlled nature of McFarlane’s (1999) experiment suggest using authentic tasks and 
environments, as opposed to the contrived tasks used by McFarlane, to support the creation of 
systems for minimising the negative effects of interruptions on users. As the focus in this work lies 
on assembly workers in manufacturing then this suggests the use of either an experiment or a quasi-
experiment in a manufacturing facility. The complexity, cost, safety factors, and quality control 
factors make this unfeasible, leading to the use of a simulated factory environment where 
appropriate task and domain factors are simulated to create the level of engagement and realism 
required (Drews & Bakdash, 2013; Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015). The study investigates 
whether the interruption coordination methods as described by McFarlane (1999) as well as 
McFarlane and Latorella (2002) result in similar findings when performed in a simulated 
manufacturing environment using real assembly tasks. Differences in results from McFarlane 
(1999) are predicted to be that the authentic assembly tasks will not generate as many errors on 
either the primary or the interruption task, that errors will not be increased as much as shown by 
McFarlane (1999), and that immediate interruptions are predicted not to cause nearly as large 
negative effects as was observed by McFarlane (1999). Immediate interruptions are expected to 
generate less costs than predicted by McFarlane (1999) due to the task switching control being in 
the hands of the participants, as opposed to McFarlane’s use of task occlusion, where the primary 
task was removed from the screen and replaced with the interruption task which leaves task 
switching control firmly in the hands of the researcher. Other interruption coordination methods 
retain their primary characteristics when applied to the simulated manufacturing assembly tasks and 
environment. 
The hypotheses are as follows: 

• The interrelations observed between mediated, negotiated, and scheduled interruptions will 
correspond to those observed by McFarlane (1999). 

• Immediate interruptions will result in less relative costs than observed by McFarlane (1999). 
The anticipated differences from McFarlane’s (1999) work are all expected due to the nature of the 
more authentic tasks and environment, including the lack of task occlusion, as compared to the 
artificial tasks used by McFarlane (1999), task switching control residing more with the 
participants, as well as the difference between the cognitive complexity of the artificial lab tasks 
used and more common tasks which may be optimised for lower cognitive complexity. 
 
3. Method 
To test the hypotheses, the original 1999 experiment by McFarlane was adapted through the use of 
a more authentic scenario and environment than that used by McFarlane (1999). The tasks and 
context were both designed specifically for this experiment but McFarlane’s (1999) basic approach, 
aim, and results were used for reference. This means that the experiment in this paper was not a 
replication, but rather an adaptation that used McFarlane (1999) and McFarlane and Latorella 
(2002) as a starting point. The purpose here was thus not to replicate McFarlane (1999), but rather 
to expand upon McFarlane’s (1999) detailed findings. The experiment involved participants 
performing a repetitive manual assembly task involving mounting the two front wheels onto pedal 
cars, receiving an interruption on a mobile device which involved having to go to a stationary 
information system to read error messages, interpret those, and sending the correct response to the 
correct person as indicated by the message on the mobile device. 
Performing the experiment in an actual manufacturing assembly facility would have been ideal, but 
was found to be impractical due to the level of control required to manipulate the variables. This led 
to the examination of relevant alternatives, with the chosen approach using a simulation of the task 
and context being studied. 



3.1. Research design 
In this paper, the concept of simulation is aligned with the complementing views proposed by 
Rooksby (2013) as well as Sanderson and Grundgeiger (2015), focusing on recreating a context and 
task to an appropriate degree of realism (accuracy of the physical and psychosocial environment) 
and fidelity (the visual and technical accuracy of the simulation). Other forms of simulation exist, 
but will not be further detailed here. Rooksby (2013) argues the use of simulations allows 
laboratory studies to be performed in such a way as to elicit similar behaviour as would be observed 
in a real task and context through designing laboratory tasks and environment to take into account 
human practice. Drews and Bakdash (2013) further explain that simulations for the purpose of 
research should support a high level of engagement and be easy to manipulate, pointing out that this 
is more important than focusing on ultimate fidelity through perfect recreation of the target domain.  
An appropriate level of fidelity was achieved in this study through designing the primary task to 
closely resemble tasks observed in manufacturing assembly situations, and through making the UI 
for the interruption task resemble flawed communications systems which have been observed by the 
authors in several industrial/manufacturing applications. The background story, the configuration of 
the locale, as well as visual and auditory aspects of the context were created to support the validity 
of the research through increasing the immersiveness of the context, as suggested by Tolmie and 
Crabtree (2008). This is further supported by Sanderson and Grundgeiger (2015) who refer to 
immersiveness as the representativeness of the task and context. Feedback from a small pilot study 
supported that the tasks and context achieved the desired effect. 
 
3.2. Experimental design 
As the experiment examined effects seen in McFarlane and Latorella (2002), the independent 
variable was known from the beginning to be the interruption coordination method, and the 
dependent variables for the experiment also had to be comparable to McFarlane and Latorella 
(2002) yet support the new scenario. The independent variable consisted of six levels that created 
the experiment conditions and included the four interruption coordination method treatments as well 
as two control conditions. The conditions were: 

• Immediate interruption (Imm.) 
• Negotiated interruption (Neg.) 
• Mediated interruption (Med.) 
• Scheduled interruption (Sched.), every third minute 
• No interruption, assembly only (Assem. only) 
• Only an interruption, no assembly (Int. only) 

The dependent variables measure the cost of the interruption, and were: 
• Assembly time (Assem. time): time to complete a single car assembly (seconds)  
• Assembly errors (Assem. errors): number of errors made on the assembly task 
• Message time (Msg. time): time to respond to the interruption task message (seconds) 
• Message errors (Msg. errors): number of errors made on the interruption message task 

A within subjects, repeated measures experimental setup as used, with participants assigned to one 
of six groups and balanced against training effects through the use of a Balanced Latin Square setup 
identical to that used by McFarlane (1999).  
The experiment was performed in an environment that is used for teaching production principles to 
industrial assembly workers and which was specifically modified for this experiment. The physical 
environment can be seen in figure 1. A slightly manipulated audio recording from a real 
manufacturing facility was played at high volume during the experiment to create a realistic aural 
environment. Hearing protectors and brightly coloured safety vests were worn to make the 
simulation as immersive and authentic as possible.  



 

 
3.2.1.The primary task 
The primary task (car assembly) involved mounting two front wheels onto a pedal car, with the 
small extra complication that each car required a specific setup of tire hardness (three levels) and 
each wheel had specific markings denoting hardness. The steps required to complete the task were: 
selecting and mounting the correct wheels onto the axle, threading a bolt and washer on the axle, 
fastening using a cordless drill. Each pedal car had a note on the back stating which hardness was 
needed for each front wheel. The note had the tire hardness written above and below one another, to 
increase the difficulty of translating to left and right through visual mapping. A confederate in 
another part of the facility was tasked with disassembly of the pedal cars and recording assembly 
errors such as wrong wheel hardness or errors on bolt/washer assembly or loose bolts. 
The design of the primary task was based on tasks observed in manual assembly work, and verified 
as being representative of the domain by researchers with experience from manufacturing assembly. 
It should also be noted that as soon as one car had been assembled, another car arrived at the 
assembly station immediately and more cars awaited assembly in line, see figure 1. The primary 
task had a similar time for assembly (takt time), complexity, and requirements for manual 
coordination as assembly operations observed in a white goods manufacturing facility. The short 
time allowed for the primary task affected the difficulty of the task (Monk, Boehm-Davis, & 
Trafton, 2002). 

3.2.2. The interruption task 
The interruption task involved a message sent to a mobile device carried by the participants, which 
asked for specific error codes to be sent to specific recipients, based on a cover story introduced at 
the beginning of the experiment. The message was sent using a pre-production version of a 
messaging system in development for commercial applications. The system contained a random 
timer, which prompted the researcher to send the message and create a timing event in the software. 
When responding to a message, participants were required to walk to a stationary terminal (situated 
approximately four meters away from the assembly station), read error information from the 
message on the mobile device, find the correct error code for that error on the stationary screen, 
select the matching symbols on the stationary terminal, and send to the correct recipient. The error 
codes as displayed involved a sequence of four basic shapes written out as words and inputting the 
symbols into the system then required participants to press actual symbols matching the text. This 

Figure 1: The environment for the experiment seen from the same 
point as the video recordings. The assembly station and touch 
screen can be seen, as well as the cars awaiting assembly. The 
computer system and assembly station can be seen on the right side 
of the picture, and the disassembly station can be seen on the left 
side. 



was originally inspired by the Stroop test (in a similar manner to McFarlane, 1999), but was 
redesigned to more accurately represent tasks faced by manufacturing assembly workers while 
remaining cognitively demanding. This task can be seen in figure 2. The discrepancy between text 
and symbols was used to hinder participants from using visual pattern matching to input codes by 
creating a requirement for participants to perform an interpretation between words and shapes and 
increase the memory requirements of the task (Floel et al., 2004). Messages were sent in a pre-
defined sequence, and participants’ responses were recorded by the system so that timing and 
correctness of messages could be verified. The interface for sending the error codes was designed 
based on the interface problems observed by the authors in multiple manufacturing facilities in 
several countries. The design of the user interface was performed by a user interface specialist, and 
broke against best practices for the reasons outlined above. The interruption messages were slightly 
abstracted, but were designed to be thematically related to the frame of the study, which Sanderson 
and Grundgeiger (2015) suggest as an appropriate approach for use in simulations to maintain the 
appropriate level of fidelity in the simulation. 
Careful consideration was taken to structure both the primary task and the interruption task in a way 
similar to what is seen in manufacturing facilities, and control over task switching was left in 
participants’ hands. This was done to ensure that the tasks were as authentic as possible within the 
simulation to maintain representativeness. 
3.2.3. Equipment 
The facility used had multiple assembly and disassembly stations, each with the correct manual 
tools or power tools as required. A single assembly station was used by the participant, and a single 
disassembly station was operated by a confederate. Custom computer programs were used to record 
data from the primary task, the interruption task, to send interruption messages, and to customise 
the messages that went with the interruptions.  
The messaging system controlled the messages sent to the mobile device in the participants’ pocket, 
including intensity and persistence of both audio and vibration. Immediate interruptions used a loud 
continuous sound and vibration which had to be dismissed by the user while all other interruption 
coordination methods used a single notification in both sound and vibration.  
A touch screen controller (see figure 2) was used for the input of participants’ responses to the 
interruption task. This was used to simplify the physical part of the data entry by giving direct input 
so as to eliminate any confounding factors arising from a user interface (UI) using a relative and 
translational interface such as a mouse (Cooper, Reimann, Cronin, & Noessel, 2014). 

 

 

Figure 2: The touch screen interruption task system. The 
instructions must be found in the text and then input through 
the symbols and selections on the bottom half of the screen. 



3.3. Participants 
Participants were recruited through advertisements in the university and in the surrounding town. 25 
people participated. Close proximity to major manufacturing facilities meant that nine participants 
had work experience within manufacturing, ranging from a few months of experience to 26 years of 
experience. Participants’ age ranged from 18 to 53 years, with a majority, 17 participants, between 
the age of 25 and 40. The participant pool was deemed as being fairly typical of new hires in local 
manufacturing, where many locals work for some periods of time before pursuing further education 
or specialisation. Seven participants were female and 17 male. Gender comparison was not the 
focus in this experiment, and was deemed impractical due to small sample size. Gender difference 
was further deemed unlikely to affect results as McFarlane’s work (1999, 2002) showed no 
significant difference between genders. Risks were explained, safety equipment used, and consent 
obtained both for participation and for using video recordings. The experiment ended with a 
debriefing that included a post-test questionnaire for recording participants’ subjective experience 
from the experiment. Each participant received a practice period until the participant performed the 
primary and interruption tasks without procedural errors at least three times in a row. 
As the experiment examines a task involving unskilled labour using only basic tools, the training 
period was deemed as being sufficient to maintain a fidelity high enough to support the aims of the 
study. This was controlled through prior testing of the tasks by the researchers and verification 
through the use of a pre-study that used unskilled participants. The behaviour and performance of 
participants with assembly experience versus those without was also observed throughout the 
experiment. No behaviour differences or performance deviations were observed based on 
experience levels. 
3.4. Procedure 
Each interruption coordination method was tested separately, having each participant perform the 
assembly task until six interruption measurements were verified as having been successfully 
recorded, which involved a minimum of six assembled cars per participant for each condition. This 
took approximately 45 minutes for each participant, during which time participants could not leave 
the assembly station as a constant flow of assembly tasks simulated authentic manufacturing 
environments. The assembly only (assem. only) control treatment involved a participant performing 
the primary task (assembling cars) without interruption, and the interruption only (int. only) control 
treatment involved a participant standing without the primary task (assembly) in a designated area 
that matched the distance that participants had to walk from the primary task to the touchscreen 
system, acting upon a message of the same type as in other treatments, and walking back to the 
designated area. 
Immediate interruptions were sent based on a signal from the random timer in the experimental 
software. Immediate interruptions were loud and persistent, that is, continued until participants 
pressed a button on the phone. Participants were instructed to respond immediately to these 
interruptions. 
Mediated interruptions were sent at one of two pre-defined breakpoints: after mounting one wheel 
but before starting on mounting the second wheel (between wheels), or after the assembly of one 
pedal car was complete but before starting the assembly of the next pedal car (between cars). These 
breakpoints were selected based on Iqbal and Bailey’s work (2008) who showed that interruptions 
between tasks or sub-tasks are less deleterious than random interruptions, and that coarser 
granularity of breakpoints results in better performance. The random timer was used to select which 
breakpoint was used. 
Negotiated interruptions were sent at random times using the random timer, but participants were 
instructed to respond at a time of their own choosing. 
Scheduled interruptions involved messages being sent at random times using the random timer, but 
the notification message was sent every three minutes. A clock was also mounted in a highly visible 
position to the participants with markings showing the minutes at which interruptions would arrive. 



 
4. Results 
The data for each dependent variable was analysed using ANOVA for finding significant effects, 
effect sizes, and power. Visualisations were also extensively used to understand the data, as per 
Cohen’s (1994) and Tukey’s (1962) recommendations for avoiding common mistakes in 
interpreting results. Cohen’s (1994) advice to carefully examine effect sizes, confidence intervals, 
and observed power to minimise the risk of type II errors was also followed. 
Missing values for assembly time in the scheduled condition were found to be 10.5%. Other 
conditions had less than 1.5% values missing. This was due to an issue with how data was sampled 
during scheduled interruptions, which did not take into account the extra time required around the 
scheduling times, which were every third minute. This meant that fewer cars were assembled during 
scheduled interruptions. Imputation was used to fill in the missing values. Imputation maintains the 
variance as well as the means, thus affecting the results less than using the means in the case of 
many missing values (Donders, van der Heijden, Stijnen, & Moons, 2006). The use of imputation to 
fill in missing values lowers the robustness of the results for assembly time in scheduled 
interruptions, but increases the number of valid measurements that could be used from all other 
conditions. One participant was removed from the data as the participant made systematic errors 
accounting for over one third of all errors in the entire experiment, as errors were otherwise 
infrequent. All effect sizes (ηp2) shown in table 1 take into account the appropriate correction for 
sphericity. 
4.1. Effects of interruptions 
Overall effects of interruptions (see table 1) were observed, and were examined for both the primary 
task and interruption task as well as for each interruption coordination method. Pairwise 
comparisons were used for identifying effects between individual interruption coordination 
methods. 
 

 
Main effect significance table  P value partial eta squared 

(ηp2) 
F Fcrit Obs. 

Power 
Assembly time 0,000 0,272 42,929  2,600  1,000 
Message time 0,000 0,688  254,095 2,640 1,000 
Assembly errors 0,101 0,017 1,951 2,480 0,588 
Message errors 0,069 0,019 2,201 2,480 0,643 
 
4.1.1. Primary task (Assem. time and Assem. errors) 
Assembly time (figure 3a) showed a significant main effect between the control condition (assem. 
only) and others in the pairwise comparison. All interruption coordination methods were seen to be 
significantly slower than the control, but no significant difference was thus observed between 
interruption coordination methods. 
No significant effects were observed for assembly errors. Figure 3b shows the means and the error 
bars show the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence interval. The means may seem to 
suggest an effect and show exactly what was expected, i.e. that the assembly only (assem. only) 
control treatment resulted in the fewest assembly errors, and scheduled interruptions were similar, 
but the high variance and low total number of errors made means that these differences are not 
statistically significant. Assembly errors thus show no effect based on interruption coordination 
method.  

Table 1: Statistics for the main effects of the four dependent variables. 



 

 
4.1.2. Interruption task (Msg. time and Msg. errors) 
Significance was observed on the message time (figure 3c) variable between all interruption 
coordination methods and the control except between immediate interruptions and the interruption 
only control treatment (int. only). Immediate interruptions were thus as fast as the interruption only 
control condition, confirming that participants did respond immediately, as instructed. 
Significance on the message error (figure 3d) variable was only observed between the immediate 
and negotiated treatments (p=0,037, α=0,05). This was only seen after performing imputations, but 
was seen reliably in imputed data. The data also suggests that an effect may exist between 
immediate and mediated, as well as possibly between immediate and scheduled interruptions, but 
the high variance and low number of total errors mean that no significance was observed and no 
claims can be made based on this.  
4.2. Results of hypotheses 
The first hypothesis was: 

• The interrelations observed between mediated, negotiated, and scheduled interruptions will 
correspond to those observed by McFarlane (1999). 

As has been demonstrated by the data, mediated, negotiated, and scheduled interruptions do not 
differ significantly from one another on assembly time, assembly errors, or message errors. 
However, there is a significant difference between the three when it comes to message time. This 
does not correspond with McFarlane’s (1999, 2002) findings. Thus the hypothesis is rejected. 
The second hypothesis was: 

• Immediate interruptions will result in less relative costs than observed by McFarlane (1999). 
As has been demonstrated by the data, immediate interruptions do not differ from the other three 
interruption coordination methods on assembly time or assembly errors. Immediate interruptions 
differ significantly from all other interruption coordination on message time, as well as showing 
significantly fewer message errors than negotiated interruptions. Thus the hypothesis is supported. 
4.3. Further findings 
In addition to the results of the hypotheses above, this section presents further findings relevant to 
the overall research question. 
Firstly, immediate interruptions were observed to not affect performance on the primary task to any 
similar degree as observed by McFarlane (1999) as well as McFarlane and Latorella (2002), and 
resulted in fast and accurate responses to the interruption. Contrary to expectations, immediate 
interruptions were seen to perform extremely well, with no obvious effect on primary task 
performance, no significant increase in errors on either primary or interruption tasks, and the fastest 
response times to the interruption task. This is a stronger effect than expected, but still along the 
lines of the second hypothesis. However, immediate interruptions were reported by participants as 
being stressful, and a participant suggested these might become difficult to handle if used for a 
longer time due to their stressful nature. 

Figure 3: Means and error bars showing the 95% confidence intervals for the four dependent variables. 



Secondly, mediated interruptions were observed creating unexpected issues. The mediation was 
controlled by using pre-selected points in the assembly that were expected to minimise the cost of 
interruption, using a random timer to select which pre-selected point to interrupt at, and sending a 
message at that point. The pre-selected points were (1) after finishing the assembly of one wheel but 
before starting work on the second wheel, or (2) after both wheels had been mounted but before 
starting work on the next pedal car. These two points are referred to as between wheels and between 
cars. These points were selected as being between tasks, which should, according to Adamczyk and 
Bailey (2004) as well as Iqbal and Bailey (2008) result in participants being disturbed less and 
performing better than when being interrupted during a task to make resuming the primary task 
easier. It was observed that when interrupted between wheels, a large number of participants missed 
the interruption notification entirely, while messages between cars did not suffer this problem. This 
observation suggests that mediated interruptions are heavily dependent on selection of appropriate 
interruption points and requires further examination. These missed notifications were counted as 
errors, and thus increase the message error rate measured on mediated interruptions. This results in 
mediated interruptions showing a worse performance in both time and errors than if interruptions 
had been sent at optimal breakpoints. 
Furthermore, an element of negotiation was observed regardless of which interruption coordination 
method was used. The use of immediate interruptions resulted in the fastest response to the 
interruption, but participants still responded after finishing their current operation, which is a form 
of negotiation. Mediated interruptions attempted to interrupt at convenient times and when that was 
successful, i.e. between cars, participants responded quite fast but still often looked at the car to see 
that it was finished and pushed the car away to the next station to prepare for the next car before 
responding to the message. When faced with scheduled interruptions, participants would check the 
clock to see how long they had, and plan their assembly in accordance with that, to a degree. Even 
so, response to the interruption was delayed so that participants could finish their current task. 
Moreover, negotiated interruptions were mentioned as preferred by participants in the debriefing. 
Finally, scheduled interruptions resulted in the longest response time for the interruption task, but 
less expectedly, scheduled interruptions were not rated positively by participants in the debriefing. 
This was, according to participants’ comments, due to the complexity of having to deal with 
multiple messages at the scheduled times. 
 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
The aim of this paper was to characterise the appropriate use of interruption coordination methods 
in manufacturing assembly and to highlight any differences from existing recommendations that 
have been developed using contrived and artificial tasks and environments. 
The main research question addressed regards what types of interruption coordination methods are 
suitable for use in specific assembly situations in manufacturing. In order to do that, we adapted 
McFarlane's (1999) research to the manufacturing domain. Findings indicate that the more authentic 
setting of the experiment has an effect on the outcome, giving different results to those obtained by 
McFarlane (1999, 2002). 
5.1. Discussion 
The obtained results mostly support McFarlane’s (1999) original claims, with the exception of the 
lower negative impact of immediate interruptions than observed by McFarlane (1999; 2002), as 
hypothesised. Based on the obtained results, the first hypothesis is rejected, as the difference in time 
to complete the assembly task showed no statistically significant difference between interruption 
coordination methods. A possible explanation for this finding is that physical nature of the tasks 
used allow for the use of spatial orientation and other salient cues to resume the assembly task, i.e. 
that participants could remember and see where to continue, thereby creating an easy resumption 
point for what to do next.  



The second hypothesis is supported by the obtained results, but the unexpected findings 
encountered require further examination and discussion. Although the second hypothesis predicted 
that immediate interruptions would not cause as much disruption as seen by McFarlane (1999, 
2002) the results showed immediate interruption not causing a measurable cost in time or errors at 
all when compared to other interruption methods on the primary (assembly) task. This supports the 
reasoning behind the second hypothesis, although the effect is stronger than expected. The 
hypothesis was formed on the grounds that more authentic tasks would require less complex mental 
work than the lab based tasks used by McFarlane (1999, 2002), as well as immediate task switching 
in more authentic tasks working in a different manner to that employed by McFarlane (1999, 2002). 
This is supported by the stronger than expected results. 
A second factor that may have contributed to immediate interruptions performing well is the 
participant controlling the task switching during authentic tasks as compared to lab-based tasks, 
where the experimenter controls the task switching. Task switching in more authentic contexts 
commonly involves becoming aware that it is necessary to change tasks, changing tasks, completing 
the secondary interruption task, and switching back to the primary task to complete it. This differs 
in a central way to McFarlane’s (1999) approach, which essentially instantly removed the primary 
task in the immediate condition, i.e. used task occlusion. As previously explained, this is not a 
problem with McFarlane’s (1999) approach, but should rather be viewed as a feature that allowed 
McFarlane (1999) to better isolate the independent variables of the experiment. However, the same 
feature may not translate to many more authentic tasks, which is a reason for the more authentic 
tasks and environments used here being more appropriate for supporting the design of interruption 
coordination systems for the manufacturing assembly domain. 
The difference between McFarlane’s (1999, 2002) lab experiment and the approach used here is 
further highlighted by an effect that we have named the negotiation element. Most authentic tasks 
allow a user some time to finish or suspend a task before switching to another. Negotiated 
interruptions are an example where this is the overriding principle, and the observations made in 
this experiment is that most authentic tasks allow for some amount of negotiation. The amount of 
negotiation can vary, but tasks where people instantly let go of the task (and tools) they are 
currently performing are rare and usually have to do with emergencies rather than repeated tasks. 
This effect should be considered when creating interruption systems for real tasks. The negotiation 
element requires more study, as this may affect resumption and errors in authentic tasks. 
Unexpected findings observed during mediated interruptions were interesting, as prior research 
conducted by Adamczyk and Bailey (2004) as well as Iqbal and Bailey (2008) suggests that 
breakpoints at the end of a main task minimise task-switching costs, and that breakpoints between 
sub-tasks reduce task-switching costs slightly less. The problems observed saw participants missing 
interruption messages sent “between wheels”. This suggests that something more is going on in the 
tasks tested, as participants frequently missed interruption messages sent between sub-tasks 
(“between wheels”). One possible explanation for this is that the physical task switching and mental 
task switching are performed asynchronously and that the breakpoint for participants’ mental task 
switching may have already passed at the physical task breakpoint that was selected. This requires 
further study.  
The experiment and its results clearly show the differences between testing for an effect using 
artificial tasks that are designed to elicit a certain response compared to using more authentic tasks 
and environments that support human practice. As such, the experiment supports Rooksby’s (2013) 
view that there is a need for adding the use of simulations to the research toolbox, as traditional 
experiments may not accurately predict performance in many cases. Furthermore, Rooksby’s (2013) 
support for the use of simulation is supported, so long as the tasks and environments are designed 
with an understanding of the required fidelity and realism (Smallman & St. John, 2005; Sandersson 
& Grundgeiger, 2015). 
McFarlane’s notes on the tasks used in his experiment vividly highlight the difference between the 
tasks used in his 1999 experiment and the simplified tasks more commonly faced in assembly work. 



This supports our claim that neither task was representative of everyday tasks that people do, and 
thereby not representative of most work activities such as assembly tasks in manufacturing. 
McFarlane increased the task complexity in his experiment by increasing the cognitive requirements 
of the tasks involved through setting the speed of the primary task (catching people falling out of 
windows in a computer game), and through the use of a task known for its cognitive complexity (a 
modified Stroop task) for the interruption task (McFarlane, 1999). 
An important lesson learned is that building any kind of interruption coordination mechanism into 
an ICT system is optimally based on research that uses a similar or identical task to that which 
should be supported by the system, and that the negotiation element that is present in most types of 
task switching should always be taken into account. This lack of a negotiation element is offered 
here as a tentative explanation for the good performance observed when using immediate 
interruptions. 
Participants reported the experiment as being immersive, and two participants with prior experience 
from assembly work in manufacturing made unsolicited comments stating that the experimental 
setup felt like being back at work. Observations supported this, as participants were seen to do their 
best and responded as if the tasks were real, suggesting a high level of engagement, which was 
further observed when participants noticed themselves making errors. Unsolicited comments made 
by participants suggest a high level of representativeness of the tasks and environments, and further 
support assumptions made by the authors at the outset. The authors noted that the environment felt 
representative of a manufacturing assembly facility from the standpoint of their role as observers 
and confederates, with the context feeling immersive for the authors and participants, and the 
soundscape in particular adding to the illusion of a fully functioning manufacturing assembly 
facility. 
This supports the chosen approach of using a simulated assembly line with artificial tasks that 
emulate tasks seen in manufacturing. The primary task might be seen as being simple, but the task 
was designed to represent common assembly tasks in manufacturing. Assembly tasks in 
manufacturing are generally kept as simple as possible, but still differ considerably based on what is 
being manufactured. Assembly of car engine parts may thus have a higher level of complexity in its 
minimum rational work element, than the assembly of a washing machine vibration damper. 
Experimenting with different levels of complexity of primary tasks may therefore give different 
results. According to Sanderson and Grundgeiger, (2015) potential generalizability refers to two 
things, the potential for depth of insight, and breadth of application of conclusions. The level of 
engagement, and the apparent representativeness of the simulation used in the study suggest that the 
potential for depth of insight is high, which allows us to create guidelines for the design of 
interruption coordination systems for use within manufacturing assembly situations. The limitations 
on potential generalizability, specifically in terms of breadth of application, are that we cannot 
claim that the results of this study can be applied to other domains or other forms of tasks. 
The low number of participants, 24, is partly offset by the repeated measures design used, but more 
participants would make the results more robust. The problems seen in sampling data for the 
scheduled interruption condition also affected the robustness of that condition, but these problems 
do not affect other conditions. Any replication of this experiment, or further work, should therefore 
approach data sampling for the scheduled condition in a slightly different manner, ensuring that the 
appropriate number of samples is recorded each time instead of allowing time limits to impinge on 
the data sampling. 
5.2. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The main contributions of this work are firstly the finding that immediate interruptions result in 
much less negative effects when these interruption coordination methods are used in more authentic 
assembly tasks than was seen in prior research that relied on more artificial tasks. The stressful 
effects of immediate interruptions that have been observed in prior research were also reported here, 
but did not translate to participants’ performance. Secondly, mediated interruptions were seen to be 
vulnerable to the selection of breakpoints, with notifications being missed or ignored if sent at an 



inappropriate time. Thirdly, we have introduced the concept of a negotiation element, which is 
arguably present in authentic situations but may be absent in artificially contrived situations. 
Limited research exists using authentic tasks, which means that finding research that matches the 
intended context of use for an intended ICT system is rare.  
Based on these contributions we have developed a set of recommendations for the design of 
interruption systems for supporting assembly work in manufacturing, which in the long run may 
reduce assembly workers’ cognitive load. 
• Immediate interruptions are an acceptable choice for manual tasks and when interruptions are 

infrequent, as well as for when interruptions should be prioritised over performance on the 
primary task. Only scheduled interruptions resulted in less negative effects on the primary task. 

• Mediated interruptions are only useful if interruption points have been identified and verified as 
being appropriate for the task at hand. Mediated interruptions should be selected when 
interruptions are more frequent and when the interruption task priority is lower than the primary 
task priority, i.e. when the interruption task does not require immediate action or response. 

• Negotiated interruptions are appropriate when interruption task priority is low, but primary task 
priority is medium (not critical). Reminders should be used to avoid workers forgetting to 
respond. 

• Scheduled interruptions should be used for low priority messages or where the time to respond to 
the message is not a factor and where primary task performance is prioritised high or critical. 
Scheduled interruptions are, for example, appropriate for sending messages shortly before or after 
a scheduled worker break. 

These recommendations are a first step in creating an integrated interruption management 
framework for minimising errors and assembly time increases through managing cognitive load in 
manufacturing assembly situations.  
5.3. Further research 
Follow up studies have been planned based on the unexpected observations made on mediated 
interruptions. Some further analysis of the obtained results has been conducted from an embodied 
cognitive science perspective (Kolbeinsson & Lindblom, 2015), but this is only a first step and 
requires further work. 
Furthermore, a need has been identified to introduce other explanatory concepts and frameworks 
that incorporate a larger unit of analysis, rather than separating the primary and secondary tasks 
from the actual work situation environment (workstation design and work environment), including 
trigger analysis (e.g. Dix, Ramduny, & Wilkinson, 1998; Kirsh, 2001), distributed cognition (e.g. 
Hutchins, 1995; Hollan, Hutchins, & Kirsh, 2000) and activity theory (e.g. Kaptelinin & Nardi, 
2006) in order to consider the broader socio-technical context, in which interruptions and assembly 
workers are situated in manufacturing. There are huge costs associated with neglecting cognitive 
and user perspectives within manufacturing, but on the other hand, there is a vast potential to 
improve both the workers’ cognitive load and an increased production outcome simultaneously if 
interruptions are handled properly. We propose that an integrated socio-technical approach for 
handling and coordinating interruptions of assembly workers may provide promising and necessary, 
but not sufficient, steps towards realizing the smart factories of the future.   
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Abstract

Embodied cognition can provide human factors and applied ergonomics practitioners with better embodied cognition design 
principles. This paper investigates and analyzes observational video-recorded data from an experiment that simulated a 
manufacturing environment. The operator was interrupted during a primary assembly task via a handheld computing device 
which delivered different classes of notifications. The focus is on the embodied aspect of notifications in an active environment,
and why one class of notifications called mediated notifications failed at a specific point previously thought to be suitable.
Guidelines for analyzing tasks from an embodied cognition perspective that complements and expands traditional human factors 
and applied ergonomics approaches were developed and are included.
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1. Introduction

The interest in cognitive aspects of human performance has dramatically increased in recent years within
manufacturing, something that may have great impact on production process in manufacturing. The embodied 
cognition approach to the human mind can provide human factors and applied ergonomics with novel ideas about 
how tasks are done and how the human mind works. It has been pointed out by several researchers that the physical 
body has a fundamental role and relevance for our interactions with the social and material world (e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
6, 7]). Consequently, the way we interact with the resources in our environment affects and changes the ways in we
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perceive, act and think. Hence, we do not just think with our brains but through our bodily interactions, and there are 
times we actually ‘think’ with and through our hands and with accompanying tools (e.g. [4, 8, 9, 10]). 

The embodied cognition approach offers complementary perspectives to the area of physical ergonomics, which 
has been successfully investigated for a long time, to also include cognitive aspects of embodied actions may offer 
significant insights and contributions to the fields of human factors and applied ergonomics. Generally speaking, in 
the past, physical ergonomics had to worry about fitting technology to human bodies, but today’s technology must 
also fit humans from an embodied cognition perspective. It should be noted, however, that the idea of putting the 
mind and body together, providing an integration of physical and cognitive dimensions of task operations, has been 
addressed lately in ergonomics [10]. At a first glance, this human-systems approach seems to take a embodied 
cognition approach, but taking a closer look, we argue that this is just ‘old wine in new bottles’, namely putting an 
embodied icing on the traditional “mental gymnastics” [2] cake of internal information-processing. We want to 
highlight that addressing the role and relevance of the body-brain-environment system, characterizing that cognition 
is for action, may be of major practical importance in manufacturing where operators still perform many manual 
tasks.

This paper investigates and analyzes some observational video-recorded data from an experiment that simulated a 
manufacturing environment. The operator was interrupted in the primary assembly task at different intervals, via a 
handheld computing device, that delivered different kinds of notifications (notifications are, in the context of this 
paper, a way of presenting information or data to a user to interrupt the user, and a notification system is the 
underlying apparatus that transfers and presents notifications [11]) . The focus here is on the embodied interaction 
aspect of an assembly task that was interrupted by a mediated coordination method. The primary guiding question 
for our analysis was - why did subjects miss notifications at a particular point in the assembly task when faced with
mediated interruptions?

The obtained finding from the observational study has been analyzed with influence from Wilson and Golonka’s 
[7] four key questions to fully engage with the implications of embodiment, and then generalized to some design 
implications for handling the effects of embodiment in manufacturing.

2. Background

2.1. Interruptions research

An interruption is characterized as any event that breaks a person’s attention from their current activity (primary 
task) and either requests or forces the user to focus on a new task (interruption task). Corraggio [12], for example, 
provides the following definition: “an interruption is an externally generated, randomly occurring, discrete event that 
breaks continuity of cognitive focus on a primary task" (p.19). Interruptions can cause increases in errors on the 
primary task and induce errors on the interruption task, but McFarlane and Latorella [13] argue that this can be 
minimized through taking into consideration the requirements of the person, the primary task, and the interruption 
task.

Despite the wide academic literature in fields such as cognitive science, aviation, and human-technology
interaction concerning interruptions research, the synthesis and application of these theories in industrial domains 
like manufacturing, has not yet reached its full potential. Interruptions have a high cost for the person being 
interrupted in many cases. Switching between tasks, even when done in a controlled manner, incurs a cost in terms 
of time and performance on both tasks [14]. The performance loss can be mitigated through preparing for the task 
switching, as well as through having easy ways of “entering” the new task. The same goes when switching back to 
the primary task; if the task can be left in such a state that it can be easily resumed and/or if the primary task is set 
up in a manner that allows easy resuming of the task then the performance cost of task switching is greatly reduced
[15].

There are several ways proposed for managing interruptions. McFarlane [15], for example, suggest a taxonomy 
of interruption coordination methods that focuses on two main factors: the type/priority of the task being interrupted, 
and the type/priority of interruptions. McFarlane [15] presents four forms of interruption coordination methods, and 
these are referred to as; (1) negotiated, (2) mediated, (3) scheduled and (4) immediate interruption coordination 
methods. Due to space restrictions, we focus mainly on mediated interruptions, which is described as having a 
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system acting as a secretary that judges whether interruptions are appropriate, but also the most complicated to 
implement in a notification system.

McFarlane [15] and McFarlane and Latorella [13] find the nature of the primary task to be of paramount 
importance for selecting what type of interruption coordination method should be used. Research exists on 
notification systems that respond to the context and user activity and shows notifications at natural breakpoints in a 
person’s activity [16] instead of just popping up notifications at any time incurs a lower cost in both errors and 
switching times. This kind of system needs to use automatic sensing of task breakpoints. Bailey and Konstan [17] 
found that interruptions that are presented at more natural breakpoints between tasks affect users’ anxiety and 
annoyance significantly less than when interrupted in the middle of a task, so that should be the goal, but when that 
is not possible then directing interruptions towards the end of a sub-task is better, and best of all if it is possible to 
present interruptions between well-defined and clear tasks [18].

2.2. Embodied cognition 

The enactive and embodied view of human cognition starts with the idea that humans are action oriented; i.e. 
cognition is primarily for action and anticipation of action. Our ability to make sense of the world comes from an 
active and pragmatic engagement with the world, along with our capacity to interact with other humans. A central 
issue here is how the human body, not only the brain, is the source to cognition, given that our bodies and their 
perceptually guided movements and actions in the world do much of the effort necessary to reach our goals (e.g. [2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 19]). This is contrary to traditional ideas of how the mind works, characterized by the so-called 
computer metaphor of mind, where cognition is considered as symbol manipulation of internal mental 
representations, designed to produce an outcome/behavior on demand, viewing cognition a kind of “mental 
gymnastics”, using Chemero’s [2] terms, where the body is reduced to an input and output device. It should be 
noted, however, that many traditional cognitive scientists disregard the embodied cognition approach completely, or 
interpret it more in line with how the body biases internal cognitive processes. The stance put forward in this paper 
is more radical, focusing on how brain-body-environment system works in cognition, which offers a radical shift in 
explaining and studying cognition. More specifically, it is the stance to study and characterize how cognition 
“emerges from real time interplay of task-specific resources distributed across the brain, body and environment, 
coupled together via our perceptual systems ([7] p. 1). Broadly speaking, taking the radical embodied cognition 
perspective, some issues that were totally neglected earlier, or placed in the background when describing and 
analyzing cognitive behavior as mental gymnastics, will now be of crucial importance and placed in the foreground. 
In what follows, we present some characteristics of how to describe cognition from an embodied stance that may be 
of relevance for assembly in manufacturing.

Wilson [19], for example, claims that “cognition is situated”, given that cognition takes place in the context of a 
real world environment, involving perception-action couplings running online. Clark [20] also discusses the situated 
nature of human cognition, arguing that “human reason is, we may say, disengaged but not disembodied” (p. 236). 
He argues there is no sharp line between so-called online versus offline cognition, given that both processes are 
running in parallel. He introduces the concept of surrogate situatedness in order to explain how humans create and 
use human-built structures in order to transform the space of higher-level cognition through offline cognition. 
Hence, he stresses that humans actively create restricted artificial environments that allow us to deploy basic 
perception-action-reason routines in the absence of their proper objects, which he dubs “surrogate situations” that is 
used in offline cognition [20]. Some examples provided by Clark are the use of a dotted line, a drawing, and when 
the target situation is the as yet non-existing door on a sketch, in which the surrogate situation is the context 
provided by the drawing. These surrogate situations both allow human cognition to be disengaged while at the same 
time offering a concrete place in which to organize action-perception couplings of an essentially real world-like kind 
of interaction. Surrogate situations provide a midpoint in the evolutionary past of human development, between 
completely offline imaginative modes of cognition and the more time-constrained real-world interactions ‘here and 
now’ as in online cognition [20].

Moreover, Wilson [19] claims that online “cognition is time-pressured”, stressing the fact that a living organism 
has to cope with changing situations ‘here and now’, dealing with time-pressure. Research conducted on 
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autonomous agents has emphasized the significance of time-pressure as a constraint for shaping behavior [5]. 
Despite the fact that these real-time activities in themselves cannot be considered particularly ‘intelligent’, she 
suggests that more advanced structures of cognition can be grounded in successive layers of environmental real-time 
interactions. Therefore, the agent (human or artificial) has to generate cheap and efficient tricks to handle the 
problem, in order to avoid a cognitive ‘break down’ or decreased cognitive performance [5]. Wilson’s claim that 
cognition is time-pressured does not mean that all cognitive activity in general is performed in the state of “being in 
a hurry”, but she emphasizes the great importance of sensorimotor co-ordinations in time-locked activities, such as 
object manipulation, and other manual skills. Furthermore, “the use of off-loading cognitive work to the 
environment” is stressed, as a way of handling the demands of real-time (online) cognition. Wilson [19] notes that 
although humans mostly run their cognitive processes ‘offline’, there are still situations that must be carried out in 
situ. Consequently, we have to consider our cognitive limitations when acting in real time and one strategy of 
reducing the cognitive burden is the use of so-called epistemic actions [21]. These actions are used to alter the 
surrounding environment in order to ease the cognitive work to be done. An example of using epistemic actions can 
be found in Kirsh and Maglio’s [21] study of the computer game Tetris. The goal when playing Tetris is to fit 
geometrical falling blocks as neatly as possible into the bottom row, which contains previously dropped blocks. 
Furthermore, the player can rotate the blocks during the fall in order to obtain an optimal fit. Kirsh and Maglio [21] 
pointed out that the players actually used real rotation movements to simplify the task, rather than mentally 
representing a solution and then executing it. Hence, humans may ‘think’ faster with the hands, than the brain [1].

Additionally, the claim that “cognition is for action”, stresses the role of the mind to guide action. Wilson [19] 
argues that perception and memory have to be considered from a situation-appropriate perspective. For instance, 
Wilson notes that empirical work in visual perception suggests the purpose of the visual system is not to construct 
an internal representation of the outside world. Instead, it has been argued that some sorts of visual input directly 
prime motor activity, without the need for an intervening ‘higher’ cognitive process to guide action [5]. In the case 
of memory, Wilson addresses the claim that the traditional approach to memory as a ‘storage’, should be replaced by 
the view of memory as “perceptuomotor patterns”, characterizing short-term memory as the undertaking of specific 
action skills. Finally, “offline cognition is body-based”, meaning that the use of surrogate situations has advanced a 
step further, by pushing this embodied activity inward, allowing only the priming of the motor action, but no overt 
motion actually takes place, that is, offline cognition [3, 4, 19]. Hence, this sort of cognitive strategy may open up 
for new explanations of how ‘offline’ embodied cognition functions, since it has been claimed many cognitive 
processes indeed utilize sensorimotor functions in this ‘hidden’ way. This means that structures that were initially 
evolved for perception and action ‘online’, seem to be able to run ‘offline’, supporting higher-level cognitive 
abilities [19, 20].

3. Method and performance

The data used here was part of the data gathering in a larger experiment that tested the four interruption 
coordination methods proposed by McFarlane and Latorella [13] in a simulated manufacturing environment. The 
experiment consisted of an assembly and an interruption task. The assembly task involved mounting two front 
wheels onto a pedal car, with the small extra complication that each car required a specific setup of tire hardness and 
each wheel had specific markings denoting hardness. The interruption task involved subjects receiving a message 
onto a mobile device asking them to look up information on a stationary computer and send a specified message 
based on the received message and the information from the stationary computer.  24 subjects participated, and each 
subjects performed each of the six conditions once. These conditions consisted of the four interruption coordination 
methods [13], one control condition to test performance on the assembly (primary) task, and one control condition to 
test the performance on the interruption task.

During their whole performance, audio-recorded sound/noise from a real manufacturing facility was played back 
in the lab. Quantitative and qualitative data were collected via computer systems and video-recordings. Some pre-
test and post-test questionnaires were also used to gather data. The notifications for alerting subjects that a message 
was awaiting response were auditory and tactile (vibration). These notifications had some different settings based on 
interruption coordination method used (for immediate interruptions it were load and intense signals, as a kind of 
alarm, whereas in mediated interruptions it was like an ordinary cell phone signal).
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Here is an example of how a single assembly and interruption task was performed: Subject started assembly, 
looked at the note on the back of the pedal car for which wheels were required, retrieved the correct hardness for the
left wheel, went to the mounting position, mounted wheel on axle, subject received an interruption message, looked 
at mobile device and read the message “please send error code for material shortage to X.X.”, walked over to a 
stationary computer, performed the task, sent the error code message, cleared information on the mobile device, then 
walked back to the assembly station, retrieved washer and bolt, threaded washer and bolt on the axle and hand 
tightened, then tightened bolt using a cordless drill. Subject then checked the note specifying wheel hardness again, 
retrieved the correct right wheel, and then repeated the same procedure on the other side of the pedal car, and when 
finalized, pushed whole assembly unit to the next assembly station (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. (left) Mounting a wheel on the axle; (centre) threading bolt and washer on the axle; (right) tightness using a cordless drill.

Mediated interruptions were a special case in that the notifications should be sent at appropriate times, which 
meant that pre-selected interruptions points were created based on the primary task and the notification was then 
sent at the next pre-selected interruption point after the random timer sent its signal. The pre-selected interruption 
points were after the subject finished mounting each wheel, which means that one interruption point was after 
completing mounting one wheel, while the second interruption point was after completing the whole assembly of 
that car. The random time signal was used for reference in the immediate condition and messages were triggered at 
the nearest pre-selected interruption point after the random time signal.

4. Findings: Analysis and results

Observing subjects’ actions in situ and through analysis of the video recordings resulted in the identification of a 
surprising finding during mediated interruptions (wherein interruptions points were pre-selected by the first author). 
Notifications sent after mounting of the first wheel, but before starting the assembly of the second wheel, were 
repeatedly missed by multiple subjects. Moreover, notifications sent after the completion of the whole car assembly 
(both wheels) were not missed by subjects at all. A similar finding was not observed by McFarlane and Latorella 
[13], which is likely due to the differences in research approach and experimental design, given that they used an 
artificial task that tightly controlled the interruptions and switching between tasks, but the tasks in the presented 
experiment were designed to allow subjects much more flexibility in exactly when to switch between tasks and how 
to prioritize tasks by themselves without experimenter intervention. The primary guiding question for the analysis 
was - why did subjects miss notifications at a particular point in the assembly task when faced with mediated 
interruptions?

In order to answer this guiding question, we took an embodied outlook, and were inspired by Wilson and 
Golonka’s [7] proposed four key questions in order to fully engage with the implications of embodiment. What is
the task to be solved? What are the resources that the operator has to access in order to solve the task? How can 
these resources be assembled so as to solve the task? Does the operator, in fact, assemble and use these resources? 
Instead of explaining “why a given behavior have the form that it does” in terms of traditional cognitive science 
ideas and concepts, we replaced it with concepts of embodiment, i.e. bodies that are perceptually coupled with its 
environment.
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The standard explanation of the mounting task goes roughly as follows. The overarching goal is to assemble the 
pedal car, which consists of several tasks requiring different kinds of sub-tasks, such as selecting and mounting the 
two wheels. The mounting task involves so many different motoric outputs on top of each other, and the time it 
takes for the sensory inputs to be translated to a ‘symbolic code’ in which the planning (or cognition in general) 
takes place and then decoding the outcome back into another format for motor response, takes a vast amount of time 
and requires too many resources [1, 2, 7]. Consequently, the computer metaphor for mind hinders rapid and 
demanding real-time interactions, since the operator does not have enough time to update the internal representation 
as a result of the manual complexity of the task and the time-pressure. In order words, the information-processing 
will fall outside the limitations of the cognitive abilities of attention and short-term memory, resulting in a ‘break 
down’ or decreased cognitive performance, i.e. not noticing the notification.

However, the embodied solution offers another explanation, arguing that the traditional solution above hinders 
rapid and real-time time demanding manual interactions, and instead the operator has to use cheap and efficient 
resources to handle the problem, i.e. the available kinematic information, the dynamics of embodiment (of  
perceptual-action couplings), and the “cognitive space” of manually mounting the wheels, as being characterized as 
the whole brain-body-tool-environment system [7, 8, 9]. The major resource here is the handedness, i. e .from an 
embodied cognition perspective of the human’s manual hand, and it has been argues that the hand is the organ of the 
mind [9]. Results from neurocognitive experiments demonstrate that the hand occupies a unique role in 
“determining a participant’s ability to detect, discriminate, or pay attention to visual or somatosensory stimuli”, 
(Holmes, cited in [9] p. 282).  It is pointed out by Holmes that most of these experiments have only studied the hand 
in passive situations, not considering the primary function of handedness, i.e. action-centred attention. Holmes 
argues that one of the most basic and evolutionary function of handedness is the action and desired-directed 
movements towards target objects. This handedness consists of a repertoire of appropriate grasps for manipulating 
objects and tools, and this repertoire is adapted according to contextual demands. It is argued that manipulating 
objects and using tools partly is to make changes in the environment, but also partly to manipulating the object (and 
using tools) to help create further opportunities for action in the environment. In other words, manipulating objects 
and using tools, such as in the actual assembly in the task, is an interplay between seeking a desired goal  and 
managing the affordances/cues arising from alterations in the object (e.g. bolts, washers) in the environment 
(resulting from the ongoing assembly task).  

This  interplay may include kinetic energy into detailed hands motions and grasps, given that the operator has to 
appreciate how much energy and force is needed in order to appropriately threading and tighten the bolt and washer 
on the axle, initially only manually and then with the use of the cordless drill. The brain-body-hand-environment 
system as a whole can be said to be emergent, shaping and constraining the assembly activity, given that the layout 
of the objects in the environment as well as in your hands when anticipating the assembly task, represents ‘here and 
now’ the anticipation of actions needed to mount the wheels. In sum, the deliberately and ongoing choices made by 
selecting the upcoming movements with the objects, becomes a part of structuring the workplace as a kind of 
“cognitive space” well as the doing the subtasks in arranging the mounting is a form of cognition [8].

Indeed, we stress that assembly, in the form of problem solving, becomes a “matter of thinking” as the cognitive 
space changes as a result of the actions done, and cognition is the process to enact appropriate manual actions and 
anticipates the following manual actions, and a means of acting upon the cognitive space to bring fourth new 
opportunities for action. The assembling of the wheel could be described as real-time interplay of task specific 
resources, as a kind of distributed perception-action-reason (integrated across several sense modalities) in time-
locked activities. Subsequently, we stress that much of skilled tool use and assembly is anticipatory, and that the 
expert’s skill comes from the ability to control their activity with sufficient spare capacity to cope with future 
demands and to respond to the changing circumstances in which they are acting to effect changes in the objects 
being worked on, i.e. the “cognitive space” in which subsequent decisions are made [8].

Hence, this is an elaboration of the body’s role and relevance in assembly, being one of the most prominent and 
influential aspects, when characterizing that cognition is for action and anticipation of action. The operator is fully 
absorbed in this online handedness way of acting, for we as humans are evolutionary developed to use our hands for 
action, and  do not respond to the artificial sound of the notification, given that short-term memory is absorbed with 
the undertaking of the specific actions skills of handedness in mounting the wheel. There is no natural breakpoint for 
receiving a notification at this moment, given that the “cognitive space” offered ‘here and now’ has its natural 
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breakpoint when both wheels are mounted, it is not until then that the available resources offered will be lacking for 
smoothly continuing the anticipated actions.

To conclude, it becomes apparent from the analysis and results that interruptions should be avoided during this 
identified point of the tasks unless the interruption has an extremely high priority and uses a strong and persistent, as 
well as highly disruptive, notification signal.

Summing up, this means that the relationship within the human-environment-object-tool system not only affords 
different actions, but also shapes cognition. The task to mount the wheels is performed online, time-limited, and 
shaped and constrained by the execution of the involved assembly’s handedness. From an embodied perspective, the 
main goal of cognition is to support action in a situation-appropriate manner as possible. For that reason, it is not 
necessary to construct an inner representation (mental gymnastics) of the environment, it is only sufficient to act 
upon the appearance “since the world is its best model”, paraphrasing embodied robots researcher Rodney Brooks 
[1], there is no need for extra planning since the operator is acting here and now, and hence “mental gymnastics is 
not a parsimonious explanation of the behavior.

5. Implications for design

The empirically obtained results showed a problem in a place that experiments using artificial tasks did not 
predict. Furthermore, the findings of the analysis suggest that looking separately at actions and cognition is likely to 
miss problems due to the cognitive aspects of actions and leave designers with problems finding answers as to why 
their design fails in specific conditions. The main implication of this is that a new approach is needed, and that goes 
deeper than simply making a new method for analysis as a new core approach is required. This involves a fully new 
embodied approach to human factors and applied ergonomics that not only unifies physical ergonomics and standard 
cognitive ergonomics but also incorporates the newer approaches to cognition that have been explored in cognitive 
science and have been discussed in this work. Guidelines were developed for using such an embodied approach for 
the analysis of systems. 

These guidelines involve:

Analyzing all aspects of an action from the user’s perspective. That includes the goal and intention of the user, 
over-arching tasks, sub-tasks, physical actions, and the cognitive work behind each of those goals, tasks, and 
actions.
Including in the analysis the “in-between” areas, i.e. the time spent switching between goals, tasks, sub-tasks,
and actions.
Including the environment (both social and material) as a resource in the analysis and examining how the user 
interacts with all aspects of the environment.
Identifying on-line and off-line components of goals, tasks, and actions, and recognizing the strengths and 
limitations of each.
Understanding that any actions featuring on-line cognitive processes will be prioritized above actions featuring 
off-line cognitive processes.
Creating cognitive spaces for both the primary task and the interruption task that support each part of the task, 
keeping in mind the on-line and off-line cognitive aspects and the different requirements of each.

6. Concluding remarks

The guiding question for this study was  - why did subjects miss notifications at a particular point in the assembly 
task when faced with mediated interruptions? The observed effect challenged our interpretation when initially 
observed, but taking an enacted and embodied cognition perspective provided us with relevant descriptions and 
explanations. By more thoroughly considering the implications of embodiment, particularly the resources of the 
embodied hand’s handedness, the available resources in the “cognitive space”, and how these were intertwined in 
the mounting of the wheels, it then becomes easier to see a possible reason for the observed way of acting, i.e. 
cognition is for action and anticipation of action.  The embodied cognition approach offers complementary 
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perspectives to the area of physical ergonomics, but differs in how it views the role and relevance of the body in 
cognition.

We want to highlight that addressing the role and relevance of the body-brain-environment system, characterizing 
that cognition is for action, may be of major practical importance in manufacturing where operators still perform lots 
of manual tasks.  Furthermore, taking an embodied cognition perspective, may offer additional aspects to consider 
for interruption research, both in how and when to make interruptions as well as how to decrease the negative 
impact on task performance when switching back and forth between the primary and the secondary task.  

Instead of identifying the perfect points at which to interrupt subjects this experiment wound up identifying a 
point at which subjects should definitely not be interrupted, and in doing so looks to have uncovered an interesting 
effect. More importantly, we see the importance of keeping the link between the tool/object and the user stable and 
solid, and the effects of the tool/object not being effectively designed to take part in the context in which they should 
be used. The observed effect of subjects missing interruption notifications during specific phases of work will be 
examined more closely in a follow up experiment, and the design guidelines presented here will be revised based on 
findings from that follow up experiment. Tools and methods are required to support a unified approach to 
ergonomics, not only for this small design aspect, but for the field of ergonomics in general. This first requires that a 
greater understanding of the always existing link between mind and body is spread throughout the ergonomics 
community, and that an understanding that tasks cannot be usefully analyzed while ignoring goals and embodied 
actions of the person completing those tasks. Ergonomics should thus not be split into physical ergonomics and 
cognitive ergonomics in most cases.

We address the need for reducing the common friction between human and technology, since much of current 
workspaces is designed to bend our embodied human being into an unnatural shape of interaction. Instead, we 
should emphasize how this interaction is enacted through bodily actions and real world experience, designing for 
mutual relationships between human and technology.
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Abstract 
This paper examines how breakpoint selection during interruption management can fail, even 
when using best recommendations from existing research. The experiment is based on prior 
work by the same authors who observed that mediated interruptions were missed by subjects 
when sent at one of two pre-defined breakpoints selected based on existing research to 
minimise the cost of interruption. This effect is explored through an experiment that uses 
tasks and environments that simulate a manufacturing assembly facility. 
The experiment found that the effect exists, i.e. that subjects miss significantly more 
notifications when interrupted at fine breakpoints than when interrupted at coarse 
breakpoints. An embodied cognition perspective was used for analysis of the tasks to 
understand the cause of the effect. This analysis found that overlap between “action” and 
“anticipation of action” are explanations for why subjects miss notifications at fine 
breakpoints (between sub-tasks). Based on these findings, recommendations were developed 
for designing interruption systems that minimize the costs (errors and time) imposed by 
interruptions during assembly tasks in manufacturing. 
 

1. Introduction 
The use of information and communications technology (ICT) systems in manufacturing, 
including assembly, continues to increase as these systems become more accomplished and 
affordable. The adoption of frameworks such as Industrie 4.0 (e.g. Hermann, Pentek, & Otto, 
2015) leads to the use of sensors, adaptive technologies, and ICT systems that support the use 
of continuously updated information. Updated information must be disseminated to the 
appropriate personnel, which commonly requires interrupting their current task to notify of 
the updated information. The consequences of interruptions have been investigated in 
laboratory studies and in office work tasks, but similar studies applied in manufacturing 
contexts were found to be thin on the ground (Kolbeinsson, Thorvald, & Lindblom, 2014). 
This lack of domain specific research was addressed in recent research by Kolbeinsson and 
Lindblom (2015) as well as Kolbeinsson, Thorvald, and Lindblom (in Review) by using an 
existing taxonomy of interruption coordination methods (McFarlane & Latorella, 2002) as a 
basis, and applying that taxonomy to an experiment performed using simulated assembly 



tasks and environments. These tasks and environments were designed to support engagement 
and provide a realism level high enough to elicit similar responses to a more authentic work 
setting in manufacturing (Kolbeinsson et al., In Review; Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015).  
A central issue is that previous research on the nature of interruptions and interruption 
coordination methods has largely been set in somewhat artificial environments (e.g. 
McFarlane, 1999; Adamczyk & Bailey, 2004) where subjects have performed artificial tasks 
in experimental settings that are not designed for authenticity towards a specific task and 
context, but rather focus on isolating psychological factors. These tasks have typically been 
computer based, either containing completely artificial tasks (McFarlane, 1999) or simulated 
document editing tasks (Adamczyk & Bailey, 2004). These studies are designed to create 
difficulties that caused subjects to make errors, which may not be representative of more 
authentic tasks (McFarlane, 1999; Iqbal & Bailey, 2008). The differences between artificial 
and authentic tasks have earlier been pointed out by Iqbal and Bailey (2008), who question 
whether results obtained using the artificial tasks used in most research can be applied 
directly to what they refer to as “authentic” tasks. Iqbal and Bailey (2008) also point out that 
even using authentic tasks may not give results that can be generalised between domains. 
Important reasons for these artificial tasks and environments being used often in experiments 
are difficulties in gaining access to more authentic environments, the cost of using more 
authentic environments, and limitations in maintaining experimenter control over variables to 
avoid confounding factors in more authentic environment (Drews & Bakdash, 2013; 
Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015). Rooksby (2013) offers a tentative solution to this challenge 
when he argues for the use of simulated environments to emulate “authentic” tasks. He 
argues for these simulations being ecologically more valid than lab based experiments using 
artificial tasks, and that using a simulation increases the degrees of freedom and realism in 
the experiment while still offering the researcher adequate degrees of control. Sanderson and 
Grundgeiger (2015) further support this approach, listing central features of such a 
simulation, and highlighting the importance of engagement and representativeness in a 
simulation. 
Our prior work (Kolbeinsson & Lindblom, 2015; Kolbeinsson et al., in Review) used such a 
simulated environment to examine whether existing interruption coordination methods 
(McFarlane, 1999; McFarlane, 2002; McFarlane & Latorella 2002) minimise the cost of 
interruption when applied to a simulated manufacturing assembly scenario. The cost of 
interruptions being examined consists of time to complete the primary task and interruption 
task, as well as increases in errors on both the primary task and interruption task. 
McFarlane and Latorella’s (2002) taxonomy of interruption coordination methods consists of 
four methods of interruption coordination. These are: (1) immediate interruptions where the 
user is requested to act upon a notification without delay, (2) negotiated interruptions where 
the user is notified directly but can choose to delay the response until it is convenient, (3) 
scheduled interruptions where notifications accumulate and are sent at predetermined times 
or intervals, and (4) mediated interruptions where a mediator analyses the situation and sends 
the notification when deemed appropriate.  
The obtained results from Kolbeinsson et al. (in Review) supported the hypothesis that 
notifications delivered without considering the best timing for interruptions (immediate 
interruptions) caused less negative effects than predicted by earlier research (McFarlane, 
1999; McFarlane & Latorella 2002). Furthermore, Kolbeinsson et al (In Review) observed an 
unexpected effect during mediated interruptions, where interruptions are sent at predicted 
ideal breakpoints in the work process, which resulted in subjects missing notifications at a 
point predicted to support interruptions. This was further analysed from an embodied 
cognition standpoint by Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015). The breakpoints were selected 



based on Iqbal and Bailey (2008) who found that interruptions between tasks caused less 
costs than interruptions between sub-tasks, and both caused less costs than interruptions at 
random times. As the result reported in Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015) and Kolbeinsson 
et al. (In Review) was not set up to measure and quantify this effect it was deemed necessary 
to follow up on those observations in a second experiment. 
The aim of this paper is to examine unexpected effects previously observed by Kolbeinsson 
and Lindblom (2015) and Kolbeinsson et al. (in Review) where subjects were interrupted 
using mediated interruption coordination. This was observed to happen more during 
interruptions on breakpoints between sub-tasks than when notifications were sent on a 
breakpoint between tasks, but the experiment used in our prior work was not designed to 
measure this effect.  
The intended contribution of this research is to further investigate the unexpected effect 
observed by Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015) as well as Kolbeinsson et al. (in Review), and 
if this effect is shown to exist then also to provide an analysis of why the effect occurs. This 
is expected to serve as the basis to develop guidelines to avoid this effect in future 
interruption coordination systems for the manufacturing domain. 
 

2. Background 
Human factors gained traction as a research field in the 1970s and spread over multiple 
domains (e.g. Coraggio, 1990; Wickens, 1992; Rubinstein, Meyer, & Evans, 2001; 
McFarlane, 2002; Iqbal & Horvitz, 2007; Iqbal & Bailey, 2008; Warnock, McGee-Lennon, & 
Brewster, 2011; Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2014). An increase in ICT systems and the use of 
connected devices in workplaces in recent years has resulted in interruptions from 
notifications becoming more frequent, and the rise of Industrie 4.0 means that ICT systems 
are being deployed in industrial applications in increasing numbers (e.g. Hermann, Pentek, & 
Otto, 2015). This paper focuses on a subset of existing research on interruptions, in particular 
the focus is on research that is relevant for work with mobile information devices used within 
the manufacturing domain. Bjelica, Mrazovac, Papp, and Teslic (2013) point out that 
research on interruption management in the field of human-computer interaction is a 
relatively recent development which started with McFarlane (1999) as well as McFarlane and 
Latorella (2002). For a broader discussion on existing research on this topic see Kolbeinsson 
et al. (In Review). 
Most manufacturing environments focus on the efficient mass production of products that 
requires supporting communications between managers, team leaders, and assembly workers 
(e.g. Bäckstrand, 2009). Timely dissemination of information can be vital for workers to 
complete their tasks, but unnecessary interruptions can have negative effects on performance 
and errors on the current primary task, and if the interruptions contain a new task to perform 
then interruptions at inappropriate times can also cause the interruption task to be completed 
with errors (e.g. Baron, 1986; Gillie & Broadbent, 1989; McFarlane, 1999; Zijlstra, Roe, 
Leonora, & Krediet, 1999). Research on interruption management has mostly consisted of 
experiments conducted in lab environments (e.g. McFarlane, 1999, 2002; Altmann & 
Trafton, 2002; Adamczyk & Bailey, 2004) as well as some observational studies performed 
to see what happens when interruptions occur in a more authentic environment (e.g. Iqbal & 
Horvitz, 2007; Walter, Dunsmuir, & Westbrook, 2015). Brixey et al. (2007) as well as Walter 
et al. (2015) point out that much current research is still carried out in laboratory experiments 
due to cost and complexity considerations and may therefore not be fully generalizable to 
more authentic tasks and situations. Walter et al. (2015) further stress the need for research 
on the effect of interruptions in occupational settings, while emphasising the difficulties 



involved with research in natural settings. McFarlane (1999) shows an awareness of this, as 
do Iqbal and Bailey (2008), all commenting that results might differ if the experiments were 
to be tested using more authentic tasks or other domains. Iqbal and Bailey (2008) question 
whether findings from much existing research are directly applicable to what they refer to as 
“authentic tasks” or whether the tasks used in their own work are applicable to other domains 
that are not based on document editing. 
 
2.1.The nature of interruptions 
Interruptions have been defined as any external event that breaks into a user’s current 
activity, the primary task, and demands the user’s attention be shifted to another activity or 
event (Coraggio, 1990). This means that interruptions are a very wide class of events which 
can be random or deliberate, directed or broadcast widely. Interruptions can thus range from 
being a random event or distraction (Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015) that interrupts an 
unrelated group of people, to being a deliberate event that interrupts only a single individual 
and notifies that another task requires attention (Kolbeinsson, Thorvald, & Lindblom, 2014). 
Interruptions can lead to increased error rates and longer time required to complete the 
primary task, as well as increasing stress and irritation due to increases in cognitive load (e.g. 
Wickens, 1992; McFarlane, 2002), although interruptions can also have a positive effect as 
they confer updated information. Moreover, interruptions may reduce boredom on tasks with 
a very low cognitive load (Scerbo, 1998; Jackson, Kleitman, & Aidman, 2014). 
Modern research on interruptions and interruption management has mostly been conducted in 
lab environments using artificial tasks or office based tasks (e.g. McFarlane, 1999, 2002; 
Altmann & Trafton, 2002; Adamczyk & Bailey, 2004; Iqbal & Bailey, 2008), although some 
observational studies have been performed to see what happens when interruptions occur in 
an authentic environment (e.g. Iqbal & Horvitz, 2007; Walter, et al., 2015). Speier, Valacich, 
and Vessey (2003) found that interruptions have a larger negative effect on more complex 
tasks than on less complex tasks, while Zijlstra et al. (1999) found that more complex 
interruptions result in more negative effects on the primary task, and Monk, Boehm-Davis, 
and Trafton (2002) showed that the complexity of the primary task increases when the speed 
of the task is raised, with corresponding increases in negative effects of interruptions. Speier 
et al. (2003) also showed that the use of external cues also diminishes with increased 
complexity or shorter task time, and subjects performing tasks with a tight deadline make a 
trade-off in the quality of their work to meet the deadline. More research has been done since, 
but Brixey et al. (2007) as well as Walter et al. (2015) point out that this has mostly been 
carried out in laboratory experiments and may not be fully generalizable to authentic 
situations.  



A basic model of the interruption process was developed by Trafton and Monk (2007), an 
adapted version of which can be seen in figure 1. This shows how the timeline of a primary 
task being interrupted, the interruption lag inherent in switching tasks, an interruption task 
beung completed, resumption lag, and finally the primary task being completed. The 
interruption causes a cost both on switching from the primary task to the interruption task 
(interruption lag), and a cost on switching back to the primary task (resumption lag). The 
change in level between the primary task and the interruption task visually separates the two 
tasks and highlights them as being distinctly separate tasks, as well as illustrating the lag 
phases that comes from switching tasks. Figure 1 provides a tool for separating the events 
and costs involved in an interruption and is useful for understanding the basic timeline of task 
switching and giving an overview. However, figure 4 does not adequately explain any details 
of task switching, and does not provide an explanation for the effects observed in our prior 
work where subjects missed interruption signals at certain points in their task. 
Many modern interruption management ICT systems, such as message notifications on 
mobile devices, deliver information that may require the completion of some sort of a 
secondary task, and these interruptions are, for the most part, delivered without consideration 
as to whether the user wishes to be interrupted or benefits from being interrupted at that 
moment. McFarlane and Latorella’s seminal works on interruption management identified the 
choice of appropriate interruption coordination methods as a major challenge as they may 
incur different costs on both the primary task and the interruption task (McFarlane 1997, 
1999, 2002; McFarlane & Latorella, 2002). 
 
2.2.Interruption coordination methods  
McFarlane (1999, 2002) introduced four interruption coordination methods; immediate 
interruptions, negotiated interruptions, scheduled interruptions, and mediated interruptions. 
Briefly stated, immediate interruptions are sent to the recipient directly without delay, and 
require immediate response. Negotiated interruptions notify the recipient that there is new 
information to act upon but allows the recipient to act on it when deemed suitable. Scheduled 
interruptions are accumulated and sent at certain intervals and lastly, mediated interruptions 
are delayed until a time or place that a “mediator” deems appropriate. The mediator can be 
thought of as an assistant who reviews the context, task, and even the importance of the 
interruption before interrupting. Furthermore, it is important to understand that the mediator 
can be a person or an automated system, although the latter is more likely in ICT systems.  
McFarlane’s (1999; 2002) interruption coordination methods worked well in the tasks used in 
his original experiment and may work well for similar tasks. McFarlane’s (1999; 2002) tasks 
used a primary task involving subjects playing a computer game that involved catching 

Figure 1 Adapted from Monk et al. (2002) using terms from McFarlane (2002) as well as Altman 
and Trafton (2002) 



people that jumped out of a burning building, and an interruption task using a modified 
Stroop task, which is used to set the difficulty level of the interruption task to avoid a floor 
effect for errors. Both tasks were performed on a single computer screen, with the 
interruption task completely replacing the primary task. However, our prior work  
(Kolbeinsson & Lindblom, 2015; Kolbeinsson et al., in Review) showed differences when the 
four interruption coordination methods were used in more authentic setting performing 
manual assembly tasks in a simulated manufacturing environment. A key difference between 
our results and those of McFarlane (1999) was that immediate interruptions were shown to 
have less effect on task performance than predicted by McFarlane (1999). This was explained 
by Kolbeinsson et al. (In Review) in part by the presence of a hitherto unidentified 
“negotiation element” that all interruption coordination methods, including immediate 
interruptions, were observed to contain in this more authentic environment. In most authentic 
environments, the task switching control is not with the experimenter but rather with the 
subject, the researcher can only notify when an interruption task needs attention and cannot 
force when task change actually occurs. This is a fundamental difference between studies 
involving more authentic tasks in lieu of artificial tasks. In brief, whenever the subject is in 
control of the task switching, there is always a degree of negotiation, i.e. a “negotiation 
element”. This negotiation element is most likely always present to some degree when the 
user has task switching control, but one of the advantages of mediated interruptions is that 
governing the notification timing properly reduces the some of the negative effects of 
interrupting and reduces or changes the need for user negotiation. Andrews, Ratwani and 
Trafton (2009) found that sending a short “warning” notification before sending the actual 
message reduced resumption lag, which can be explained by the warning signal assisting the 
subject in initiating a negotiation period before receiving the message, thereby being at a 
more optimal point in the primary task for interruption when the actual interruption 
notification arrived.  
 
2.2.1. Mediated interruptions and the role of breakpoints 
What constitutes an appropriate time for the mediation of interruptions has been studied by 
Iqbal and Bailey (2008), who examined the granularity required to select appropriate 
interruption points. Iqbal and Bailey (2008) found that the end of a task (or a “coarse 
breakpoint”, in their terms) provides the best time to interrupt, while a break between sub-
tasks was found to be more disruptive, but better than interrupting in the middle of carrying 
out an activity. This had some exceptions, such as when the interruption involved information 
required for completing the primary task, in which case subjects preferred to be interrupted 
between sub-tasks. Iqbal and Bailey (2008) discuss breakpoints only in the terms of their size 
(how long a break exists between two elements of a task), as measured by their software, and 
do not discuss differences in the nature of tasks and sub-tasks, or any changes in goal directed 
behaviour of the subjects. Iqbal and Bailey (2008) found that the use of breakpoints reduced 
interruption lag, which was explained by examining video recordings wherein subjects could 
be seen externalising the current task to aid resumption.  
With a basis in Iqbal and Bailey’s (2008) as well as Adamczyk and Bailey’s (2004) work on 
selecting breakpoints, Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015) as well as Kolbeinsson et al. (In 
Review) applied McFarlane’s (1999, 2002) interruption coordination methods on a manual 
assembly task in a simulated manufacturing environment. The primary task used by 
Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015) and Kolbeinsson et al. (In Review) was an assembly task 
that involved mounting different kinds of front wheels onto a pedal car. Each full assembly of 
a pedal car required the subject to first select the correct components, then mount one wheel, 
then switch sides and mount the other wheel. Testing mediated interruptions was done by 



selecting breakpoints that were seen to be appropriate, as suggested by Iqbal and Bailey 
(2008), although Iqbal and Bailey noted that their results might not be applicable when 
authentic tasks are used, or in task types other than document editing, which is the task type 
used in their work. Appropriate interruption points were estimated to be after completing the 
task (between tasks) and after mounting one wheel but before beginning the mounting of the 
second wheel (between sub-tasks), with the expectation that the interruption between tasks 
would minimise the cost of errors, and that interruptions between sub-tasks would offer a 
significant cost advantage over interruptions at random times during assembly. Mediation of 
interruptions was also expected to offer an increase in efficiency and overall productivity 
based on results from Arroyo and Selker (2011). Arroyo and Selker (2011) tested subjects on 
a single computer using multiple applications including instant messaging and found large 
gains in productivity by sending interruptions when they were expected to either cause less 
disruption or to convey information important to successful completion of the primary task. 
They further found that interrupting at opportune moments made subjects more likely to 
respond to messages in an effective and timely manner.  
However, this was not supported by the results obtained by Kolbeinsson and Lindblom 
(2015) and Kolbeinsson et al. (in Review), with mediated interruptions causing a similar cost 
in time to assemble cars or errors in assembly, or faster responses to interruptions or less 
errors on the interruption task (sending messages). Mediated interruptions were observed 
causing the unexpected effect that subject missed notifications sent at the between-wheels 
breakpoint, although this could not be confirmed as the experimental design did not allow 
this effect to be isolated in the collected data. Subjects missing notifications (Kolbeinsson & 
Lindblom, 2015; Kolbeinsson et al., in Review) at a point predicted to support interruptions 
(Iqbal & Bailey, 2008) identifies a problem that needs to be investigated and analysed 
further. 
An important matter for such an examination is what kinds of concepts and theoretical 
frameworks can be used to characterise and explain why subjects miss notifications 
(Kolbeinsson et al., In Review), should these omissions be repeated and proven significant in 
this study. Any theories used for analysing and explaining the effect being examined must 
support both the “mental” and “physical” aspects of all tasks being performed, as well as 
taking the environment and setting into account. Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015) used new 
advances in the cognitive science field, in particular embodied and situated cognition theories 
(see e.g. Clark, 1997; Vernon, 2014; Lindblom, 2015), to gain insights into what might be 
going on, with an analysis suggesting that the physical and cognitive aspects of the tasks 
might be interfering with one another. Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015) further highlighted 
the usefulness of viewing cognition from an embodied and situated perspective, given that 
this new advances considers a wider unit of analysis that incorporates the interactions of all 
the factors that require examination, as well as allowing an analysis of the tasks and 
environment with a different theoretical lens than has traditionally been used in human 
factors and ergonomics. These disciplines commonly use a theoretical base that views 
cognition from a computer metaphor of mind perspective. The next section elaborates briefly 
on the new advances in the cognitive science field. 
 
2.3. New advances in the cognitive science field 
An established way of looking at cognition is the computer metaphor of mind (e.g. Fodor, 
1975; Pylyshyn, 1984), which characterises cognitive processing to the functions performed 
by different parts of a computer system. The computer metaphor of mind likens the brain to 
an information processing apparatus that stores memories much as a hard drive stores 
information and views the sensory organs as providing input that is then processed as a 



sequence of abstract calculations, and finally produces output as a behaviour. This effectively 
leaves the body as an input/output device to the brain, and the brain and mind are near 
synonymous (e.g. Clark, 1997; Vernon, 2014; Barrett, 2015). As pointed out by Barrett 
(2015), the emphasis on the idea that the brain is a kind of computer or even claiming that the 
‘brain’ is synonymous with the ‘mind’ separates the brain from the body as well as the 
material and social environment. This both ignores and removes the intimate connections that 
exist between brain, body, and environment (social and material) from analyses based on the 
computer metaphor of mind, which is considered a theoretical failure by proponents of 
alternative explanations of cognition that do not follow that traditional dichotomy of mind vs. 
body. Barrett (2015) further emphasizes that we should be sceptical of relying too heavily on 
the computer metaphor of mind since it is not derived from a naturalistic view of cognition 
and intelligent behaviour.  
Briefly stated, the new advances in cognitive science that have entered the scene can be 
referred to as DEEDS (Dynamical, Embodied, Extended, Distributed, and Situated) 
approaches of cognition (March, 2006). In a similar vein, Barrett (2015) refers to 4E-
cognition (Embodied, Embedded, Enactive, and Extended), arguing that although these 
theories differ from each other in a number of significant ways, all DEEDS and 4E-
approaches share the general idea that cognitive processes emerge from the unique manner in 
which an agent’s morphological structure and its sensory and motor capacities enable it to 
engage successfully with its social and material environment in order to bring forth adaptive 
and flexible behaviours. Taken together, these theories of cognition are all approaches to 
explaining and studying the human mind that challenge the traditional view of human 
information processing, following the computer metaphor of mind. Two underlying 
assumptions for the DEEDS and 4E approaches of cognition which directly contradict that 
traditional view are: 1) the agent’s embodied interactions matter for intelligence, and 2) the 
need for broadening the focus and scope of the agent’s cognitive system. Thus, the new 
advances in cognitive science instead views cognition as being evolutionarily rooted in action 
and anticipation of action, being indivisible from the body and its actions in the social and 
material environment that humans inhabit and are situated within (e.g., Clark, 1997; Wilson, 
2002; Wilson & Golonka, 2013; Vernon, 2013, 2014). Anticipation of action can in a way be 
described as an embodied analogue to what is often referred to as planning in fields that use 
the computer metaphor of mind as a basis, but planning refers to a more logical and rational 
process while anticipation of action builds from basic action and perception, or situated 
perception-action loops (Suchman, 1987; Wilson & Golonka, 2013; Vernon, 2014). The 
terminology highlights an important distinction, which is why this paper will refer to 
anticipation of action.  
Wilson (2002), for example, provided an important piece of work that introduces six 
fundamental views of the new advances of cognition that offer tentative explanations for how 
cognition and intelligent behaviour can be understood from this perspective. These six central 
views by Wilson (2002) are: 

1. Cognition is situated. Cognition takes part in an environment, and involves interaction 
in the form of perception and action. 
2. Cognition is time-pressured. Interactions with the world happen in real-time,  
3. We off-load cognitive work onto the environment. Cognitive systems have limited 
capacity, which is why humans use the environment to hold information or even use the 
interactions with that environment as a part of our cognitive processes.  
4. The environment is part of the cognitive system. If cognition uses the environment, 
even storing information and “thoughts” in the environment, then any analysis of 
cognition should view the subject and environment as a minimum unit of analysis.  



5. Cognition is for action. Cognition has evolved to support action, which means that 
complex mechanisms such as attention, perception, and memory must all be viewed with 
that in mind. 
6. Offline cognition is body based. “Higher” cognition such as abstract thought relies on 
mechanisms that have evolved for “simulating” and performing actions in the 
environment. 

 
Examining in detail the views that cognition is for action and that off-line cognition is body 
based suggest that action and anticipation of action are two sides of the same coin. 
Consequently, this raises questions about humans’ ability to perform actions and anticipate 
other actions simultaneously. Vernon (2014) further explains that anticipation of action is a 
central aspect in cognition due to the delays inherent in the control pathways of biological 
systems.  
Wilson’s (2002) view that cognition is time-pressured introduces a time element to any 
analysis being done from this perspective, which is rather absent in the computer metaphor of 
mind (Vernon, 2014). This is due to the real-time nature of cognition, and the tight coupling 
between perception and action as an integral part of cognition, and contrasts with analyses 
based on the computer metaphor of mind, in which separation of mental processing and 
action can lead to static analyses, i.e. analyses of “snapshots” of all parts of an activity 
without taking the dynamic nature of the activity and setting into account. The views that the 
environment is a part of the cognitive system and the human ability to offload cognitive work 
into the environment, imply that the environment is not a problem domain to be handled, 
given that it can be viewed as a source of cognition that enhances the biological abilities of 
cognition, such as a limited short-term memory effectively force analyses to also take into 
account the body and environment which results in an expanded unit of analysis (Wilson & 
Golonka, 2013; Vernon, 2014) One example of a theoretical framework that offers a way of 
examining and explaining how external aids, tools, cooperation, and communication can be 
used to perform cognitive tasks that would otherwise be impossible within a single mind is 
called Distributed Cognition (DC) and has been used for analysing situations where multiple 
people using varied tools perform complex operations such as ship navigation from a 
systemic perspective (Hutchins, 1995).  
Analysing activities from the standpoint of embodied and situated views of cognition requires 
a compatible model to gain an insight the activities being performed. A useful concept, 
named activity levels, can be found within a theoretical framework named activity theory 
(AT). Activity theory is compatible with the DEEDS and 4E approaches to cognition, as 
AT’s focus on the activity is based on the expanded unit of analysis supported by both 
approaches (e.g. Rogers, 2012; Vernon, 2014; Kaptelinin, Kuutti & Bannon, 1995), but this 
study limit its use of AT to the concept of activity levels. The primary unit of analysis in AT 
is the activity which is also the highest activity level, and the activity itself is comprised of 
actions and operations (Halverson, 2002). The concept of activity levels provides a way of 
viewing goal directed actions in a manner useful for analysis purposes (Kaptelinin, Kuutti & 
Bannon, 1995), as well as supporting the level of granularity that was identified by Iqbal and 
Bailey (2008) as being useful for interruption research. This same level of granularity can be 
seen in the breakpoint selection, which already identified two central levels of activity in the 
experimental task, as well as the motive, i.e. the over-arching goal, of the activity. Activity 
levels are thus a viable way of splitting an activity into a hierarchy that consists of levels of 
goal directed actions, which are then further split into operations (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 1997).   



These activity levels can be illustrated with reference to Iqbal and Bailey’s (2008) granularity 
of coarse and fine breakpoints, versus no breakpoint, with coarse breakpoints being between 
tasks, fine breakpoints being between subtasks, and interruption without breakpoints possibly 
coming during an operation or at any other random time. Both Kolbeinsson and Lindblom 
(2015) and Kolbeinsson et al (in Review) used this granularity of breakpoint selection. This is 
visualised in figure 2, which shows activity levels on the vertical axis, and time on the 
horizontal axis. A task begins when action begins on the first sub-task within that task, and 
ends when the last sub-task within that task is fully complete.  
 
2.4 Simulation 
Simulations, as discussed here, are investigations that take place outside of the context of 
study, while recreating significant aspect of the target context (Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 
2015). The difference between simulation and laboratory studies as pertains to interruptions 
is primarily that the simulation aims to recreate factors that allow eliciting responses 
representative of those elicited in the target domain (Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015), i.e. 
increase ecological validity, while laboratory studies generally aim to validate or falsify 
fundamental aspects of cognitive theories, e.g. certain models of attention, memory, and 
interruption (Altmann & Trafton, 2002). A simulation may be used where the factors in the 
target domain make manipulation of variables unsafe or impractical (Rooksby, 2013; 
Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015). 
Studies exploring the effects of interruption can be difficult to design and set up, and doing so 
in a manufacturing assembly context poses certain challenges. An ideal study would view 
fully authentic tasks in a fully authentic environment, but as manufacturing assembly 
environments pose problems due to safety, cost, and complexity another approach is required. 
This is often the case for research in manufacturing assembly, wherein researcher 
manipulation is expected to cause subjects to make errors. Rooksby (2013) suggests using “in 
the wild” approaches in a laboratory setting by creating a simulation of the tasks and 
environment to be examined, with Sanderson and Grundgeiger (2015) as well as Drews and 
Bakdash (2013) offering detailed information on the benefits offered by such a simulation, as 
well as the requirements for reaping the benefits. Primary benefits of using a simulation 
involve maintaining a high degree of ecological validity while making the research more 
manageable than naturalistic studies, as well as offering the use of experimental approaches 
in contexts and scenario that are normally ill-suited to experimenter manipulation (Rooksby, 
2013; Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015). The requirements explained by Drews and Bakdash 
(2013) as well as Sanderson & Grundgeiger (2015) centre around maintaining an appropriate 
level of fidelity in the simulation. An appropriate level of fidelity centres around creating 

Figure 2. Activity levels (activity, action, and operation) and granularity of breakpoints are shown 
here. The vertical axis shows activity level, and the horizontal axis shows time 



engagement in the subjects that approximate what is experienced in the context being 
simulated (Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015), and the representativeness of the setting is 
important for this. Representativeness refers to how well the scenario and cover story elicit 
responses that approximate “real” responses (Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015).  Drews and 
Bakdash (2013) further point out that simulations for the purpose of research require a high 
level of immersion and should be easy to manipulate, but may sacrifice a level of fidelity. 
This suggests the use of simulation for manufacturing assembly, with interruptions from ICT 
systems being relatively simple to simulate in a manner that closely resembles interruptions 
in the target domain. A simulation of manual assembly was used in our previous work, and a 
more detailed argumentation around the use of simulation in interruption research can be 
found in Kolbeinsson et al. (in Review). 
 
2.5 Summary and hypothesis 
The study presented here follows up on previous work by Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015) 
and Kolbeinsson et al. (in Review) and examines whether the observation that subjects are 
more likely to miss notifications at a breakpoint between sub-tasks constitute a statistically 
significant effect in mediated interruptions. In line with our previous work, this study uses a 
simulation of a manufacturing assembly task and context. The study is expected to elaborate 
upon the results obtained by Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015) and Kolbeinsson et al. (in 
Review), but data sampling is designed with a focus on missed notifications in the context of 
mediated interruptions.  
The previous results (Kolbeinsson & Lindblom, 2015; Kolbeinsson et al., in Review) 
indicated an unexpected issue wherein subjects were observed to miss to perceive 
notifications sent when interrupted using mediated interruption coordination methods. The 
prior experiment was not designed to quantify this effect, which serves as a foundation for 
this follow-up experiment. 
The central hypothesis being tested is as follows: 

• More notifications will be missed when notifications are sent using mediated 
interruption coordination at breakpoint 1 (between sub-tasks) than at breakpoint 2 
(between tasks) as was observed our previous work (Kolbeinsson & Lindblom, 
2015; Kolbeinsson et al., in Review). 
 

3. Method 
Testing the hypothesis involves using a similar setup as used in our previous work 
(Kolbeinsson & Lindblom, 2015; Kolbeinsson et al., in Review), which consists of a lab-
based experiment that simulates tasks and environments typical of manufacturing assembly. 
Tasks and breakpoints similar to those used earlier during mediated interruptions are used 
again, with the primary task involving mounting two different kinds of front wheels onto a 
pedal car, with the mounting of each wheel identified as being a distinct sub-task. The 
interruption task consists of a message sent to a mobile device and the subject responding to 
this message on a stationary computer system. 
The interruption points (Kolbeinsson & Lindblom, 2015; Kolbeinsson et al., In Review) were 
originally chosen based on Iqbal and Bailey’s (2008) findings that breakpoints at the end of a 
task cause the least cost in time and errors and that breakpoints at the end of a sub-tasks also 
cause less cost than random interruption points without the use of breakpoints. The selected 
breakpoints will be referred to as between cars for the between tasks breakpoint, and between 
wheels for the between sub-tasks breakpoint (see the argumentation in section 2.2.1).  



 
3.1.Research approach 
An actual manufacturing facility and fully authentic tasks would be ideal for performing this 
study, but as the experiment requires manipulating the tasks and interrupting subjects with 
the expectation that the interruptions will cause an increase in errors and assembly time then 
a substitute must be found. A simulation of the environment and tasks is therefore used, as is 
supported by Rooksby (2013), Drews and Bakdash (2013), as well as Sanderson and 
Grundgeiger (2015). Drews and Bakdash (2013) explain that the level of engagement 
supported by the tasks and environment and the ease of manipulation of factors are more 
important than a perfect recreation of the target domain. Tolmie and Crabtree (2008) point 
out that the background story and immersiveness of the context are central to the validity of 
the research. This is why the environment chosen for use in this research is a training facility 
for assembly workers, and the tasks designed for the experiment are based on tasks observed 
in the manufacture of white goods, even though the object of assembly in the experiment is 
pedal-cars. The tasks are designed to support an authentic level of engagement, realism, and 
representativeness, which is “the degree to which the stimuli and conditions used in an 
experiment have been intentionally sampled to reflect the range of contexts to which the 
investigators intend that conclusions should apply” (Sanderson & Grundgeiger, 2015, p. 87). 
Insights derived from our previous work support that the setup used creates a high enough 
level of engagement, where subjects with experience from the manufacturing assembly 
provided unsolicited comments on the high level of realism they experienced during that 
experiment. A custom layout of the production training facility is used, safety equipment is 
used as prescribed in the training facility, and environmental factors such as light and sound 
levels are simulated to support the required level of realism and immersiveness of the 
simulated environment ant tasks.  
 
3.2. Experimental design 
Two points for mediated interruptions are being examined, after mounting the first wheel and 
before mounting the second wheel (between sub-tasks), and after mounting both wheels and 
before starting the next car assembly (between tasks). A third condition wherein subjects are 
not interrupted at all is also tested, both for getting a baseline time for car assembly, and so 
that subjects cannot know when they will be interrupted or even whether they will be 
interrupted. 
The independent variable being examined is the breakpoint, which has two levels that are 
between wheels (BP1) and between cars (BP2). The dependent variable is whether 
notification signals are missed or not, which has the binary output of missed or not missed. 
This binary output is gauged by the researcher and triggered by hand during the experiment 
and recorded by the custom software used. The software also measures other data for error 
checking and verification purposes. 
Each subject takes part in all three conditions and is tested on each level of the independent 
variable. The experiment is of a repeated measures, within subjects, design with the order of 
treatments being varied to increase both internal and ecological validity. 
 
3.2.1. The primary task 
The primary task (car assembly) involves mounting two front wheels onto a pedal car, with 
the small extra complication that each car requires a specific setup of tire hardness (three 
levels) and each wheel had specific markings denoting hardness, as well as requiring a colour 
coded bolt in one of four colours. The steps required to complete the task are selecting the 



correct hardness of wheel for each side, mounting those onto the axle, selecting the correctly 
coloured bolt for each wheel, threading a bolt and washer into the axle, and fastening each 
bolt using a cordless drill. Each pedal car has a note on the back stating which hardness is 
needed for each front wheel and which colour of bolt should be used. The note has the tire 
hardness for each front wheel written above and below one another and the bolt colour 
specified below that for each wheel, to increase the difficulty of translating to left and right 
through visual mapping. The tires themselves had three different hardness levels (hard, 
medium, and soft) and were specifically marked as being for the left side or the right side, 
and the bolts were marked with one of four different colours (yellow, red, blue, and green). 
The design of this complication is based on assembly instructions examined by the authors in 
manufacturing facilities, and the custom configuration of each car assembly is consistent with 
current requirements in manufacturing. Normal assembly time, called takt time, is 40 
seconds, with subjects getting a visual indicator when this time is up. This creates a time 
pressure and illustrates to subjects the time limits which they are expected to meet when no 
interruptions are present. 
 
3.2.2. The interruption task 
The interruption task involves a message sent to a mobile device carried by the subjects in 
their pocket during assembly, with both an audio signal and a vibration being used for 
notifying subjects of a received message. The message asks for specific error codes to be sent 
to specific recipients, based on a cover story introduced at the beginning of the experiment. 
When responding to a message, subjects must walk to a stationary terminal (situated 
approximately four meters away from the assembly station), read error information from the 
message on the mobile device, find the correct error code for that error on the stationary 
screen, select the matching symbols on the stationary terminal, and send to the correct 
recipient, before returning the phone to their pocket and resuming assembly.  
The information sent to the mobile device the phone consists of a short message requesting 
the error codes for a some sort of problem, occurring at a specified assembly station, and 
send those to a specific recipient. The error codes are displayed in a list on the stationary 
information terminal and consist of a sequence of four basic shapes written out as words that 
must be input into the terminal which requires subjects to press actual symbols matching the 
text. The discrepancy between text and symbols was used to avoid subjects using visual 
pattern matching to input codes and create a requirement for subjects to perform an 
interpretation between words and shapes and increase the memory requirements of the task 
(Floel et al., 2004). The user interface of the stationary system was created to mimic usability 
problems observed by the authors in modern manufacturing facilities, and as such is designed 
to be more complex in usage than is required. 



 

 

 
3.2.3.  Equipment 
The pedal car assembly facility has multiple assembly and disassembly stations, each with 
the correct manual tools or power tools as required. A single assembly station is used by the 
subjects, and a single disassembly station is operated by an assistant, see figure 3. Custom 
computer programs are used to record data from the primary task, the interruption task, to 
send interruption messages, and to customise the messages that go with the interruptions. 
The messaging system controls the messages sent to the mobile device in the subjects’ 
pocket, which allows setting the intensity and persistence of both audio and vibration. A 
single notification sound and vibration are used to notify. The audio notification is set to be 
audible from the researcher’s control station during the experiment. This is used to verify that 
notification signals are emitted from the mobile device, and corroborated with on-screen 
verification from the messaging system. 
A touch screen controller, see figure 4, is used for the input of subjects’ responses to the 
interruption task, and is used to simplify the physical part of the data entry by giving direct 
input with the aim of eliminating any confounding factors arising from a user interface (UI) 
using a relative and translational interface such as a mouse (Cooper, Reimann, Cronin, & 
Noessel, 2014).  
A video camera is located in a central position so that video recordings can be used for 
analysis of subjects’ behaviour and performance as well as for verification of measurements. 
A sound system plays audio that replicates a manufacturing assembly environment. The 
audio level is set to be loud enough that wearing hearing protectors feel appropriate, and was 
measured as approximately 65 dB at the assembly station, and the message from the mobile 
device was attenuated down to approximately 70 dB when in a thick fabric jeans pocket 
(approximately 80 dB at source). The audio levels were selected for authenticity based on 
observations from manufacturing assembly facilities, with the level allowing the experiment 
leader to hear when subjects received notifications at typical distances (between two and five 
metres).  

Figure 3. The environment used for the experiment. This is a training facility for assembly workers to 
practice the application of production principles. 



 

3.3. Subjects 
Subjects were recruited through advertisements in a university. 21 subjects participated, with 
12 male and 8 female subjects results being used. Gender comparison was not the focus in 
this experiment, and was deemed impractical due to small sample size. One subject’s results 
were excluded due to incomplete results. 17 of the subjects were aged between 20 and 30, 
with the remaining 3 subjects age ranging up to 50. Each subject received a practice period 
until the subject performed the primary and interruption tasks without procedural errors at 
least three times in a row. Risks were explained, safety equipment used as befitting a 
manufacturing assembly facility, and consent obtained for participation as well as for using 
video recordings.  
Subjects were mostly typical of new hires at nearby manufacturing facilities and experience 
gained from our prior study was used for reference. The assembly task used in the experiment 
is designed to simulate tasks faced by assembly workers in manufacturing. Differences 
between subjects with experience in manufacturing and those without experience were not 
observed, which matches our prior work. 
 
3.4. Procedure 
All three treatments, assembly only, breakpoint 1, and breakpoint 2, were tested in a single 
condition with a random order of breakpoints and assembly only being used to avoid subjects 
being able to predict when they would be interrupted. The random order was created using a 
Mersenne Twister based randomisation function (Python Software Foundation, 2013). The 
assembly only condition was included to make interruptions more unpredictable for subjects, 
as well as to have a reference for time to complete primary tasks for further analysis of the 
collected data.  
Notifications were sent according to a pre-defined random list, with each subject receiving 
six of each, no interruption, breakpoint 1, and breakpoint 2, resulting in each subject 
assembling at least 18 pedal cars, with a minimum of six usable measurements of each 
breakpoint. Whether subjects noticed or missed notifications was recorded in the software 
manually, as well as on the paper randomisation list. Video recordings were used for 
verification of measurements and for further examination of subjects’ actions during the 
experiment. 
 
 

Figure 4. Left: This shows the location of the research control station on the far left, the assembly 
station and touch-screen terminal. Centre: A close-up of the touch-screen terminal. Right: The 
wheels with their markings. The wheels were sorted by hardness and which side they were for. 



4. Results 
The effect that is being examined is whether there is a difference between subjects missing 
notifications on breakpoints BP1 (between wheels/sub-tasks) and BP2 (between cars/tasks), 
with 120 data points being available for each breakpoint. The data being examined is binary 
in nature, either a notification is missed or a notification is noticed. These states were 
encoded as missed = 0 and noticed = 1, and as the data is paired, and there are two 
breakpoints, each with two exclusive states then the appropriate analysis is a McNemar’s test 
(Agresti & Franklin, 2007). Subjects missed notifications on BP2 a total of 9 times, and 
missed notifications on BP1 a total of 21 times. A McNemar’s test showed that the two 
proportions (BP1 and BP2) were different, asymptotic p = .038 (2 sided). The null hypothesis 
is rejected. 
The risk of missing a notification sent at between cars/tasks (BP2) is 7,5%, while the risk of 
missing a notification at between wheels/sub-tasks (BP1) is 17,5%. This is a risk increase of 
10 percentage points (+10%) over that of missing a notification on between cars/tasks (BP2), 
which constitutes a 133% increase in risk (Biostat Inc., 2015). 
 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 
The aim of this paper was to examine unexpected effects previously observed by Kolbeinsson 
and Lindblom (2015) and Kolbeinsson et al. (in Review) where subjects were interrupted 
using mediated interruption coordination. This was observed to happen more during 
interruptions on breakpoints between wheels/sub-tasks than when notifications were sent on a 
breakpoint between cars/tasks, but the experiment used by Kolbeinsson et al. (in Review) was 
not set up to measure this effect. The experiment presented here rectifies that, and is 
specifically set up to check whether a statistically significant effect exists. 
The data show that a significant effect exists as predicted, and that this effect is large enough 
to have real world consequences, with more than a doubling of missed notifications when 
subjects were interrupted at the interruption point between wheels/sub-tasks. The observed 
effects support the hypothesis that the between wheels/sub-tasks breakpoint is not appropriate 
for interrupting the primary task, but not as easily seen is why subjects miss notifications at 
this point. We offer a possible explanation here that takes into account the difference between 
the simulated experimental context used in this research versus the lab based experiments 
referenced (McFarlane, 1999; Adamczyk & Bailey, 2004). This explanation is based on the 
situated and embodied nature of the assembly task used, relies on the cognition being evolved 
for action and the anticipation of action (Wilson, 2002), and offers a model for visualising 
what is going on through the use of activity levels which is a concept adapted from activity 
theory (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 1995). 
This model requires understanding the interplay between tasks examined, which requires an 
explanation of how activity levels were used to break the assembly task into a hierarchy, as 
well as how action and anticipation of action apply to the assembly task. The focus is 
maintained on the assembly task so that an understanding may be reached as to why the 
breakpoint between wheels/sub-tasks was seen to be less appropriate for interruption than the 
breakpoint between cars/tasks. 
 
5.1 Activity levels in the assembly tasks 
The activity level concept can be used to describe both the action within a task and the 
anticipation of action within a task, as was introduced in section 2.3. Activity levels are 
useful for separating activities into a hierarchy, and we have divided the activity levels of 



both the physical and mental aspects of the tasks into three levels, as was earlier shown in 
figure 2. These three levels are here assigned the names of task, sub-task, and operation, and 
are roughly analogous to the Activity Theory (AT) naming conventions of activity, action, 
and operation. From the lowest level, operations are the basic manual elements of the tasks, 
such as threading a bolt, tightening a bolt, or sliding a tire onto an axle. Sub-tasks involve 
larger elements that constitute a larger step in achieving the goal. Two examples of sub-task 
actions are fully mounting one of the wheels in this experiment, or inputting the required 
information on the interruption task. Tasks incorporate the motive behind the whole activity, 
and it is important to note that each level self-sufficiently contains its own goal(s). The task 
of assembling a pedal car is thus an activity, so that we switch tasks after finishing the 
assembly of one pedal car and start a new task when beginning the assembly of the next car. 
This contrasts with the actions of mounting each wheel, which each constitutes an action with 
its own goal. The goals within each action exist as a part of the overall activity. The use of 
three levels is arbitrary, and is selected as a useful simplification, as well as being common in 
AT. More levels could be introduced for increased granularity, more goal-type levels can be 
added, or even different types of activity levels can be incorporated. Indeed, this has been 
done, notably by González (2006) who added specific levels that incorporate the type of 
activity, called “engagements” by González, into the model. What constitutes a “top level” 
can be discussed, as the overall motive behind the assembly can be argued, but for the 
purposes of the discussion here we view the top level motive as involving the successful 
assembly of each individual pedal car. 
Whereas Iqbal and Bailey (2008) showed that interrupting users at coarse breakpoints (i.e. 
between tasks) caused less negative effects for performance on the primary task, this 
experiment shows that the use of coarse interruption points also minimised another, hitherto 
unexplored, cost that affects the interruption task. That said, Iqbal and Bailey (2008) found 
that interruption at fine breakpoints caused less costs when the interruption conveyed 
information aimed at supporting the current primary task, than when interruptions required 
shifting to a novel, unrelated task. Combining that with the current results it becomes 
apparent that interruptions at fine breakpoints (between sub-tasks) thus only seem appropriate 
for new tasks of a very high priority, or for conveying updated information pertaining to the 
current primary task.  
 
5.2 Action and anticipation of action 
The explanatory model proposed here views the whole activity being performed as consisting 
of two intertwining aspects of the activity that can be referred to as action and anticipation of 
action, and these two aspects are mapped out to take into account a timeline and activity 
levels as figure 6 visualises. Figure 6 effectively shows the experimental task from the study 
in this paper, and splits that into activity levels on the vertical axis, shows a timeline on the 
horizontal axis, shows a grey line for action, and a blue line for anticipation of action. Gaps 
between tasks and sub-tasks show breaks in the activity that could suggest the possibility to 
create breakpoints for interruption. But if it is taken into account that a task has started when 
the first operation within that task has begun, and ends when the last operation of that task 
has ended, then the anticipation of action extends the start of the task, thus making the break 
in the activity that much shorter than what can be observed when viewing someone perform 
the activity without taking into consideration anticipation of action. 



This view of how an activity progresses with both action and anticipation of action being 
represented is visualised in figure 6 and highlights how a possible mismatch may arise, with 
anticipation of action occupying a subject’s cognitive capacity at the same time as there is a 
lull in the physical aspects of the sub-task. This illustrates how anticipation of action is 
always active in some form, and illustrates how anticipation of action may cause stronger 
effects when switching activity levels. This suggests that these complementary theories may 
also be useful for explaining the multiple effects that have been observed around 
interruptions, including the effect observed in this work, the effects reported by Iqbal and 
Bailey (2008), and an effect reported by Andrews, Ratwani and Trafton (2009) who found 
that a short “warning” signal sent in advance of the actual interruption decreased the 
performance cost of being interrupted. This latter effect reported by Andrews, Ratwani, and 
Trafton (2009) supports the proposed explanation in that a warning of an incoming 
notification can allow subjects to align their action and anticipation of action processes, 
thereby creating a useful breakpoint even on small activity level changes. This alignment of 
processes may be seen as a priming effect of sorts, but the warning signal also supports the 
creation of resumption points, as well as allowing the subject to make sure that the task 
switching is done at a point with an appropriate task level. Knowing that a notification with a 
message requiring action is incoming allows subjects to plan their actions in such a way as to 
be at an appropriate activity level when the main notification arrives. In an authentic task this 
might involve finishing tightening a bolt, but because the subject knows that a message is 
incoming she will wait with the mental preparations required to go into the next sub-task, 
thus more closely aligning the physical and mental parts of the activity levels of the tasks. 
This is likely to work with both fine and coarse breakpoints such as those used in this 
research, but further work is required to verify the effectiveness of this approach.  
 
5.3 Recommendations for mediated interruptions in interruption coordination systems 
A combination of the current results, Trafton and Monk’s (2008) visualisation of the anatomy 
of an interruption, and Andrews, Ratwani, and Trafton (2009) experiment on sending a short 
“warning” that an interruption is incoming can be used in combination to suggest that any 
interruption system using mediated interruption coordination should attempt to use 
breakpoints that are between tasks, and further suggests that any interruption deemed 

Figure 6. Anticipation of action is added to the model originally shown in figure 2. This extends the 
beginning of each task and sub-task, and makes the breaks between tasks and sub-tasks smaller 
as a task or sub-task ends when action completes, but the next task has effectively begun when 
anticipation of action begins on that task/sub-task. Taking anticipation of action into account 
therefore shortens the breaks 



important enough to be sent at a breakpoint between sub-tasks requires a quick and 
recognisable notification slightly earlier to assist the subject in aligning the levels of action 
and anticipation of action. Iqbal and Bailey’s (2008) results further suggest that any 
interruption sent at a breakpoint between sub-tasks should be deemed important enough to 
warrant the possible costs of losing efficiency or making errors on the primary task, or be for 
the purpose of supporting the primary task. These findings can be consolidated into 
recommendations for incorporating mediated interruptions into interruption coordination 
systems in manufacturing assembly. All the included recommendations assume the required 
level of context awareness needed to ascertain where in the current task the user is, which 
may be based on location awareness, movement patterns, sensing which parts are being 
manipulated or assembled, or the use of other sensors: 
 

Breakpoint selection 
Interruptions should be sent at breakpoints between tasks where possible.  
Interruptions should only be sent at breakpoints between sub-tasks when: 

The interruption is of a high enough importance to warrant the possible 
costs,  
or 
The interruption conveys updated information for the current primary 
task required to successfully complete the primary task. 

 
Interruption signal (notification) 
Noticeable signals for that environment: The signals used should be compatible with 
the environment in which the system will be used and use an appropriate modality 
and signal intensity. 
Acknowledge receipt of notification: 

The notification system used for interrupting between sub-tasks should 
preferably use some form of acknowledgment system to ensure that the 
notification has been accepted, so as to avoid situations where important 
information is missed. Such an acknowledgment would in most cases be 
manual, i.e. the worker acknowledging the receipt of a message or accepting 
updated information on an information terminal.  

 
Reminder signal until notification is acknowledged: 

Due to the risk of missing a once-off signal it is necessary to send follow-up 
reminder signal(s). This can vary based on the priority level of the 
interruption, and may be dynamically varied, i.e. the priority level of the 
interruption may change based on time, and the “interruptability” or 
“availability” of the worker may change when other breakpoints are reached. 
A reminder signal might be emitted once or multiple times, and may be 
emitted using a timer, by using breakpoints, or by using other interruption 
coordination methods such as location based interruption coordination 
scheduling/mediation or time based scheduling. 

 
These recommendations take into account the work shown here, and consider the mismatch 
between action and anticipation of action that has been discussed. The recommendations are, 



however, only for avoiding problems due to the effect examined in this work, and should be 
combined with other work in the domain. 
 
5.4 Contributions  
The experiment and analysis, as well as Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015) and Kolbeinsson 
et al. (in Review), support the notion that expanding the unit of analysis to combine what is 
classically seen to be “within the head” and the context that results in a different explanation 
and understanding of the tasks being observed. We see the use of embodied cognition 
theories as being the most direct way of supporting this expanded unit of analysis, as well as 
making it possible to vary the unit of analysis to meet the requirements of the analysis. 
Attempts have been made to combine embodied cognition theories with human factors and 
ergonomics (HF/E) (e.g. Marras & Hancock, 2014), but these have shown varying levels of 
clarity,  since they, in our view, still adhere to the computer metaphor of mind, thus putting 
an embodied icing on the information-processing cake (e.g. Lindblom, 2015). Having access 
to a theoretical framework that effectively combines embodied cognition theories with the 
HF/E discipline’s systems perspective (Wilson, 2013), would support HF/E practitioners in 
their analyses and provide a vocabulary for communication of their results when using these 
new advances in cognitive science field as a complementary perspective.  
The work presented here, combined with Kolbeinsson and Lindblom (2015) and Kolbeinsson 
et al. (in Review) is seen as being an important first step in identifying the elements to create 
such a theoretical framework,  
Furthermore, the use of embodied cognition theories supports the use of simulation, as these 
theories view action and context as being intertwined, and combining this with the work of 
Rooksby (2013) as well as Sanderson and Grundgeiger (2013) further supports the use of 
simulation so long as an appropriate level of engagement is maintained. 
The practical contributions to HF/E are more straightforward; normal limitations in existing 
work on the use of mediation through applying mediation in a domain different to that used 
by Iqbal and Bailey (2008) have been identified and explored. Our previous work 
(Kolbeinsson et al., in Review) similarly highlighted that the cost of interruptions in a manual 
assembly task differs significantly from the interruption costs measured in a contrived task 
and settings (McFarlane, 1999). 
  
5.5 Concluding thoughts 
Introducing new theories, especially theories that propose a different viewpoint to the 
established one, to an existing field is a proposition that may meet some friction. One factor 
in this is that mature fields of study will already have existing theories and frameworks, as 
well as having a shared vocabulary that is based in the theories being used. HF/E has been 
intertwined with cognitive psychology from the field’s inception, as well as cognitive science 
to a lesser extent, but has only accepted more recent developments in the field to a limited 
degree. Introducing embodied science theories into HF/E faces the aforementioned 
difficulties, and suffers from the problem of being at the same time simple to understand at 
the conceptual and epistemological level, and difficult to understand and apply at a more 
practical level, which is in part due to mismatches between the vocabulary used in embodied 
cognitive science and within HF/E. This said, our work is not the first foray into introducing 
embodied cognition theories into HF/E, but previous efforts have had various levels of 
success. 
An example of the successful use of embodied cognitive theories for analysis purposes can be 
seen in Wilson and Golonka’s (2013) work, who eloquently explain the implications of 



embodied theories of cognition and how these force the analyst to consider the whole context 
of mind, body, and environment as well as the dynamic nature of the task being performed, 
instead of seeing input/output as just “tweaking” cognition. Another example is Bagnara and 
Pozzi (2015), who clearly explain how embodied cognition theories can be used to an 
expanded unit of analysis, and that this expanded unit of analysis is useful for seeing complex 
relationships between elements. Attempts at combining embodied cognition with HF/E have 
been less successful, as can be seen in Marras and Hancock (2014) where the basics of 
embodied cognition are explained well and the importance of incorporating embodied 
cognition theories into HF/E are highlighted, but the examples and explanations used in the 
paper fall back on traditional models which are based on the computer metaphor of mind and 
separate the mind and the body. This is always a risk when incorporating new theories into an 
established field that lacks both a vocabulary and methods for the communicating and using 
the new theories within the field. This highlights the need for a unifying theoretical 
framework created specifically to support HF/E practitioners in incorporating embodied 
cognitive theories in their work so that these useful theories can effectively contribute to 
safety and efficiency, as well as human well being. 
Embodied cognition theories were used in this work for analysis, and proved useful as well as 
having explanatory power, which is supported by the analysis made by Kolbeinsson and 
Lindblom (2015). Furthermore, Lindblom and Gündert (2016) collaborated on the 
experiment presented here, but worked from a different research question and sampled 
qualitative data that was analysed using the DC based DiCot method, and found that DC 
worked well for the analysis, although DiCot had limitations as a method. This supports the 
claims that theories from the DEEDS and 4E approaches are appropriate for the creation of a 
wider model of interruption coordination management based on an embodied and situated 
cognition foundation. Doing that would be made easier were the useful elements from these 
theories bound together into a framework. One of the advantages of such a consolidated 
conceptual framework is that this helps researchers analyse a set of actions as the framework 
provides names for the concepts being examined which creates a common vocabulary for 
researchers, or a “rhetorical force of naming” as Halverson (2002) referred to it, as well as 
allowing the researcher to structure the analysis in a different manner based on the chosen 
framework. The creation of a framework of situated and embodied framework that 
incorporates activity levels, as well as any other useful elements from activity theory, is 
therefore seen as a logical suggestion for further work. 
The results provide support for the importance of the use of authentic tasks and environments 
in research, and supports Rooksby’s (2013) suggestions that tasks and environments that are 
simulated to a suitably realistic degree can be used to elicit behaviours that may not be 
observed in less authentic settings.  
The size and detail level of the simulation is another avenue for further work. This work used 
a simulation that was limited to a single assembly station, all interruptions were for a task 
unrelated to the primary task, no distractions were used, and all interruptions were delivered 
through a mobile device. Further work could use a simulation similar to that used here, but 
could be expanded in any of the factors described. Work on interruption management will 
contribute to more effective work in manufacturing assembly through reducing errors and 
making communication and dissemination of important information within manufacturing 
facilities more effective. This supports the Industrie 4.0 framework, which aims to advance 
manufacturing to create the smart factories of the future. 
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